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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

In the beginning, Global Positioning System or GPS were widely used by the military. 

Recently are being largely applies by civilian, scientific and industrial communities. It 

is increasingly assuming an important role in high precision surveying and geodetic 

application. Further refinements for greater precision of GPS long distance 

positioning are continuous objectives of GPS research and development. This 

research focuses on customizing methods for processing GPS data to detect 

deformation of offshore platform and the application of GPS output in structural 

integrity assessments. This chapter will firstly briefly introduce the background of the 

research followed by problems and objectives. Subsequently, the statement of scopes 

of the current research then follows. 

1.1 Background 

Deformation monitoring of large engineering structures has been a reality for the last 

few decades. The occurrence of structural deformation can be attributed to several 

reasons: tidal phenomena; tectonic phenomena i.e. earthquakes; land water level; land 

subsidence; improper investigation and construction of foundation system and 

insufficient knowledge of the operating conditions. The deformation may cause 

severe damage to structures and even loss of life to people. For this reason, it is 

essential to have continuous monitoring of the long-term structural behaviour to 

detect deformation and displacements, thereby ensuring the safety of the operation 

[1]. 

Used by civilians since the early 1980’s, GPS is utilized for a wide range of 

deformation monitoring purposes. The decreasing costs of GPS hardware, together 
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with the increasing reliability of the technology, facilitate monitoring applications 

related to information on position. 

In the oil and gas industry, one of the biggest challenges in the present day is the 

extraction of natural resources locked into the ground while minimizing cost and 

impact on the environment. Safety and profit are two primary concerns of the 

Exploration and Production (E and P) industry. The industry aims to maximize profit 

without sacrificing the safety of its employees. In E and P, the performance of 

offshore platform structures plays an important part for the continuity of production. 

Therefore, implementing a monitoring system to examine the stability of the platform 

addresses both of these objectives. 

One of the major problems on the platform is the occurrence of deformation, 

which may cause disaster to the platform and its surroundings. Since the offshore 

platforms are located hundreds of kilometers from shore, GPS is beneficial in 

enabling deformation monitoring. The technique has several advantages over other 

types of technology [2]: 

i. GPS operates 24-hour in any weather conditions. 

ii. GPS does not need direct visibility between the base and monitoring points 

with minimal user interaction. 

iii. GPS surveying allows acquisition of a large number of high resolution 

observables at a relatively high speed. 

iv. GPS can monitor large areas without a drastic reduction of precision of the 

measurements for 3-dimensional (3-D) position information. 

It is not surprising then, that the E and P industry looks to GPS as a tool for 

deformation monitoring of the platform site. 

The widespread usage of GPS in deformation measurement with millimeters-level 

of precision requires some special precautions to increase the precision in the output. 

Obtaining such a level of precision entails eliminating or reducing some sources of 

error i.e. by designing special equipment for precise antenna height reading; using 

forced centering equipment and applying a special measuring technique for long-

baselines [3]. In some cases, even these special precautions may be insufficient to 

achieve the necessary precision level. Supporting GPS measurements with appropriate 
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measurement techniques and processing methods would be an advantageous 

improvement. 

In E and P, regular inspection for the structural integrity of offshore platforms is 

also important because of their long service in a very hostile environment [4]. The 

structural integrity assessment is conducted to detect any deficiency that may reduce 

the safety and reliability of the structure. Furthermore, the assessment identifies and 

locates any possible structural defects for timely maintenance and repairs. An issue 

affecting the age-driven structural integrity of offshore platforms is structural 

deformation which possibly also affects structural integrity [5]. Extreme deformation 

disrupts production and is a safety concern to platform personnel. Therefore, it is 

crucial to implement a deformation monitoring system on the offshore platform. 

This research evaluated the observation and estimation of GPS data for offshore 

platforms deformation monitoring. The result of GPS data analysis were then 

subjected to structural integrity assessment. As a case study, this assessment was 

implemented in a Jacket type offshore platform. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

There are three issues to be addressed in this study: customizing procedure of GPS 

processing; deformation magnitude quantification and the assessment of structural 

integrity. 

As indicated earlier, the GPS technique is beneficial to perform deformation 

monitoring since the platforms are located hundreds of kilometers offshore. The 

relative positioning method is used when there is a remote reference station on-shore 

and a control station established on the offshore platform. However, there are frequent 

errors which occur when implementing GPS technique for measurement and these 

errors definitely affect the GPS processing solution. 

This study investigates an appropriate procedure for GPS observation and 

processing intended for deformation monitoring on offshore platform. Offshore 

platform receivers are typically located near water reservoirs, metal or other reflecting 
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surfaces. The receivers tend to receive not only signals directly from the satellites, but 

also signals reflected from those reflecting surfaces (multipath effect). This will cause 

much noise. Moreover, in long-baseline GPS data processing algorithms, systematic 

errors such as GPS satellites orbits, multipath and atmospheric effects errors in GPS 

measurements cannot be eliminated completely, nor accounted for satisfactorily. 

These systematic errors significantly affect both the ambiguity resolution process and 

the GPS positioning results and are a potentially critical problem for high precision 

GPS positioning applications. Additionally, GPS data for deformation monitoring 

requires complicated modelling and a specific approach to obtain only a true 

deformation without error or bias. Prior to the measurement on the offshore platform, 

processing should utilize a specific procedure addressed for high precision. It is 

therefore necessary to customize a proper data processing algorithm, which can 

effectively obtain a good result for deformation requirement. 

This research studies the methods to quantify the 3-D GPS coordinate into 

deformation magnitude and direction and also to investigate whether the value is a 

significant deformation. The GPS technique is capable of providing 3-D coordinate in 

single and/or multi-epoch observation through a least-square fitting. This 3-D 

coordinate then is used to determine displacement through the recognized 

displacement-coordinate relationship. The quantification of the displacement as 

deformation magnitude should be verified as significant deformation. 

This study explores the significant roles of GPS result to identify the structural 

integrity of offshore platforms. The structural assessment is carried out to identify and 

locate possible structural defects for the structural stability. 

1.3 Objective of Study 

The underlying motivation is to determine whether GPS can, in practice, be used to 

monitor offshore platform deformation in 3-D coordinates for further application to 

asses its structural integrity. More specifically, the following objectives are presented 

to achieve the motivation: 
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1. To evaluate the effectiveness of processing techniques used to improve the 

high precision result. The procedure focuses on the use of a session length for 

GPS survey; network configuration; appropriate a priori coordinates and 

station weighting. 

2. To determine the magnitude and direction deformation on offshore platforms 

utilizing two consecutive GPS data observations. 

3. To investigate the benefits of GPS result in the implementation of a platform 

structural integrity assessment. 

1.4 Scope of Study 

This research concentrates on the techniques being investigated for possible 

implementation in application of GPS result for structural integrity assessments. This 

investigation is based on criteria: 

1. Data acquired for deformation analysis utilizing Pulai GPS offshore platform 

data. 

2. The processing and analysis of the offshore platform GPS data using 

GAMIT/GLOBK software. 

3. The effect of session length of GPS campaign; network configuration; initial 

coordinates and station weighting for GPS solution improvements. 

4. The structural integrity assessments using GPS result on a Jacket offshore 

platform with the four legs of the platform fixed on the seabed. The Jacket 

platform is treated as a rigid body, where displacement occurs in certain 

positions on the upper deck of the platform. The prime cause of the 

deformation will not be studied in this research. 

1.5 Contribution of Thesis 

The contribution of this research is summarized as follows. Firstly, the precise GPS 

survey technique is utilized to provide sub-millimeters precision for a stability 

analysis of structural engineering in a large-scale area such as an offshore platform. 
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Secondly, full geodetic or global suites such as GAMIT/GLOBK are used to 

analyze platform deformation in the context of a complex environment as found 

offshore. The methods of platform deformation monitoring applied in this research 

will give a perspective to the oil and gas companies for platform maintenance. The 

GPS technique implemented in this research will provide information of position 

changes, horizontally and vertically. 

The processing strategy of the technique depends on the user purpose. For 

monitoring deformation, a processing strategy should obtain a true deformation 

without error or bias. This study customizes an appropriate data processing algorithm 

for deformation which can effectively reach a precise result. The benefit of this 

approach is that it verifies the reliability of the GPS technique for precise applications 

such as offshore platform deformation monitoring. 

The other contribution is to apply GPS result for deformation monitoring in term 

of the geodetic approach to enable a beneficial in structural integrity assessment of the 

platform. The deformation data can be important to the maintenance division of E and 

P as input of initial identification of platform damage. 

1.6 Organization of Thesis 

The coherent sequence of thought is provided as concise as possible. In order not to 

interrupt the flow of the arguments, all derivations are given in the appendices. This 

dissertation consists of five chapters and several appendices. 

Chapter 1 contains a review of the research background, continued by the problem 

statement, the dissertation objective, the scope of study, the contribution of 

dissertation and the thesis organization. 

Chapter 2 is entirely devoted to current GPS applications for deformation studies 

and an aspect of positioning using GPS. This includes a discussion reviewing the GPS 

segment; the error sources involved in using GPS; positioning method and 

mechanism; processing differenced data; baseline solution; GPS ephemeris; GPS 

dilution and GPS processing packages. Summaries of basic concepts and methods of  
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deformation analysis, types of network monitoring and techniques used for 

deformation monitoring are also presented in this chapter. In the end section, a brief 

aspect of structural integrity assessment is illustrated. 

Chapter 3 explains in depth the details of an experimental simulation using a GPS 

network for offshore platforms. In this first sub-chapter, the investigation of 

commercial software capability in terms of capability and effectiveness to achieve 

high precision in long-baseline processing is also highlighted. The next section covers 

a presentation of processing strategies using GAMIT/GLOBK module, focuses on the 

effect of GPS session length survey; network configuration; a priori coordinates and 

station weighting are described. This chapter also briefly presents procedures and 

analyses of processing GPS data for deformation monitoring on offshore platforms 

using GAMIT/GLOBK package. The main purpose of this dissertation is to provide 

the readers with an understanding of the contribution of GPS result in platform 

structural integrity assessments which is explained at the end of Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the results and discussions of the work accomplished. The 

analysis is divided into four main parts: GPS network simulation for offshore platform 

deformation; processing strategy using GAMIT/GLOBK; deformation of offshore 

platform and application of GPS result for offshore platform structural integrity. 

Chapter 5 draws an overall conclusions and recommendations for future works, 

based upon the findings of this research. These conclusions and recommendations 

address the objectives stated in the previous chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

This chapter reviews relevant literature on GPS techniques for deformation 

monitoring and applications for structural integrity assessments of offshore platforms. 

This chapter commences with several previous deformation studies and the 

fundamental theory of GPS is clearly discussed. The theoretical aspects of 

deformation and structural integrity assessments are then briefly explored at the end 

of the chapter. 

2.1 Previous Research of GPS Application for Deformation Studies 

In recent years, GPS monitoring has proven its benefits compared to other techniques. 

In its implementations for monitoring deformation, it is commonly divided into three 

broad categories, usually based on spatial distancing. 

i. Local monitoring of deformation and subsidence. 

ii. Regional crustal motion analysis. 

iii. Deformation analysis, global and continental plate motion [6]. 

Local monitoring is normally conducted for engineering structural applications. In 

general, the distance between the two stations is very small; therefore a small 

movement can be detected with a precision of a few millimeters. A monitoring 

network for GPS regional crustal deformation is usually established with stations 

distributed in spacing distance of about a few hundred kilometers in high hazard, 

seismically or volcanically dynamic regions. Global deformation monitoring is carried 

out in the field of global plate tectonics and worldwide stations are spread with inter-

station distances of about 1000 km or more. An example of the third type is the GPS 

tracking network of the International GPS Service, or IGS, which is an international 
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network of over 200 continuously operational GPS stations. The IGS supports global 

scale, scientific activities such as improving the International Terrestrial Reference 

Frame, or ITRF; monitoring deformations of the solid earth and variations in the 

liquid earth; in earth rotation and determining orbits of scientific satellites. During 

these studies, the use of measurement techniques and systems, either geodetic and 

non-geodetic, are determined by considering the type of the structure in which 

deformations will be monitored; environmental conditions and expected precision 

from the measurements [7]. Depending upon the monitoring techniques, the 

equipment for deformation measurement varies. These techniques and instruments 

have usually been categorized into two groups: geodetic surveys, including 

conventional terrestrial surveys; remote sensing; satellite-based positioning and non-

geodetic specialist surveys: geotechnical/structural measurements; using lasers, 

tiltmeters, strainmeters, extensometers, joint-meters and micrometers. 

Each measurement technique has its own benefits and drawbacks. The geodetic 

techniques, through a network of points interconnected by angle and/or distance 

measurements, often deliver a redundancy of observations for the statistical 

evaluation of their quality and error detections. The technique gives global 

information on the behaviour of the deformable structure whereas the non-geodetic 

techniques provide localized, unchecked information unless compared with some 

other independent measurement such as using tiltmeters, strainmeters, extensometers, 

joint-meters and micrometers. Conversely, the instruments used in non-geodetic 

measurements, are easier to adapt for automatic and continuous monitoring than 

conventional instruments of geodetic measurements. The principle use of non-

geodetic techniques has been mainly for relative deformation measurements within 

the deformable object and its surroundings [8]. Geodetic techniques have typically 

been primarily used for determining the absolute displacements of selected points on 

the surface of an object with respect to some reference points that are assumed to be 

stable. This method provides quantitative information in direction, magnitude and 

model of movement. A detailed explanation of the deformation monitoring technique 

will follow in sub-chapter 2.3.4. 

In the initial stages, conventional surveying methods were applied to observe 

static displacements of engineered structures and the method was in use for many 
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years. Confirmation of the use of GPS for monitoring can be an alternative to replace 

the conventional survey is given in the following description. For example, although 

the County of Los Angeles still periodically performs conventional surveys, 

infrequent GPS surveys are also used at Pacoima Dam to obtain more spatially 

detailed information than the continuous GPS system provides. However, 

conventional surveys require line of sight and are not as suitable as GPS for 

unattended and continuous field operations. The continuous GPS utilizes high 

sampling rates and integrated network communications. Whereas data reduction for 

conventional surveying systems is less complicated than it is for GPS, robust 

automation of highly precise GPS analysis is now reasonably periodic. Conventional 

surveying devices are also restricted in range and do not propose connection to an 

absolute reference frame, as does GPS. In the case of GPS observations, coordinates 

are estimated autonomously for each station. This is the most important benefit of the 

GPS method. In GPS processing, errors do not propagate and accumulate, as they do 

with conventional geodetic measurements [9]. This is also a major weakness, for the 

quality of computed coordinates is defined by the observational repeatability, and not 

from their precisions, which can be defined only from a comparison with independent 

estimates i.e. estimates acquired with different equipments. 

Such limitations were realized following the 1971 San Fernando and 1994 

Northridge earthquakes when many survey markers and the access catwalks to them 

at the Pacoima Dam site were destroyed by rockfalls and landslides. These made it 

exceedingly difficult to assess how the dam might have moved with respect to 

surrounding bedrock. The continuous GPS monitoring system described here will 

address the problem at Pacoima Dam in relation on future damaging earthquakes. 

Focusing on the GPS technique, several deformation monitoring studies for 

measuring, processing and analyzing different kinds of engineering structures were 

implemented with the intention of structural maintenance. There have been several 

GPS measurements to monitor deformation of man-made structures e.g. bridges [10, 

11], dams [12, 13], highways [14], open mines [15], platforms [16, 17 and 18], tall 

towers [19]. Monitoring has included land subsidence [20, 21], crustal deformation 

[6], [22]-[27], volcanoes [28, 29], geodynamics and earthquakes [30, 31], landslides 
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[32, 33 and 34], large flexible structures [35] and light weight concrete [36]. A review 

of these applications follows. 

The application of a continuously operating GPS monitoring system was used to 

determine short-term deformations of a suspension bridge at Tulln, Austria [10]. Two 

experiments were carried out using stable reference stations on the embankment, the 

monitoring points placed at the top of the pylon and directly on the bridge deck close 

to the steel cables. The result clearly showed that the bridge point was not well suited 

for high precision GPS measurements due to the shading and diffraction effect caused 

by the steel cables. The attainable precision of position for the bridge point was about 

1-2 cm, and even worse for the height component. However, the experiments yielded 

a precision of 2 mm for position of the pylon point, with a time resolution of a few 

seconds. 

Brunner (2006) cited an earlier study of Bergmeister and Santa (2001) for the 

early continuous and accurate detection of changes in a bridge’s response to traffic 

loadings, temperature and wind load as structural health monitoring using GPS 

measurements [11]. The experiments showed that the pylon point is perfectly suited 

for GPS monitoring. The precision of the GPS result was about 2 mm for horizontal 

coordinates and 4 mm for height. It studied the response of the structure to 

temperature variation and made it feasible to determine the effect of long-term 

structural fatigue. 

Hatjidakis, et al (2006) presented effective data analysis for monitoring large 

structures using different GPS sessions [12]. This high precision GPS network, 

consisting of six reference points and twenty-six control points, was measured on the 

Dam of Thesarus, the biggest dam in Europe. The GPS data were observed during two 

independent surveys in October 2003 and 2005, using six dual frequency GPS 

receivers. The baseline defined by the six points ranged from 200 to 800 m in length. 

The results showed that horizontally there was a homogeneous displacement for most 

of the control points equal to the value of 1 cm. These conclusions were predicable 

given the dam structure. As far as vertical displacements are concerned, results have 

shown greater values to the order of 3.5 cm. 
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In 1995, Pacoima Dam, located in Los Angeles, California was instrumented with 

continuously operating GPS receivers. The approach was addressed to test the 

feasibility of applying these techniques to the field of structural monitoring. Nearly 

three years of data were analyzed from the sub-array to provide quarter-daily 

estimates of station-to-station baseline lengths. Quantitative methods were considered 

to allow the identification of some outlying data points that could be misinterpreted as 

GPS station motion in real time. Assessment of the derived baseline time series 

suggested that at Pacoima Dam a yearly cycle of upstream-downstream (E-W) 

movement occurred at the center of the dam arch of roughly 15-18 mm peak-to-peak 

amplitude [13]. 

Another application of GPS technique was to monitor structural deformation in a 

large open pit mine at Highland Valley Copper Mine, Canada. The result showed that 

GPS is able to be used in conjunction with the current robotic Total Station 

deformation monitoring system used to achieve solutions for the position of 

components at +/- 2 mm [15]. 

The application of GPS for structural engineering has also been carried out for 

monitoring tall towers [19]. Optimal analysis of seismic response was observed by an 

integrated Real Time Kinematics, or RTK-GPS system. Measurement was converted 

to displacement (in the case of accelerometers) and acceleration (in the case of GPS) 

through double integration and double differentiation respectively, for the purpose of 

direct comparison and data fusion. The result correlated well, except that the static 

component was missing from the result derived from the accelerometer-derived result. 

Digital signal processing techniques provided opportunities to significantly improve 

the performance of the whole monitoring system. 

Fujii and Shinde [37] carried out repeated GPS techniques for monitoring ground 

subsidence in Kawasaki, Japan. Advancements of GPS Geodesy, particularly 

improvement in height and geoid determination accuracy, enabled repeated 

GPS/levelling for four dimensional monitoring of ground deformation. In this study, 

observation was carried out for February and March in 2003, 2004 and 2005. The 24-

hour GPS measurement was performed at the selected bench mark in Kawasaki, Japan 

and it determined horizontal position and ellipsoid height. For analysis of the data 
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Bernese version 4.2 was used, adopting IGS final ephemeris. This study concluded 

that it was possible to carry out GPS/levelling within a precision of ± 5 mm. 

Furthermore, horizontal displacement vector revealed precision of several mm/year. 

Five GPS surveys were conducted to derive land subsidence characteristics of 

Bandung Basin in February 2000, November and July 2002, June 2003 and June 2005 

as reported by Abidin, et al (2006). The results yielded that between 2000 and 2005 

several locations in the basin experienced land subsidence. Over a period of about 5 

years, land subsidence in a few locations was evident of reaching about 70 cm, with a 

speed of about 1-2 cm/month [20]. 

GPS techniques have been increasingly employed to monitor landslide. 

Differential single-frequency GPS observation was conducted to monitor the Valette 

Landslide in the French Alps at Squarzoni. Nine points were set in the study area; 

seven of them in the moving area; one in a stable area near the landslide and one on 

the facing slope, which was used as a reference point. The advantage of the GPS 

technique was its ability to collect data for three spatial coordinates i.e. X, Y and Z of 

each point, allowing the calculation of a 3-D displacement vector [33]. 

An application of GPS survey for detecting deformation of the Mount Bromo 

Volcano, Indonesia was conducted in December 2000, June 2002, August 2003 and 

June 2004; in addition, surveys have also been carried out using Electronic Distance 

Measurement (EDM) since 2006. The obtained GPS and EDM results revealed that 

the deformation of Bromo Volcano was typically around a few centimeters [29]. 

GPS networks have been routinely deployed in Japan and the United States to 

detect seismic motions in many active areas [31]. In order to extract more reliable 

information from the observations, geodetic observation has improved in parallel with 

observation technology. The finite element technique as a numerical method was 

applied for an alternative method with the main purpose of extracting valuable 

information on dislocation sources from the enormous amount of data. The result 

showed that applying a finite element method can be an alternative technique to 

analyze geodetic observations of seismically active areas. 
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Balodimou, et al (2003) mentioned that the densely populated and seismically 

active area of the Corinthian Gulf, in Greece, has been subjected to nine geodetic 

campaigns concerning tectonic behaviour [38]. A GPS control network of about 200 

points, spread over an area of 10000 km2 on both sides of the gulf, was established in 

stages. As the GPS data acquired was sparse both in space and time, statistically 

acceptable strain parameters were evaluated via a multi-epoch deformation model, 

using GPS data from 1990. The results showed that the GPS data contributed to 

greater applicability of the model for long-term behaviour i.e. the rms of the model 

improved by more than 30%. 

An attempt was made to observe crustal motion across the entire West Hellenic 

Arc using GPS measurements [22]. The study was based on repeated GPS 

observations carried out in the periods of 1993 to 1998. The results were presented in 

terms of trajectories and rates, relative to Eurasia. Within these five years South-

Western Greece has moved in a South-Westerly direction at an average annual rate of 

3 mm. The value increased from 10 mm/year at the Island of Lefkada, in Ionian 

Islands to nearly 40 mm/year along the South-Western part of the Peloponnesus. 

Movement on the Islands of Crete and Gavdhos was around 35 mm/year. 

Another application of GPS technique for deformation monitoring was conducted 

in the Western Alps [39]. A regional GPS network with an embedded fiducial 

network was the best way to measure the partition of crustal deformation within 

mountain belts and place them in the tectonic frame work of global plate mountains. 

The results revealed that the GPS campaigns over a 5 year time span allowed 

determination of small but negligible motions in the Western Alps. Although the 

overall differences of 6 mm/year between Africa and Eurasia, the Western Alps 

deformed with radial (E-W) extension, especially in the southern region. However, 

North-South compression was not detectable at level of under 1 mm/year. 

McCaffrey (2002) wrote the use of GPS to measure crustal deformation has added 

a new perspective to understanding plate kinematics and deformation arising from 

plate interaction in areas as diverse as Sumatra, Oregon and Costa Rica. The results 

revealed that the method permitted utilizing GPS data for estimation of rigid block 
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rotations in regions where significant strain rates occurred due to nearby locked faults 

[23]. 

The determination of crustal motion velocity for the Indonesian Archipelago 

based on GPS field surveys was conducted from 1991 to 1997, and in 2001, at more 

than 150 sites [24]. The regional tectonics were dominated by interaction of four 

discrete, rotating blocks spanning significant areas of the Sunda Shelf; the South 

Banda arc; the Bird’s head region of New Guinea and East Sulawesi. The Sunda Shelf 

Block (SSB), the largest areas moved relatively 6±3 mm/year in a South-Easterly 

direction to Eurasia. The South Banda Block (SBB) rotates clockwise relative to both 

the SSB and Australia plate, resulting in 15±8 mm/year of motion across the Timor 

trough and 60±3 mm/year of shortening across the Flores Sea. 

Application of deformation was also investigated by Erol, et al (2004) using GPS 

and precise levelling data at the Karasu Viaduct, the longest viaduct in Turkey at 2160 

m. Augmentation of carrier phase differential GPS with terrestrial levelling was 

carried out to assess the precision improvements in both vertical and 3-D components 

when applied to deformation monitoring of the viaduct. The observations were 

combined using Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased Estimate or MINQUE methods, 

used to determine the most appropriate individual weights for each observation 

iteratively, based on the full variance-covariance (V-C) matrix of the double 

differenced observations. The MINQUE was used to provide a priori weighting 

scheme for GPS baseline network solutions by combining the V-C matrix of levelling 

observations with the V-C matrix of the GPS observations. Benefits in the height 

precision of the resultant network have been observed with even a small set of levels. 

However, the estimated variances derived from the network solution were 

unreflective of the range of improvements achieved using the sequentially greater 

numbers of additional observations [3]. 

A combination of GPS and levelling data was used to determine displacement in 

the upper Rhine Graben area, a North-Northeast trending rift system, belonging to the 

European Cenozoic rift system [40]. The Southern part of the graben was seismically 

still active with earthquakes of magnitude 5 reoccurring approximately every 30 

years. GPS measurements were performed in 1999 and 2000 and computation using 
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Bernese version 4.2 described horizontal displacement rates at below the 1 mm/year. 

The determination of vertical displacement was conducted using a levelling technique 

with significant displacements observed at the Weinstetten Fault, Bad Krozingen and 

in the main border Fault of Freiburg. 

The application of deformation monitoring in the oil and gas industry was carried 

out on surface deformations in areas where oil, gas and water are exploited revealing 

serious problems in various parts of the world. In the coastal regions, vertical 

movement of the surface may result in flooding or generate extra costs for securing 

the banks. Movements are capable of affecting ground infrastructure i.e. offshore 

platforms, pipelines and buildings. Such problems were encountered at Maracaibo 

Lake, Venezuela with 3.5 m-maximum deformation; in the Mexican Gulf of 

California with 10 m-maximum deformation and in Japan [41]. 

Extracting oil from the ground can also lead to severe subsidence due to reservoir 

depletion and compaction. At Belridge oil field, one of the largest in the United 

States, serious subsidence of 50 cm/year led to well failures costing more than $ 20 

million/year in lost revenue. Belridge and Lost Hills oil fields are located in Western 

Kern County, California, on the West side of the San Joaquin Valley. The main oil 

reservoir in both fields is diatomite and the extraction of large volumes of fluid, using 

hydro fracturing, is at shallow depths of bout 700 m below the surface. This causes a 

reduction in the pore fluid pressure, resulting in significant compaction of the 

reservoir rocks [42]. 

Parts of the city and port of Long Beach, California, suffered major problems due 

to rapid land subsidence i.e. up to 0.75 m/year related to oil extraction from the 

underlying Wilmington oil field. The problem was caused by http://www-

radar.jpl.nasa.gov/s323/IntSARapps/LH-Belridge_GRL.html - mayug70inundation 

and horizontal strains on the sides of the subsidence bowl. Subsidence occurring in 

petroleum extraction regions also damages the extraction infrastructure e.g. as 40 mm 

in 35 days or an annual rate of under 400 mm/year in two Californian oil fields [42]. 

The prime National Aeronautics and Space Administration, or NASA verification 

site for TOPEX/POSEIDON is Harvest oil platform located about 10 km off the coast 

of central California [43]. The site is well instrumented having a GPS receiver 
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collecting continuous observations even before the launch of TOPEX/POSEIDON. 

Data from the GPS receiver has been used to monitor the platform subsidence 

estimated at 8 mm/year and also provides measurements of columnar water vapour 

and total electron content at TOPEX/POSEIDON. 

According to several cases of platform deformation, measurements are made 

continuously on platform yielding rate measurement, which are also essential for 

confirming platform safety, planning of remedial work and verification of 

deformation models. After the deformation phenomena are recognized, a precise 

measurement method is used to measure the progression of deformation and the 

associated deformation rate [43]. 

Oil and gas remains the main energy source in Malaysia, contributing almost 33% 

and 41% of total energy generation respectively. Two major petroleum explorers in 

the South China Sea are PETRONAS and SHELL and these petroleum companies 

have erected offshore platforms for petroleum and gas production in Malaysian waters 

[16]. Most of these offshore platforms are located 120-250 km from shore. The 

platform requires a highly precise, available and reliable positioning tool for the 

monitoring of subsidence. These platforms experience subsidence due to the 

extraction of gas beneath the seabed which causes it to compact [18]. 

Currently, continuously monitoring GPS techniques are used for the early 

detection of platform changes. Hence, the detection of fatigue in parts of a platform is 

an important step towards increasing the safety and life-time of a platform. The 

investigation of the capabilities of precise GPS measurements for the continuous 

monitoring of platforms has been carried out in Malaysian waters using Malaysia 

Active GPS System, or MASS stations as the reference points with Bernese software 

[16]. The result has analysed subsidence monitoring using 1-D coordinate. 

After explaining several implementations of GPS technique for deformation 

monitoring, the following sub-chapter describes the fundamental theory of GPS. 
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2.2 Aspects of Positioning using GPS 

The concept of GPS positioning method; GPS measurement errors; positioning 

mechanism with GPS; processing of differenced data; baseline solutions in addition to 

related cases and issues will be discussed. GPS ephemeris data, dilution of precision, 

GPS processing packages and GPS network were also mentioned. 

2.2.1 GPS Segments 

Global Positioning System is a satellite-based radio positioning and time transfer 

system, which has the formal name of Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging 

Global Positioning System, or NAVSTAR GPS. The satellite is a one-way-ranging or 

passive system, available 24-hour in all weather condition and authorized, operated 

and maintained by the United States Department of Defence. The system is designed 

to provide 3-D positioning, navigation and velocity, and continuous real time 

information around the world for an unlimited number of suitably-equipped users. 

 

Figure 2.1 GPS system segments (Adapted from source: [45]) 
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In principle, GPS system contains three distinct segments: space or satellites 

segment; control segment with ground tracking and monitoring stations, and user 

segment for air, land and sea based-receivers [44]. Figure 2.1 below provides a 

graphic representation of GPS system segments.The space segment deploys the 

constellation of 24 GPS satellites in six orbital planes. The orbits are almost circular 

and equally-spaced around the equator at a 60o separation with inclination relative to 

the equator, nominally 55o [46]. Each satellite has a period of 12-hour sidereal time, a 

semi major axis of 26561.75 km and an average altitude of 20200 km above the 

earth’s surface. 

The control segment consists of a master control system station located in 

Colorado Springs, which is responsible for overall management of remote monitoring 

and transmission sites. Each monitor station checks the exact altitude, position, 

velocity and overall health of the orbiting satellites. The six monitor stations are 

located at Falcon Air Force Base in Colorado; Cape Canaveral, Florida; Hawaii; 

Ascension Island in the Atlantic Ocean; Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean and 

Kwajalein Island in the South Pacific Ocean (see Figure 2.2). 

 

Figure 2.2 Location of GPS control segments (Source: [47]) 
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The control segment data uses observation collected by the monitor stations to 

predict each satellite’s orbit and clock performance. The prediction data is up-linked, 

or transmitted, to the satellites for transmission back to the users, ground antenna and 

operational control segment and the six monitoring stations located throughout the 

world. The segment is responsible for the daily maintenance of the satellites in their 

proper orbital station; monitoring satellite health; prediction and computing the 

satellite clock correction parameter; updating navigation messages of the satellite and 

continuous control of the satellite system. The satellites are observed and tracked 

from horizon to horizon by ground antennas. The correction information is then 

transmitted to individual satellites. 

The user segments represent ground-based GPS receiver units which process the 

GPS satellite signals and compute the position and/or velocity of the user. There are 

various applications of GPS receivers in both military and civil activities for an 

almost unrestricted number of users in several media. 

The satellites are able to receive and store data transmitted by the control segment, 

and also transmit information and signals to users on two L-band frequencies, 1575.42 

MHz for the L1 carrier and 1227.60 MHz for the L2 carrier. The carriers are 

modulated with a precision (P) code (L1 and L2) and a coarse acquisition (C/A) code 

(L1). The message contains satellite clock bias data; satellite ephemeris data; orbital 

information; ionosphere signal propagation correction data; the health and status of 

satellites and satellite almanac data for the whole constellation [48]. 

2.2.2 GPS Measurement Errors  

There are numerous sources of measurement bias and error that influence GPS 

performance. These errors should be accounted for achieving a reliable result. This 

error and bias can mainly be categorized into five classes that are: control segment 

errors, atmospheric distribution errors, receiver errors, measurement data errors and 

environment errors. Figure 2.3 provides an illustration of GPS measurement error 

which will be described in turn, below. 
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Figure 2.3 GPS measurement errors (Source: [49]) 

2.2.2.1 Control Segment Errors 

This class of error includes ephemeris and satellite clock errors. Ephemeris error 

refers to bias discrepancy between the true satellite position and the satellite data 

message to be transmitted to the user and is predicted as broadcast ephemeris. The 

magnitude of the difference is a function of the discrepancy and baseline distance 

between the two ground stations. As a result of direct measurement, there are 

complications with all forces performing on the prediction orbit of a satellite. It is 

almost impossible to account precisely for these error sources when modelling the 

satellite orbit. Fortunately, ephemeris error generates the same error shift in 

calculating an absolute point position. Moreover, more accurate satellite orbit data can 

be obtained soon after post-processing [50]. Application of the precise ephemeris 

produced by the International GPS service as a substitute of broadcast ephemeris is an 

alternative to overcome the satellite orbit bias [51]. 
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The difference between the satellite clock and GPS times is satellite clock bias. 

Although GPS satellite utilizes high quality cesium or rubidium atomic clocks for 

time keeping and signal synchronization, clock bias which varies with time still 

occurs. However, the bias can be eliminated by forming the double difference 

observable, as used for relative GPS positioning. 

2.2.2.2 Atmospheric Distribution Errors 

Atmospheric distribution errors consist of ionosphere and troposphere delays. The 

ionosphere is a layer of the earth’s atmosphere around 50 to 1000 km above the 

surface. There is a delay in the transfer of GPS signal from the satellite to the receiver 

through the ionosphere, proportional to the number of electrons and inversely 

proportional to the square of the transmission frequency [52]. The effect therefore 

depends on the frequency of the propagating signal. 

The simple method to correct the ionosphere effect on GPS observation is to 

formulate the so-called ionosphere-free linear combination of L1 and L2 [53]. The use 

of dual frequency receiver enables measurement of the signal on both frequencies L1 

and L2. 

The troposphere is the lower layer of the atmosphere, expanding from the earth’s 

surface to approximately 12 km. See Figure 2.4 below. 
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Figure 2.4 Layer of earth’s atmosphere (Source: [54]) 

As the troposphere is a non-dispersive medium, troposphere refraction sources 

have the same effect on both code and phase modulations. Troposphere delay is the 

effect caused by signal refraction in the non-ionized troposphere layer, which results 

in lengthening of the ray path [55]. This delay depends on variation in temperature; 

pressure and humidity as a function of elevation of satellite and the altitude of the 

receiver. 

There are two components of troposphere delay: dry and wet [56]. The dry 

component contributes 90% effect and can be precisely modelled using surface data 

of temperature and pressure. The remaining 10% or wet component is problematic to 

model and may result in a significant error. As the delay is not a function of 

frequency, it cannot be eliminated by forming an observation in the combinations of 

L1 and L2. Several recommended models are available for correction of the delay, 

e.g. the Saastamoinen, Hopfield and Black models [53]. 
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2.2.2.3 Receiver Errors 

Receiver clock bias is a part of the discrepancy between receiver clock and true GPS 

times. The errors include receiver clock bias, antenna phase center variation and 

receiver noise, which will be explained as follows: 

Receiver clock bias is significant compared to satellite clock bias as GPS 

receivers often use inexpensive clocks. However, the bias can be eliminated by 

differencing the measurements obtained at the same receiver to two receivers. 

Phase center variation is the difference between the physical antenna center and 

the electrical phase center of the antenna and is caused by non-coincidence of 

electrical and physical centers of both GPS receiver and antenna. The difference is a 

function of direction and strength of the incoming signal [48]. Generally, phase center 

offset variation is calibrated by manufacturers. For example, the website of National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, or NOAA (http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/ 

ANTCALL) provides antenna phase center calibration for specific antennas. If the 

antenna phase center model is neglected, this will produce inaccurate in-height 

estimation. Therefore, the combining antenna types in a GPS survey can produce high 

precision application. 

As electronic equipment, GPS receivers are affected by noise, resulting from 

thermal component; natural noise from surroundings picked up by cables or 

interference from other sources using the same frequencies. These affect the 

receiver’s capacity to track satellites and sustain a lock on a weak signal. 

2.2.2.4 Measurement Data Errors 

Measurement data error consists of phase ambiguity and cycle slips. The GPS carrier 

phase ambiguity corresponds to the arbitrary counter setting, an integer value, of the 

carrier phase cycle tracking register at the start of satellite observations or phase lock. 

The ambiguity biases all measurements in a continuous sequence of that satellite’s 

carrier phase observations. Resolving the GPS carrier phase ambiguities is a 

continuous challenge for sub-centimeters level high precision GPS positioning as 
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resolution of the integer ambiguities is a serious problem, particularly for 

computational efficiency and high success rates [57]. 

The process of resolving the integer ambiguity becomes increasingly difficult with 

decreasing observation session length and causes problem fixing the ambiguities to 

integer value. The initial carrier phase ambiguity is constant as long as the receiver 

maintains a lock on the satellite. The probability of its correct determination will 

increase with changing satellite geometry over time. 

The ambiguity resolution process is also sensitive to such external factors as: 

length of observation session; receiver-satellite geometry; residual biases in double 

differences due to various factors e.g. atmospheric disturbances; multipath; whether 

satellites rise or set during the session and length of baseline. 

A cycle slip is a sudden jump in the carrier phase observation by an integer 

number of cycles. Cycle slips are caused by the lock loss of the phase tracking loop 

which may briefly arise between two measurement epochs, last for several minutes if 

the satellite signal cannot reach the antenna [6]. The resultant faulty signal processing 

of the antenna is caused by interruption i.e. obstruction; the antenna being moved too 

fast; or even when the ionosphere activity is too busy. These cause the integrated 

carrier phase count to become corrupted once signal lock-on regained on the satellite. 

In practice, cycle slips are generally detected and repaired in a data processing 

step. Techniques have been developed to achieve the mission dependent e.g. baseline 

length, positioning mode being used and type of data available [49]. 

2.2.2.5 Environment Errors 

Multipath is environmental error surrounding the GPS receiver. It is a phenomenon 

occurring when a signal arrives at a receiver site via two or more different paths and 

signal experiences interference due to reflections from nearby natural and man-made 

objects e.g. metallic surfaces, ground and water surfaces, buildings and trees [44]. The 

multipath is therefore a function of the reflective properties of the receiver’s 

environment and satellite constellation and is independent of baseline length [56]. 
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Such multipath is not cancelled out between receivers or between satellite 

differencing and presents modelling difficulties. 

One way to reduce the risk of signal reflection is by setting up the antenna at a 

high and utilizing an appropriate antenna cut-off angle in order to distance a low 

elevation satellite. Another approach to minimize the effect of multipath may be 

through the use of ground plane antenna such as choke ring antenna. The further 

problem is that the multipath disturbance has a periodic characteristic and will repeat 

itself every sidereal day i.e. 236 seconds shorter than the solar day [28]. Multipath is 

normally mitigated in precise applications by averaging observations taken over a 

long period of time [58]. 

2.2.3 Positioning Mechanism with GPS 

The range-type measurements that can be performed conceptually on GPS signals are 

derived from two ways, namely pseudorange and carrier phase observations. GPS 

positioning in navigation is usually classified as pseudorange positioning, while 

carrier phase is often used in high precision positioning. 

2.2.3.1 Pseudorange Positioning 

The pseudorange observation is a measured distance between the receiver’s station 

and satellite, based on the difference of emission and reception of a particular satellite 

signal. The broadcast signal consists of time information of when the satellite was 

sent, and the receiver’s antenna clock delivers the time when the signal was received. 

If the receiver and satellite clocks are synchronized, a true range between the satellite 

and receiver can be formulated by multiplication of travel time with speed of light. 

However, the pseudorange measurement will be biased, as the synchronization is not 

received. When considering these biases, a complete expression for pseudorange 

observation can be represented as Equation 2.1 [59]: 

PRmPR

i

srtropion

ii ddTdTcdddrttPR ερ +++++++= )()()(   (2.1) 
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Where 

)(tPR i is the pseudorange observation (m) 

)(tiρ  is the geometric range, the true distance from antenna phase center of receiver 

station to antenna phase center of satellite (m) 

dr  is the effect of satellite ephemeris error on a particular receiver-satellite vector 

(m) 

iond  is the ionosphere bias (m) 

tropd  is the troposphere bias (m) 

c  is the speed of light, the World Geodetic System, or WGS’84 propagation 

constants (m/s) 

rdT  is the error of receiver clock with respect to proper GPS time (s) 

i

sdT  is the error of satellite clock with respect to proper GPS time (s) 

mPRd  is the multipath error on pseudorange observation (m) 

PRε  is the pseudorange observation noise on a particular receiver-satellite vector 

(m) 

The geometric range between receiver and satellite can be written as Equation 2.2: 

2/1222 ])()()[( rsrsrs ZZYYXX −+−+−=ρ     (2.2) 

Where 

sss ZYX ,,  is the known satellite coordinates (m) 

rrr ZYX ,,  is the receiver coordinates to be resolved (m) 

The requirement for an observation is at least four visibility satellites to find 3-D 

coordinates of receiver. 

2.2.3.2 Carrier Phase Positioning 

Carrier phase is measurement of the difference between carrier signals created by the 

local oscillator within the receiver and the carrier signal transmitted from satellite. 

Carrier phase positioning is potentially able to produce a high precision application, 

since the method can be resolved to 0.1 mm in nearly all modern receivers [60]. 
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However, the carrier phase method is biased as the GPS receiver cannot find the 

entire number of cycles. The number of full cycles is known as phase ambiguity [44]. 

The carrier phase measurement can be expressed as Equation 2.3: 

φφ ελρφ ++−++−++= m

i

srtropion

iii ddTdTcddNdrtt )(.)()(   (2.3) 

Where 

)(tiφ  is the carrier phase observation (m) 

λ  is the wavelength of the carrier phase, which is approximately 19.03 cm and 

24.42 cm for L1 and L2 respectively (m/cycle) [61] 

iN  is the integer ambiguity for a particular receiver-satellite pair (cycle) 

φmd  is the multipath error on the carrier phase (m) 

φε  is the carrier phase observation noise on a particular receiver-satellite vector 

(m) 

The remaining notations are identical to Equation 2.1. The ionosphere bias 

between carrier phase measurement and pseudorange observation comprise the same 

magnitude but the sign is apposite. 

2.2.4 GPS Positioning Method 

In general, there are two basic methods of GPS positioning based on the available 

measurements to GPS signals namely absolute or single point positioning and relative 

positioning [45]. 

2.2.4.1 Absolute Measurement 

Absolute positioning is the determination of absolute coordinates X, Y, Z of a point 

with respect to a coordinate system e.g. WGS’84 using one GPS receiver. The basic 

principle of absolute positioning uses a simple resection by distance to determine the 

coordinates of the point. The distances are measured simultaneously to a satellite with 

known coordinates. In pseudorange-based point positioning, the receiver’s 
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coordinates can be computed from the resection using the measured pseudorange. The 

technique is widely used for navigation although the precision depends on quality of 

data and geometry of satellites. 

In addition to pseudorange positioning, most receivers also provide carrier phase 

measurement. One of the fundamental differences between pseudorange and carrier 

phase is the precision value of observation. The C/A pseudorange has a precision of 

10 m compared to a few centimeters for the carrier phase. Thus absolute positioning 

becomes more precise using carrier phase data. The result can be achieved if phase 

ambiguities have been resolved or estimated at the same time with the determination 

of position. With the availability of precise GPS orbits and satellite clock corrections, 

precise point positioning can be achieved. 

2.2.4.2 Relative Measurement 

The basic concept of relative positioning is determination of an unknown point with 

respect to a known point [62]. The method determines the position of two stations 

relative to each other; hence the term is relative positioning. The technique may 

provide the higher precisions than the absolute measurement. 

Differential positioning is the process of determining relative differences in 

coordinates between two receivers, each simultaneously observing satellite code range 

and/or carrier phase from GPS satellite constellation [63]. These differential 

observations drive a differential baseline vector between the two points, P and Q. 

The technique requires at least two receivers, one operating as reference station or 

point P and the other as user station or point Q. Relative positioning usually aims to 

determine the baseline, or vector between the two points. Both receivers observe the 

same satellite, and the observation data is collected at both sites and used to estimate 

the position of the user station, relative to the reference station. As the absolute 

coordinates of the reference station are usually known particularly in the WGS’84 

system, the absolute position of the user station is determined by adding the baseline 

components of X, Y and Z. In the case of some application software e.g. GAMIT, a 
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full network approach is taken to determine unknown stations directly within the 

WGS’84 system. Figure 2.5 shows GPS relative positioning. 

 

Figure 2.5 GPS relative positioning (Adapted from source: [64]) 

The technique of relative positioning could reduce and remove most receiver 

biases utilizing double differenced algorithm. The algorithm may have the capacity to 

deliver high precision positioning. If absolute information of the satellite is 

consistently high quality, then these relative observations are transformed to absolute 

observation. Relative positioning is most effective if simultaneous observations are 

carried out at both reference and user points. Simultaneity means that the observation 

tie tags for the two points are the same. 

There are two general types of relative positioning, namely code pseudorange-

based and carrier phase-based differential positioning [65]. 
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(i) Code pseudorange-based differential positioning 

This positioning is the most widely used for GPS technique as it can deliver meters 

level positional precisions that typically range between 0.5 m and 5 m, depending on 

the differential code of GPS reference network and user receiver type [50]. The 

technique is used for maritime, air and land navigation. Code pseudorange-based 

differential positioning is performed in a similar manner to the absolute positioning 

technique described in sub-section 2.2.4.1. However, some major clock error and 

atmospheric uncertainties are effectively minimized when simultaneous observations 

are made at two receiver stations. Errors in satellite range measurement are directly 

reflected in resultant coordinate errors. 

(ii) Carrier phase-based differential positioning 

This positioning uses a formulation of pseudorange similar to the formulation in code 

or absolute GPS positioning. However, the process becomes somewhat more complex 

when the carrier signals are tracked once range changes are measured by phase 

resolution. The modulated codes are removed from the carrier, and a phase tracking 

process is used to measure the difference phase of received satellite signals between 

reference and user receivers at an unknown point. 

Carrier phase-based differential positioning can be further sub-divided into static 

and kinematic positioning. 

Static surveying is the most widely used differential technique for precision 

purposes. The GPS antenna is fixed in a specific position, and the receiver’s 

information is continuously sent by some satellites during a particular period. The 

length of observation time varies considerably i.e. 30 minutes to 6+ hours, depending 

on the number of receivers; visible satellite and its geometry; antenna capability; 

observation rate; length of baseline; post-processing software and required precision. 

Long occupation times are preferred for long-baseline and high precise applications, 

as the longer observation time can resolve un-modelled errors such as multipath [59]. 

The use of double and triple differences are beneficial in static observation for cycle 

slip corrections, ambiguity fixing and for first order cancellation of satellite, receiver 

and atmospheric bias [52]. 
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Kinematic positioning is a GPS carrier phase surveying technique that allows the 

user to rapidly and accurately measure baselines while moving from one point to the 

next, stopping only briefly at an unknown points, or in dynamic motion such as in a 

survey boat or aircraft. Quality control for kinematic positioning can be achieved by 

returning the moving antenna to its original position or to some other station with a 

known position after survey completion. A kinematic survey can be initialized on the 

ground by setting the remote receiver on a known baseline relative to the reference; 

by performing an antenna swap procedure between the two receivers, and other 

techniques e.g. on-the-fly or OTF initialization while the user receiver is in motion. In 

the monitoring orientation with GPS i.e. attitude determination, at least three receivers 

are in continuous observation. The relative locations are determined three 

dimensionally as a function of time and typically parameterized by azimuth, pitch and 

roll [59]. 

2.2.5 Processing of Differenced Data 

Carrier phase differential positioning can be divided into three categories: single 

differenced, double differenced and triple differenced solutions [66]. 

2.2.5.1 Single Differenced Solution 

A single differenced observable is measurements against one satellite e.g. satellite i 

from two receivers at points A and B at the same epoch, to remove common 

disturbances such as satellite clock. The result of the single phase tracking channel of 

the receiver is the difference between the phase of the received carrier signal of a 

satellite and the phase of the Local Oscillator (LO) within the receiver. The 

differencing method is presented in Equation 2.4. 
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Differencing the phase signals at each of two ground stations eliminates the effect 

of bias in the satellite clock, and also reduces the effects of troposphere and 

ionosphere refractions on the propagation of the radio signal if the station is closely 

spaced. However, the observation remains sensitive to both receiver clock errors 

because the observation epoch, in Coordinated Universal Time, or UTC, will not be 

identical as the clocks are not perfectly synchronized and run at different rates. The 

primary application of the single differenced observable is for orbit determination, 

where the ground stations are equipped with atomic frequency standards and 

separated by thousands of kilometers. 

2.2.5.2 Double Differenced Solution 

The double differenced phase observable is obtained by differencing the between 

stations differenced observable (single differenced), between satellites. The solution 

also removes the combined receiver clock bias, because that is the same for all 

measurements as one epoch. When there are two receivers at points A and B 

observing two satellites i and j at the same time, then the differencing method can be 

modelled by Equation 2.5. 
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The most important feature of the observation is the cancellation of large receiver 

clock error, and these errors will be cancelled completely when observations to 

satellites i and j are taken at the same time. The double differenced observables are 

used to estimate ambiguity biases along with the geodetic parameters. If least-square 

estimation is possible, fixing the ambiguity to an integer by imposing the integer 

constraint, then the resulting solutions are termed bias fixes solution output. This 

solution is preferred over solutions in which the biases are real numbers, termed free 

solutions. Statistical tests are applied to decide which set of integer biases yield the 

minimum variance solution. 
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2.2.5.3 Triple Differenced Solution 

Double difference phase measurements can also be differenced between adjacent 

observing epochs to form between-epoch differences. If the carrier tracking is 

continuous for both receivers, these remove the integer ambiguities. However, these 

can cause problems as the difference between two epochs is marginal. When there are 

two receivers at points A and B observing two satellites i and j simultaneously in two 

epochs, then the differencing method is calculated as Equation 2.6. 
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The triple difference solution is often considered as a pre-processing technique to 

obtain a preliminary estimation of station or orbital parameters in the presence of 

cycle slips in double difference observables. Therefore, cycle slips are mapped as 

individual outliers in the computed residuals. These slips can be detected and 

removed or corrected. 

2.2.6 Baseline Solution 

The fundamental unit of a GPS solution is the single baseline processing. Most GPS 

data processing software only accepts the simultaneous phase data collected by two 

GPS receivers. Processing GPS data of baselines consists of formulating linear 

combinations of the phase observable and their subsequent adjustments. In order to 

estimate the clock parameters, data from several sites into several satellites must be 

collected and processed together. 

The main steps of a baseline solution using phase data are [67]: 

i. Setup, involving three steps: preparation, selection of parameter and options. 

First, the preparation of file names, a priori coordinates, used ephemeris file, 

baseline to be processed, antenna height and possible offsets should be 

available before processing. Second, the selection of parameter includes the 
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ambiguity model used in the software and adopted differencing scheme. These 

are dependent on the baseline to be processed. Third, the selection of options 

consists of a priori standard deviation of parameters and observations, criteria 

for data rejection; data reduction flags; whether correlations are to be 

considered; elevation cut-off; satellites to be excluded from solution and 

differencing strategy to be used. 

ii. Processing, there are at least three types of phase solutions. Single differenced 

solution provides a good a priori base. Double difference solution or 

ambiguity-fixed, where the ambiguity parameter values are fixed to integer 

values. Double difference solution or ambiguity-float, where the ambiguity 

parameters are floating numbers. 

iii. Output of the processing which can be in the form of coordinate parameters as 

Cartesian (X, Y, Z) or geodetic (φ, λ, h) values in the WGS’84 datum, baseline 

components, estimated standard deviation, covariance matrix of parameters 

and indicators of solution quality. 

2.2.7 GPS Ephemeris Data 

Each GPS satellite periodically transmits data describing satellite position or 

ephemeris data, the health status of these and clock corrections. The basic types of 

ephemeris data can be classified as precise and broadcast. 

2.2.7.1 Precise Ephemeris 

The precise ephemeris is based on actual orbital tracking data that is post-processed to 

obtain more accurate satellite positions [48]. The ephemeris is available at a later date 

and is more accurate than the broadcast ephemeris, because it is obtained from actual 

orbital tracking data and not predicted data. The reference frame used is ITRF. 

NASA’s IGS is the agency that coordinates the precise orbital tracking and 

disseminates the information to global data centers for public use. NOAA and NGS or 

National Geodesy Survey has been designated as the federal agency responsible for 

providing precise orbital ephemeris to the general public. NGS provides satellite orbit 
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position in SP3 or Standard Product #3 format every 15 minutes in the current ITRF 

reference frame. The SP3 file e.g. igs12261.sp3 for day since January 1st of the 

current year or doy 188 year 2003 is [68]: 

#aP2003  7  7  0  0  0.00000000      96 ORBIT IGS00 HLM  IGS 
## 1226  86400.00000000   900.00000000 52827 0.0000000000000 
+   28     1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 
+         20 21 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31  0  0  0  0  0  0 
+          0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
+          0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
+          0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
++         3  4  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  4  4  4  3  4  5  4 
++         4  4  4  4  3  3  4  5  3  3  3  0  0  0  0  0  0 
++         0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
++         0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
++         0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
%c cc cc ccc ccc cccc cccc cccc cccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc 
%c cc cc ccc ccc cccc cccc cccc cccc ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc 
%f  0.0000000  0.000000000  0.00000000000  0.000000000000000 
%f  0.0000000  0.000000000  0.00000000000  0.000000000000000 
%i    0    0    0    0      0      0      0      0         0 
%i    0    0    0    0      0      0      0      0         0 
/* FINAL ORBIT COMBINATION FROM WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF:         
/* cod emr esa gfz jpl ngs sio                               
/* REFERENCED TO GPS CLOCK AND TO WEIGHTED MEAN POLE:        
/* CLK ANT Z-OFFSET (M): II/IIA 1.023; IIR 0.000             
*  2003  7  7  0  0  0.00000000 
P  1 -14058.290859  -7479.785270  21428.075713    293.396396 
P  2  -3169.066489 -26204.601270   4687.166121   -145.127964 
P  3   5106.023282 -20762.234453 -15707.429820     25.167591 
P  4 -15670.571377   8448.064400  19834.808545     44.523125 
P  5  13624.224848  19420.598881  12015.826395     25.948768 
P  6  20619.065601  -1047.079967  16986.918147     -5.811677 
P  7 -20352.619601  16809.931908  -1350.228202    561.292877 
P  8 -21726.123527   2579.757942 -15461.123028    381.611047 
P  9  18295.782528  15548.585979 -12177.969307    -52.397480 
P 10   1823.014642  26159.324016   3193.941237     27.838378 
P 11 -19393.197641 -14437.595485 -11080.844103     54.914570 
P 13 -20619.160043   2415.141562  16477.778563    -29.224105 
P 14  21185.686885 -15970.013798  -1595.156204    -20.387957 
P 15  18571.031093  -5305.666606 -18567.798933    130.608598 
P 16   3185.712361 -24344.685600  10228.842848     46.163896 
P 17  23749.047968  12738.771152    522.279170     21.773538 
P 18  15229.702194    295.152261 -21762.198682     12.541147 
P 20 -13101.270324 -18045.914916  14339.783642   -213.866154 
P 21  25221.184487   5915.514709  -6748.093011     -3.098332 
P 23  12029.823396 -12071.312252 -19840.568988     30.313255 
P 24  -1965.155532  15337.475500  21893.688275     42.705786 
P 25  11740.584580 -12279.888809  20749.345625     47.361802 
P 26   3656.667599  15521.541834 -21349.917498    521.368959 
P 27 -25774.356369  -3700.141279  -6091.374015    393.914986 
P 28 -13090.533337   9995.779943 -20609.523963    -27.371288 
P 29  -5197.839773  19572.964186 -16938.365228    156.172996 
P 30  15687.408709  10621.648411  18437.135094    268.723378 
P 31  -5032.690895 -15978.221663 -20854.682858    307.682709 

The type of line is indicated by the characters in columns 1 and 2. The first line 

(#a) includes GPS date and time i.e. year, month, day, hour, minute, second of the 

start of orbital information, number of epoch i.e. 96 in the example, terrestrial 

coordinate system used i.e. IGS00 and the agency computing the orbit i.e. IGS. The 

second line (##) repeats the start time in terms of GPS week plus seconds of week and 

Modified Julian day plus fraction-of-day for example, zero started at 00:00:00 UTC or 
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00:00:19 International Atomic Time (Temps Atomique International, or TAI) on 

January 6, 1980. It also gives the interval of the tabulated ephemeris in seconds (900). 

The 3rd to the 7th lines (+) has the number of the satellite followed by their respective 

Pseudo Random Numbers (PRN). The 8th to the 12th lines (++) indicate orbit accuracy 

of each satellite. Lines 13 to 18 are reserved for addition of character (%c), floating-

point (%f) or integer (%i) variables to the format. Lines 19 to 22 have free-form 

comments (/*). There is a header line (*) for each epoch and several data lines (P) for 

each satellite. The data lines contain the Cartesian coordinates in kilometres and clock 

offset in microseconds. 

2.2.7.2 Broadcast Ephemeris 

The broadcast ephemeris predicts satellite positions within navigation message that 

are transmitted from satellites in real time. The ephemeris can be acquired in real time 

by a receiver capable for acquiring either the C/A or P codes [69]. The broadcast 

ephemeris is computed using past tracking data of the satellite which are tracked 

continuously by the monitor station to obtain more recent data to be used for orbit 

predictions. The data is analyzed by the master control station and new parameters for 

the satellite orbits are transmitted back to satellites. The data is uploaded daily with 

new predicted orbital elements transmitted every hour by navigation message. The 

navigation file e.g. brdc1880.03n file is [68]: 

     2              NAVIGATION DATA                         RINEX VERSION / TYPE 
CCRINEXN V1.5.9 UX  CDDIS               08-JUL-00 02:39     PGM / RUN BY / DATE  
IGS BROADCAST EPHEMERIS FILE                                COMMENT              
    0.1211D-07  0.2235D-07 -0.5960D-07 -0.1192D-06          ION ALPHA            
    0.1065D+06  0.1638D+06 -0.6554D+05 -0.4588D+06          ION BETA             
   -0.931322574615D-08-0.195399252334D-13   319488     1226 DELTA-UTC: A0,A1,T,W 
    13                                                      LEAP SECONDS         
                                                            END OF HEADER        
 1 03  7  7  0  0  0.0 0.293392688036D-03 0.181898940355D-11 0.000000000000D+00 
    0.109000000000D+03 0.166562500000D+02 0.443161316591D-08 0.301835458693D+01 
    0.644475221634D-06 0.519810186233D-02 0.708177685738D-05 0.515368524170D+04 
    0.864000000000D+05 0.139698386192D-06 0.249807802270D+01-0.949949026108D-07 
    0.974835672333D+00 0.251312500000D+03-0.169514146549D+01-0.802676291832D-08 
    0.431803700643D-09 0.000000000000D+00 0.122600000000D+04 0.000000000000D+00 
    0.280000000000D+01 0.000000000000D+00-0.325962901115D-08 0.365000000000D+03 
    0.863400000000D+05 0.000000000000D+00 0.000000000000D+00 0.000000000000D+00 
 2 03  7  7  0  0  0.0-0.145119149238D-03-0.659383658785D-11 0.000000000000D+00 
    0.121000000000D+03-0.400000000000D+02 0.506913972145D-08 0.196543597957D+01 
   -0.255368649960D-05 0.231511361199D-01 0.114385038614D-04 0.515363712120D+04 
    0.864000000000D+05 0.189989805222D-06-0.180621916752D+01-0.495463609695D-06 
    0.931968409985D+00 0.136625000000D+03-0.178815139486D+01-0.803140596887D-08 
   -0.309298597814D-09 0.000000000000D+00 0.122600000000D+04 0.000000000000D+00 
    0.200000000000D+01 0.000000000000D+00-0.186264514923D-08 0.121000000000D+03 
    0.863700000000D+05 0.400000000000D+01 0.000000000000D+00 0.000000000000D+00 
 3 03  7  7  0  0  0.0 0.251759774983D-04 0.329691829393D-11 0.000000000000D+00 
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    0.470000000000D+02 0.738125000000D+02 0.524700416449D-08-0.131507173948D+01 
    0.380724668503D-05 0.445132341702D-02 0.775977969170D-05 0.515363588715D+04 
    0.864000000000D+05 0.149011611939D-06-0.732653197718D+00-0.141561031342D-06 
    0.930028690331D+00 0.215906250000D+03 0.492781048183D+00-0.844463787786D-08 
    0.700029131884D-10 0.100000000000D+01 0.122600000000D+04 0.000000000000D+00 
    0.400000000000D+01 0.000000000000D+00-0.419095158577D-08 0.303000000000D+03 
    0.792180000000D+05 0.400000000000D+01 0.000000000000D+00 0.000000000000D+00 
 4 03  7  7  0  0  0.0 0.445279292762D-04-0.909494701773D-12 0.000000000000D+00 
    0.186000000000D+03-0.784375000000D+01 0.446840031643D-08 0.216112459743D+01 
   -0.355765223503D-06 0.621494732331D-02 0.528991222382D-05 0.515364859962D+04 
    0.864000000000D+05-0.372529029846D-08 0.405008362613D+00-0.111758708954D-07 
    0.964744505847D+00 0.281812500000D+03-0.162271358659D+00-0.815748268934D-08 
   -0.290726387409D-09 0.100000000000D+01 0.122600000000D+04 0.000000000000D+00 
    0.240000000000D+01 0.000000000000D+00-0.605359673500D-08 0.186000000000D+03 
    0.792180000000D+05 0.400000000000D+01 0.000000000000D+00 0.000000000000D+00 

Table 2.1 Description of the satellite ephemeris (Source: [67]) 

 RINEX file 
Description Line #, Index 

Clock drift rate (s/s2) SV Clock 3 
Clock drift (s/s) SV Clock 2 
Clock bias (s) SV Clock 1 
Age of ephemeris data (GPS second of week) Orbit 1 1 
Radial Sine Correction (CRS) (m) Orbit 1 2 
Correction to mean motion (radian/s) Orbit 1 3 
Mean anomaly at epoch (radian) Orbit 1 4 
In-track cosine amplitude (CUC) (radian) Orbit 2 1 
Eccentricity Orbit 2 2 
In-track sine amplitude (CUS) (radian) Orbit 2 2 
In-track sine amplitude (CUS) (radian) Orbit 2 3 
Square root of the semi-major axis (m1/2 ) Orbit 2 4 
Time of epoch (GPS second of week) Orbit 3 1 
Inclination cosine correction (CIC) (radian) Orbit 3 2 
Right ascension of ascending node (radian) Orbit 3 3 
Inclination sine correction (CIS) (radian) Orbit 3 4 
Inclination (radian) Orbit 4 1 
Radial cosine adjustment (radian) Orbit 4 2 
Argument of perigee (radian) Orbit 4 3 
Rate of change of right ascension of ascending node (radian/s) Orbit 4 4 
Rate of change of inclination (radian/s) Orbit 5 1 
Codes on L2 channel Orbit 5 2 
Full week number (GPS week) Orbit 5 3 
L2 P data flag Orbit 5 4 
Satellite Vehicle (SV) accuracy Orbit 6 1 
SV health Orbit 6 2 
Receiver channel  
Satellite PRN number  
Clock epoch (GPS second of week)  
HOW word (GPS second of week)  
Age of ephemeris data (GPS second of week)  
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The navigation file consists of one or more blocks of broadcast ephemeris data 

recorded by the receiver from the satellite’s transmission. An example of a RINEX 

navigation file, with an ephemeris block for satellites is given in Table 2.1. Table 2.1 

presents the ephemeris of the satellite. 

The RINEX format has American Standard Code for Information Interchange or 

ASCII format, with a maximum of 80 characters per record. The characteristics of 

GPS phase data in RINEX format are recorded in cycles L1-L2 carrier frequencies 

and pseudorange data in a unit meters. In general, observation, navigation message 

and meteorological data files are separated by header sections [49]. The sample 

RINEX format observation is available in Appendix A. The first line is a header 

giving RINEX version number (2) and type of file i.e. navigation data. The second 

line is a comment describing how the file was created. The first line of each data 

block has the PRN number i.e. 1 for the first data block, epoch in GPST (GPS time) 

and three satellite clock polynomial coefficients. 

2.2.8 Dilution of Precision 

A GPS solution is fundamentally a resection case. In this instance, a healthy 

distribution of control stations and GPS satellites will provide a stronger solution than 

having the satellites bunched together in the sky. In addition to errors in the ranges 

measured by a GPS receiver, the distribution on GPS satellites being measured also 

affects the quality of the result [70]. The term dilution of precision (DOP) is used to 

characterize the effect of geometric satellite distribution on the precision of navigation 

solution. A small DOP value indicates good satellite geometry [15]. An illustration of 

the principle good and bad satellite geometries is shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 Good and bad satellite geometries (Source: [49]) 

The DOP factors include geometric dilution of precision (GDOP); positional 

dilution of precision (PDOP); horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP); vertical 

dilution of precision (VDOP) and time dilution of precision (TDOP). The DOP 

expressions are given in Equations 2.7-2.11 [59]: 

GDOP = [ σN
2 + σE

2 + σH
2 + σT

2 ]0.5      (2.7) 

PDOP = [ σN
2 + σE

2 + σH
2 ]0.5       (2.8) 

HDOP = [ σN
2 + σE

2 ]0.5       (2.9) 

VDOP = [ σH ]        (2.10) 

TDOP = [ σT ]         (2.11) 

Where σN
2, σE

2, σH
2, σT

2 are corresponding variances of position in North, East, 

Height and Time in m2. The DOP varies with time of the day; geographic location; the 

number of satellites tracked and their configurations across the sky. In general, GDOP 
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and PDOP values should be less than 6 for a reliable solution. Optimally, they should 

be less than 5 with measurements obtained from at least five satellites [50]. 

2.2.9 GPS Processing Packages 

A variety of software is available for GPS carrier phase data processing. These 

packages have either been developed receiver manufacturers or by university and 

government departments for research uses, internal operational purposes and for high 

precision scientific applications. 

The capability of phase data reduction is central to the GPS software and can be 

broadly categorized into three classes: scientific, specialist and commercial 

applications. Software intended for scientific or geodetic applications are highly 

precise and usually built by third parties e.g. government sectors or academic 

organizations. Software for specialists is often for unusual applications, e.g. airborne 

and maritime operations; Geographic Information System, or GIS data capture and 

multi-antenna attitude determination systems. By contrast, the software developed by 

the instrument manufacturer, is offered as a package with the GPS receiver hardware 

to address standard surveying applications. There are several distinctions to be made 

between these classes of software [49]: 

i. The commercial software is invariably written to handle data from one 

instrument type and tends to be user-friendly, requiring a minimal analysis of 

input and able to run on personal computers. The software is optimized for 

GPS surveying precisions i.e. a few parts per million (ppm) relative 

positioning and tends to use sub-optimal data processing algorithms, which 

typically processing data on a single baseline mode, even when more than two 

receivers are operating simultaneously. 

ii. The specialist software is regularly written to hold data from an individual 

apparatus brand. Some software may be quite polished whereas others may 

have rather crude interfaces. The range of the software is growing rapidly. 

iii. The scientific software is an instrument-independent, accepting data in RINEX 

format. The software tends to have been developed for research and precise 

positioning purposes, offering many options and requiring more analytical 
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skill. The scientific software generally has more sophisticated modelling and 

processing strategies, such as the ability to adjust orbital parameters; estimate 

troposphere scale factors; and can process simultaneously more than one 

observation session. The software has multi-baseline and multi-session 

capabilities. As this software has considerably more features and supports 

more complex data modelling, the computer requirements are usually more 

demanding. 

One scientific software i.e. GAMIT/GLOBK software have been used for 

previous deformation studies involving dam deformation [13], co-seismic 

deformation [23], GPS network adjustment [67], region strain rates [71], regional 

deformation [72], crustal deformation [73] and horizontal strain across [74]. 

2.2.10 Global and Local Networks 

The IGS network is categorized as global network, whereas MASS is included as 

regional network for Malaysia. The following section clarifies this distinction. 

2.2.10.1 IGS Network 

The IGS is composed of a global network of permanent GPS stations, a data and 

analysis center, a central bureau and governing board [30]. The IGS networks about 

200 continuously operational dual-frequency GPS receivers, used to realise the ITRF, 

to which all GPS surveys can be connected. In addition, the IGS provides a range of 

products: IGS tracking station coordinates and velocities; GPS satellite and IGS 

tracking station clock information; GPS satellite ephemeris and earth rotation 

parameters. All information is available within several days on their website, to 

further scientific research and aid commercial GPS surveying. The specification for 

the GPS station, the receiver and the data communication are carefully defined by the 

IGS [49]. The configuration of the IGS network is illustrated in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 Global IGS network (Source: [68]) 

2.2.10.2 MASS Network 

In recent year, the most precise applications of GPS have used active GPS network. 

One of the available active GPS networks is MASS. The concept of MASS has been 

evolving at the Department of Survey and Mapping Malaysia (DSMM) since 1997 

and its objectives are to permit the maintenance of the National Coordinate System at 

the 1 cm level. MASS is used for several applications: vertical and horizontal crustal 

motion monitoring; standardization of reference station operation aspects; 

determination of ionosphere and atmospheric water vapour and geodynamic 

observation [75]. 

MASS network consists of 18 permanent GPS stations, which track GPS satellites 

20000 km away in space [25]. These stations are strategically located throughout the 

country, and established under the 7th Malaysian Development Plan. MASS stations 

continuously track GPS satellites 24-hour and GPS data is kept in hourly files and 

transmitted daily to GDPC or Geodetic Data Processing Center in Kuala Lumpur. The 
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data of RINEX format version 2 is updated automatically and published on the 

Geodesy Section website the following day. 

2.3 Aspects of Deformation Analysis 

This sub-chapter gives a brief overview of the basic concept and method of 

deformation analysis followed by the types of network monitoring and the techniques 

used for deformation monitoring. 

2.3.1 Basic Concept of Deformation 

Deformation is defined as a position change or movement of a point at one particular 

material, absolutely and also relatively. Absolute movement means the point observed 

from the behaviour of the movement of the point itself. Relative movement is the 

intention of the point movement as seen from the other point. The position change 

refers to one particular reference coordinate system. 

The causative effect of material deformation will generate a response effect or 

reaction force according to the geometric character and type of material deformation. 

Load and gravity of material primarily cause deformation. At certain time intervals, 

the gravity of one particular material accompanied by the gravity of the surrounding 

material will affect the geometric shape of the material. 

The effect of reaction influences the position, shape and dimension of material 

deformations. These effects are translation, rotation, linear deformation and dilatation. 

For example, linear deformation emerges as a result of the existence of material 

strain. 

Deformation of one particular material consists of two properties such as elastic 

and plastic. With elastic, the material will return to its initial shape as there is no 

deformation force. However, with plastic, the material will not revert to its original 

shape because the effect of the deformation force will hold the material. The 

deformation in continuum medium is shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 The continuum medium of deformation (Adapted from source: [76]) 

As presented in Figure 2.8, at time t, the spatial position is denoted by its 

coordinates X = X(X1, X2, X3). The functions X are continuous and differentiable 

with respect to X1, X2, X3 and t. The position of X at the time t = t1, where t1 > 0, so 

the coordinates x = x(X1, X2, X3, t). Expressing of movement from X (t = 0) to X (t1 > 

0) is d = x – X = d(X1, X2, X3, t) [76]. 

2.3.2 Deformation Analysis Method 

The following two aspects of deformation should be distinguished in the analysis of 

deformation surveys [77]: 

1. Geometrical analysis may offer geometrical status of the deformable body, its 

change in shape and dimensional displacements and strain fields. 

The deformation is generally very small at the margin of measurement error. 

The statistical testing of the result then is required. In geometrical analysis, 
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information on the acting force and stress on physical properties of the body 

are of no interest to the interpreter or are not available. The analysis of 

deformation surveys is generally only relative displacements of discrete points 

given with their variance-covariance matrix. More detailed geometrical status 

is explained by displacement and strain analysis. 

i. The displacement analysis verifies geometrical analysis of position 

difference approximated through a least-square fitting of two epoch 

geodetic measurement data. 

ii. The strain analysis shows material differences of position, shape and 

dimension. The displacement can be transformed into a strain field through 

the well-known strain-displacement relationship. 

2. Physical interpretation is able to provide information about physical status of 

deformable material and describes the state of interval stresses and the 

relationship between the causative effect or loads and deformation. 

Mathematical models of physical interpretation are: 

i. The statistical or empirical method analyzes correlations between observed 

deformations and observed load deformations using a regression analysis. 

ii. The deterministic method utilizes information on the load properties of the 

material and physical laws governing the stress/strain relationship. 

2.3.3 Monitoring Network 

The purpose of the monitoring network is to determine possible deformations to an 

investigated area [77]. The sensitivity of the network, defined as its capacity to detect 

and measure movement and deformation in the site area, is a crucial feature. It is 

suggested that any monitoring network should be designed based upon existing 

knowledge of the geological phenomena to be monitored. The design of such a 

network should take therefore into consideration the sensitivity criterion. 

Generally, deformation measurements use the geodetic method, irrespective of 

application i.e. for monitoring engineering structures or ground deformation in mining 

areas or for tectonic movement. Two basic types of geodetic network are 

distinguished absolute and relative [78]. 
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Absolute networks in which some of the points are, or are assumed to be, outside 

the deformable body or object thus serve as reference points or a reference network 

for the determination of absolute displacement of the object point. 

In the absolute network, the main problem of deformation analysis is to confirm 

the stability of the reference point and to identify the possible single point 

displacement caused, for example, by local surface or incorrect survey marker. Once 

the stable reference point is identified, the determination of the geometrical state of 

the deformable body is straightforward. Figure 2.9 illustrates an absolute monitoring 

network. 

With relative networks all the surveyed points are assumed to be located on the 

deformable body. Deformation analysis is more complicated because all points 

undergo relative movements caused by strains in the material of the body and by 

relative rigid translations and rotations of parts of the body if discontinuities in the 

material. Figure 2.10 illustrates a relative monitoring network. 

 

Figure 2.9 Absolute monitoring networks (Adapted from source: [78]) 
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Figure 2.10 Relative monitoring networks (Adapted from source: [78]) 

The other problem of deformation analysis is its quality. The quality depends 

essentially on the adequate consideration of all uncertainties in the measurement and 

analysis process. In practice, only random variations are taken into account, although 

the non reducible systematic during the measurement process play a decisive role. 

The deformation monitoring and analysis equire a good understanding of the 

deformation mechanism and development methods for the deformation prediction. 

Even the most precise monitoring surveys will not fully serve the purpose if there are 

not properly evaluated and utilized in an integrated analysis. 

2.3.4 Techniques in Deformation Measurement 

The measurement of deformation monitoring can be accomplished using several 

different techniques which will affect the choice of stability analysis undertaken by 

the geotechnical engineer and consequently the type of deformation monitoring 

strategy employed. The techniques that are commonly used to measure the 
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deformation area can be broadly classified as instrumentation and observational 

techniques [2]. 

Instrumentation techniques include the use of movement indicators such as crack-

meters, fixed and portable borehole extensometers, fixed and portable inclinometers, 

deflectometers and piezometers. Generally, these methods are able to measure the 

deformation accurately to the sub-millimeters level of precision, but unfortunately this 

represents only the movement in one axis direction. These methods are not relevant to 

this study and will not be discussed further in this dissertation. 

Observation techniques usually measure the displacement at the exposed areas. One 

kind of measurement method should be directly conducted on the deformed site, 

while another technique can be performed remotely. The observation technique 

includes: conventional terrestrial surveying i.e. Theodolite, auto level and Total Station; 

remote sensing techniques i.e. photogrammetry, satellite imaging, radar interferometry 

and laser scanning; and satellite-based positioning techniques i.e. GPS, Global Orbiting 

Navigation Satellite System, or GLONASS, Galileo and pseudolites. The most 

commonly used techniques are discussed in the following sections. 

2.3.4.1 Conventional Terrestrial Surveying 

In Total Station, the instruments consist of a device to measure horizontal and vertical 

angles, and some form of EDM capability to measure distance. These instruments 

allow the surveyor to measure 3-D coordinates of distant points, typically targeted by 

the placement of reflective prisms. They also permit recording of data in a digital 

format for later downloading or transmittal to a central processing site. The latest 

version of Total Station instrumentation is a reflector-less Total Station, as survey 

prisms are no longer required on sloping surfaces. These may, however result in a loss 

of coordinate precision due to imprecision in the repeatability of the reflecting 

surface. Calibration for the instrument is therefore necessary before data collection 

can be performed. Further recent additions are Total Stations equipped with servo-

motors and automatic target recognition algorithms which reduce the need for people 

to physically record observations [2]. 
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One advantage of using Total Station to monitor surface deformation is that the 

measurements can provide 3-D position solutions of the point of interest. The 

coordinate precision in the vertical domain however is usually worse than in the 

horizontal domain and may not provide the precision required for the monitoring of 

deformations. It is possible that observations consist of a systematic error that cannot 

be mitigated or completely removed. The main error sources are vertical refraction 

and repeatability of the reflector targets. If correction values could be given to the 

measurements data the technique would be the most preferential method for 

inaccessible slope monitoring [79]. In addition to Total Station measurement, there is 

another conventional terrestrial surveying technique used to monitor a deformation: a 

precise levelling technique. It is only able to provide 1-D information of elevation or 

difference in height and is the most precise method of monitoring local vertical 

deformations. This technique can provide a vertical component precision of 0.2 to 1 

ppm of level length. The disadvantages of this technique are the requirement of 

survey crews to be traversed directly on the unstable surface, and it must also be 

initiated from a stable point situated outside the zone of deformation. As a result of 

these shortcomings, the precise levelling technique has not been utilised in recent 

years [2]. 

In tilt and inclination measurements, the measurement of tilt is usually understood 

as determination of a deviation from the horizontal plane, while inclination is 

interpreted as a deviation from the vertical. The same instrument which measures tilt 

at a point can be called either a tiltmeter or an inclinometer depending on the 

interpretation of result [8]. 

2.3.4.2 Remote Sensing 

Remote sensing is the best method applied for inaccessible areas, because it does not 

require direct measurement conducted on the observed object. Moreover, it can be 

used for large and small scale areas. There are some methods included in the remote 

sensing technique: photogrammetry; satellite imaging and laser scanning; Light 

Detection and Ranging (LIDAR); radargrammetry and Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(SAR). Initially, all methods were intended for aerial-based systems, however as 
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sophisticated instruments require an expensive platform, ground-based methods were 

developed. 

Aerial photogrammetry and satellite imaging techniques in deformation 

monitoring require multi-temporal data in which coverage of the observed object 

should be captured on at least two overlapping images. Some Ground Control Points 

(GCP) well distributed on the coverage area is needed for both methods to rectify 

images from geometric errors. The position of the GCPs can be recognized on the 

images, based on relative position with other objects. The spatial resolution and flight 

height is significant because it influences the precision of the result. One advantage of 

these techniques is the ability of properly examine real condition of the slope area, so 

image interpretation can be correlated with the resulted of the elevation model. The 

use of multi-epoch data deformation and land coverage enable changes on the slope 

surface to be analyzed. 

If an object is photographed from two or more survey points of known relative 

position i.e. known coordinates, with a known relative orientation of cameras, the 

point can be determined from the geometrical relationship between intersecting 

optical rays which connect to the image and object points. 

2.3.4.3 Satellite-based Positioning 

The satellite-based positioning methods have the same basic concept of range 

intersection, but the characteristics of their signals and numbers of operating satellites 

differ. In principal, to determine an unknown position in 3-D spaces, three distances 

from three known points are required. In this case, the positions of the satellites are all 

known at any time because the orbit of each satellite is monitored and controlled by 

ground stations [80]. Therefore, to determine the position of the receiver, at least four 

satellites are recommended to obtain a precise measurement result. 

Advantages of the application of satellite-based deformation monitoring methods 

are that they require less man-power. Furthermore, the method can provide 

continuous or quasi-continuous 3-D time-series data and also maintain a high level of 

precision. GPS here is the primary system of interest, as other systems of GLONASS 
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and Galileo are currently failing to provide the level of operational capability needed 

for high precision deformation monitoring [81]. 

For deformation monitoring, the use of GPS techniques can be divided into three 

broad types. The first category involves high precision static methods e.g. 

Continuously Operating Reference Systems (CORS) typically used to monitor 

regional scale deformations such as deformation and geotechnical movements. These 

continuous systems are normally combined as permanent networks. The second group 

of GPS techniques is the use of episodic GPS data, commonly used for monitoring on 

small scale areas with baselines up to a few kilometers, e.g. monitoring of dams, open 

pit mine walls and landslides [2]. GPS observation methods usually applied for 

deformation of small areas are Fast Static (FS-GPS) and Real Time Kinematics 

(RTK-GPS) methods. Both techniques need shorter observation time but are able to 

yield highly precise results. The third type is periodic GPS technique. The technique 

is applied in large areas to connect a station in an observed site to global station 

generally known as a long-baseline solution. 

2.3.5 Deformation Monitoring of Offshore Platform 

One problem with an offshore engineering structure such as an oil and gas platform is 

the occurrence of deformation due to reservoir compaction and shallow gas migration. 

Extreme deformation on an offshore platform can lead to loss of production, therefore 

it is essential to monitor such phenomena. However, the location of an offshore 

platform, typically more than 100 km offshore, limits the technique that can be 

utilized to perform such deformation monitoring. Implementing a deformation 

monitoring system to maintain regular surveillance over the stability of the offshore 

platform is one activity to address both safety and profit. The GPS technique is a 

possible method that is able to carry out deformation monitoring using the geodetic 

approach. 

The basic concept of using GPS for offshore deformation observation involves 

baseline computation to estimate coordinates in two or multi-epochs. The value of 

deformation is then determined by the coordinate value between two epoch 
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observations. A graphic presentation of deformation for displacement is very 

meaningful for users as the movement trend is able to be easily visualized [36]. Figure 

2.11 presents a flowchart of deformation observation. 

 

Figure 2.11 Flowchart of deformation observation 

The fundamental theory of unstable object monitoring using GPS is the 

application of relative positioning with reference to the stable control station. Some 

control stations between the reference station and object stations need to be 

established for measurement in terms of baseline vectors, ∆x, ∆y and ∆z. 

According to Ogaja (2002), monitoring system can be utilized for measuring short 

and long-term loading deformations, based on the type and condition on the structure 

[82]. Short-term deformation occurs over short times and is assessed from high 

frequency data. Long-term permanent deformations occur over longer times i.e. 

months or years and are assessed by episodic observation. 

2.4. Offshore Platform Overview 

An offshore platform is a huge structure housing personnel and apparatus needed to 

bore wells in the seabed, oil and/or natural gas, process the formed fluids and vessel 
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or pipe them to shore. Therefore, offshore platforms have many purposes including oil 

exploration and production, navigation, ship loading and unloading, and sustaining 

bridges and causeways. Offshore oil productions are one of the most notable features 

of these applications and present an important challenge to the design engineer. These 

offshore structures have a design life-time of 25 years or more and have to withstand 

extremely harsh oceanic environments [83]. Some significant design concerns are 

peak and fatigue loads caused by wind and waves over the platform life-time. 

The first offshore platform for exploitation of oil and gas from under the seabed 

was established in 1947 off the Louisiana Coast, the United States in 6 m depth of 

water [84]. Today, there are more than 10000 offshore platforms around the world in 

depths of up to 2280 m. The platform dimension depends on the facilities to be 

installed on the topside such as drilling rig, living quarters and helipad. 

There are various types of platform based on where platform type lays in certain 

depth. The classification of the platform regarding water depth is divided into three 

categories: shallow water i.e. less than 500 m, deep water i.e. less than 1500 m and 

ultra deep i.e. more than 1500 m [84]. 

The platform structure can be a fixed or floating structure [85]. The fixed structure 

extends to the seabed such as Jacket, Gravity Base Structure (GBS), Compliant Tower 

or Jack-up. The floating structures as the name suggests, float near the water surface 

and can be Tension Leg Platform (TLP), Semi Submersible, Spar or Floating 

Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO). An explanation of each platform type 

follows [85]: 

1. Jacket 

A space framed structure with tubular supports on a pile foundation in water 

depths up to 400 m. The jackets provide a protective layer around the 

conductor pipes and the deck structure has a main deck, cellar deck and 

helideck. The deck structure is supported by deck legs connected to the top of 

piles, extending from above mean sea level (MSL) through the seabed into the 

soil. The piles are also connected inside the legs of a jacket structure which 

serve to brace the piles against lateral loads. The piles are driven through the 
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inside of the of the jacket structure. The Jacket platform has oil storage 

capacity. Figure 2.12 is an illustration of Jacket platform. 

 

Figure 2.12 Jacket platform (Source: [85]) 

2. Compliant Tower 

A narrow flexible framed structure supported by piled foundations for water 

depths up to 900 m. Production is through the tensioned rigid risers and 

exported by flexible or catenaries steel pipes. There is no oil storage capacity. 

Figure 2.13 is an illustration of Compliant Tower platform. 

 

Figure 2.13 Compliant Tower platform (Source: [85]) 
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3. Gravity Base Structure (GBS) 

A GBS remains in place on the seabed in water depths up to 300 m. 

Construction of a GBS starts in a dry dock and at a certain stage, the dock is 

flooded to float the structure. It is then towed into deeper sheltered water or an 

installation site, where the base is ballasted and the structure remains on the 

seabed. The GBS is mostly made of concrete. The advantages of the platform 

are its simple installation, capability to support heavy topsides and its oil 

storage facility. Figure 2.14 is an illustration of GBS platform. 

 

Figure 2.14 GBS platform (Source: [85]) 

4. Tension Leg Platform (TLP) 

A floater is anchored to the seabed by vertical steel tubes called tethers. TLP is 

very rigid vertically with large columns and pontoons which are connected to 

production wells. The platform is flexible on a horizontal plane and thereby 

insensitive to the primary effect of strong waves. Topside facilities and risers 

have to be finalized at pre-design stage. The platform is generally used for the 

depths of up to 1500 m. It has no integral storage facility; limitations due to 

roll and pitch of the water and tendon system fatigue. Figure 2.15 is an 

illustration of TLP. 
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Figure 2.15 TLP (Source: [85]) 

5. Semi Submersible 

This platform is as a multi-legged floating structure with a large deck and it is 

usually used for ultra deep water. The legs are inter-connected at the base with 

horizontal pontoons and present generation of Semi Submersibles appear to be 

square with 4 columns and cylinder-shaped pontoons. It is held in place by 

anchors connected to catenaries mooring system. The column-pontoon 

junctions and bracings are able to withstand large loads. It does not require 

diagonal bracing of the platform, and topside facilities and risers have to be 

finalized at pre-design stage. Periodic inspection and maintenance is essential 

due to possibility of fatigue cracking of braces. The deepest existing Semi 

Submersible is Roncador at 1750 m depth. Figure 2.16 is an illustration of 

Semi Submersible platform. 

 

Figure 2.16 Semi Submersible platform (Source: [85]) 
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6. Spar 

The first Spar Neptune was installed off the United States coast in 1997. Spar 

platforms are deployed in ultra deep water and consist of a large diameter, 

deep draught, cylindrical floating caisson anchored to the seafloor by multiple 

taut mooring lines supporting the deck. The centre of buoyancy is 

considerably above the centre of gravity, making it quite stable. The numbers 

of risers have to be pre-determined because of space restrictions. Figure 2.17 

is an illustration of Spar platform. 

 

Figure 2.17 Spar platform (Source: [85]) 

7. FPSO 

FPSO are ship-shaped structures with several different mooring systems. They 

can explore marginal wells in deep water where a fixed platform is unfeasible. 

Single Point Mooring (SPM) has also been used to hold FPSO in position. An 

integral oil storage capability eliminates the need for long pipelines to shore. 

At present, FPSO systems are competing against platforms like Spar, TLP and 

Semi Submersibles and non ship-shaped platforms are being developed for 

Arctic regions. Figure 2.18 is an illustration of FPSO. 
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Figure 2.18 FPSO (Source: [85]) 

2.5 Platform Damage 

Most platform damage is experienced by older and simpler structures. Recent changes 

have made offshore installation more robust and more resistant to faults. Single well 

caissons, for example, were constructed at a time when design was often trial and 

error, and therefore over the years have suffered significant damage. 

In most cases, platform damage is attributed to both wind and wave, with winds 

primarily responsible for topside deck structure damage and contributing toward 

toppling, leaning and eventual collapse of the structure. Table 2.2 lists types of 

platform damage. 

Table 2.2 Types of platform damage (Source: [86]) 

No. Damage Scenarios 

1 Wind/wave damage to deck appurtenances, satellite dishes and helidecks. 
2 Heavy damage to platform structural system/toppled platforms/collapse 

platforms. 
3 Deck structure damage: walks ways, railings and stairs damaged or missing. 
4 Heavy equipment toppled/moved. 
5 Platform leaning. 
6 Single well satellites leaning/toppled. 
7 Living quarters or other enclosed structure damaged. 

In greater detail, platform damage is generally caused by two factors that are 

event-driven and age-driven [5]. Event aspect includes such causal factors as change 
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in codes, increased environmental loading, modifications and additions, structural 

defect, vibration, shallow gas exposure, earthquake, fire and extended service life. For 

the age-driven aspect, corrosion, fatigue, scour and deformation contribute to the 

failure of the platform. 

Damage assessment of the platform is required for further action and 

maintenance. Damage-identification methods are classified into four ranks [87]: 

i. Rank 1: Determination of the damage occurring in the structures. 

ii. Rank 2: Rank 1 plus determination of the damage in the geometric location. 

iii. Rank 3: Rank 2 plus quantification of the rigorousness of the damage. 

iv. Rank 4: Rank 3 plus forecast of the remaining service life of the structure. 

Today, deformation-based damage-identification methods without several 

structural models mainly present rank 1 and rank 2. In some cases, modal-based 

methods are coupled with a structural model, resulting in rank 3 of damage detection. 

Rank 4 predictions are generally associated with fracture mechanics, fatigue life 

analysis, or structural design assessment, and are not addressed in this study. 

2.6 Structural Integrity 

Recognition of structural integrity has been a driving force for the growth of 

engineering analysis [88]. Civil constructions, gas turbines, power stations, 

manufacturing and transport industries all need to be able to guarantee the secure, 

profitable operations of their plants by relying on the integrity of proper structures and 

components. The design engineer supports the creation of a structure or component 

using analytical tools and supporting data appropriate for the application and the plant 

operator has to ensure that, throughout the service life, it fulfils the design intent. Both 

offer challenges with respect to the diagnosis and assessment of structural integrity to 

assure maintenance and consistent operation. Structural integrity assessments may be 

considered as activities concerned with safety and economics. It is necessary to 

consider the design and operation process together in conjunction with the 

environment in which the structure is expected to operate [89]. 
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In the offshore sector of the oil and gas industry, a structural integrity assessment 

establishes whether an existing structure is able to meet its required purpose while 

maintaining a tolerable risk level. Considerations of integrity assessment may be more 

important to identify aspects where structural failure can be prevented, or where 

serious consequences of failure can be avoided or reduced by fundamental structural 

design. For instance, on the whole structures are able to be designed to maintain 

utility and integrity even if several local elements of the structure fail. 

The structural assessment is typically conducted by one of some issues in addition 

to [90]: 

i. Platform function modifications such as supplementary conductors or topside 

loading. 

ii. Platform character modifications of site environment circumstances such as 

changed wave heights. 

iii. Platform condition modifications such as detection of damaged components 

e.g. cracked joint. 

The structural integrity assessment is carried out to detect any deficiency 

compromising the structure’s safety and reliability and also to identify and locate 

possible structural defects for timely maintenance and repair. As mentioned earlier, 

part of the structural integrity issue is caused by age-driven factors such as 

deformation. Therefore, the structural assessment is performed to check the 

significance of present and future levels of deformation on the security of the platform 

[91]. 

Many algorithms have been developed for structural integrity assessments. An 

excellent review of existing methods is found in a previous study [4] and [92]-[98] 

providing a classification of structural integrity monitoring methods based on type of 

measured data used, and/or technique used to identify the damage. 

Gao, et al (2006) mentioned adjacent smart sensors are grouped together and only 

locally measured information is used to evaluate the condition of local elements [92]. 

The associated computation is done in a distributed manner. Damage detection results 

for these local elements can then be reported back to the central station. Continuous 
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online monitoring of a structure can be done without reliance on central data 

processing. 

Schoefs and Clement (2004) carried out structural monitoring in terms of fatigue 

cracking and noted with fatigue on Jacket platforms, cracks at the weld connection in 

tubular nodes proliferate [93]. These are surface or through cracks, which in time 

reach the wall thickness and are considered critical. This means that beyond the crack 

depth, repair is advocated whatever the consequence on the structural behaviour. 

Analysis of the structural effect through crack is proposed before deciding on repair. 

Ren and Roeck (2002) undertook research to identify structural damage using 

modal data [94]. Based on changes in frequencies and mode shapes of vibration, a 

damage-identification technique was prepared to predict damage location and 

severity. This method was verified by some simulated damage scenarios for a simple 

and a continuous beam. 

Idichandy and Ganapathy (1990) also presented modal parameters for structural 

integrity monitoring of fixed offshore platforms based on natural modes of vibration 

[4]. These are fundamental properties of the structure and do not change unless there 

are changes in the stiffness or mass distributions. Modal frequencies and modal 

vectors in different degree of freedom were determined by auto spectral analysis of 

acceleration response. 

Li, et al (2008) mentioned development of robust techniques for early damage 

detection for offshore structures is crucial to avoid the possible catastrophe caused by 

structural failures. This study applied the cross-model cross-mode method for damage 

detection, capable of identifying the damage to individual braces of offshore Jacket 

platforms, when limited, spatially incomplete modal data is available [95]. 

Ruotolo and Surace’s method used the modal parameters of lower modes for non-

destructive detection and sizing of cracks in beams [96]. The dynamic behaviour of 

the structure was calculated by a finite element model. The damage assessment 

technique was applied to both simulated and experimental data related to cantilever 

steel beams, each with a different damage scenario, i.e. crack’s location and depth. 
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The result showed that the method can detect the presence of damage and estimate 

both crack positions and sizes.  

Elshafey, et al finished the first stage of a project with the objective to develop a 

method for structural damage detection using free vibration response of structure, 

obtained from the stationary random response of the structure using random 

decrement method [97]. This study provides an accurate model to describe the 

dynamic response of the structure. 

Mangal, et al also carried out an investigation on a laboratory model of a Jacket 

platform, to explore the feasibility of adapting vibration responses due to impulse and 

relaxation, for structural monitoring. The experiment describes the effects of damage 

in six members of platform as well as changes in deck mass [98]. 

Structural monitoring may be classified in various ways. One way is local versus 

global methods [99]. Local structural monitoring methods detect changes in a 

structure in one localized region at a time. Some examples are application of various 

ultrasonic and x-ray devices, and piezoelectric devices. Global may refer to the entire 

structure simultaneously and may be further classified using unmeasured and, often, 

immeasurable ambient excitation or known, measurable excitation. These methods, of 

course, require several considerations depending on the purpose of the monitoring. 

In Casbarian’s research, the structural integrity analysis of the platform was 

conducted in accordance with Datec Inc.’s computer programs [100]. These programs 

consist of a structural analysis of platforms subject to combined gravity and 

environmental loads. The analysis resulted in a comprehensive assessment of braces 

and joints in jacket and pile structures. 

Several authors have addressed the damage assessment problem by trying to 

develop procedures based on modal, vibration, smart sensor and fatigue crack 

methods. These assessments of existing structures are performed to the extent of the 

service life of the facility, since new methods of production and new discoveries may 

prolong service life with additional equipment and personnel, deterioration and 

damage of structure may necessitate assessment. The use of existing installations will 

in many cases, even with major upgrading, be preferable from an economic point of 
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view compared to installing new structures. An assessment of existing installation for 

possible extension of life-time should support that the risk of structural failure is 

acceptable. Generally, to achieve this, several assessment procedures are proposed. 

The existing assessment procedures consist of the following steps [101]: 

i. Platform detection to determine when evaluation should start. 

ii. Information review of design, fabrication, installation and operation history. 

iii. Screening for major damages, major changes and deviations from design. 

iv. Analysis of structure of design, ultimate strength or probabilistic analysis. 

v. Solution option whether accepted, modified or neglected. 

All procedures should be carried out to maintain the life-time of a platform. In 

order to fulfil the structural integrity assessment, an element of structural safety is 

required as a component of assessment and several of these are discussed in the 

following section. 

2.6.1 Element of Structural Safety 

Ageing processes can clearly affect the structural integrity of installation and a 

demonstration of adequate performance beyond its original design life is thus a 

necessary requirement. In the life-time of an ageing installation, many changes in 

offshore engineering occur as a result of improved codes of practice and more reliable 

environmental data. In addition, ageing processes can affect the structural integrity of 

an installation, with the risk of failure increasing with time unless properly managed. 

The demonstration of safe performance beyond the original design life through re-

assessment is thus necessary [102]. 

Identification of elements of aging that affect the structural safety of installations 

are [103]: 

i. Fatigue. 

Fatigue cracking could be a significant threat to life extension of offshore 

installations beyond their original designs life. Although single cracks are 

unlikely to threaten the integrity of an offshore fixed structure due to its 
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inherent redundancy, accumulating widespread fatigue cracking which 

occurs in an ageing structure could have more serious implications. 

ii. Corrosion. 

Steel immersed in sea water can suffer progressive corrosion unless 

protected either by coating or cathodic protections. Consideration of life 

extension should include an assessment of the state of any coating and the 

remaining corrosion allowance in the wall thickness. 

iii. Geotechnical and geological hazards. 

These hazards can be divided into two groups, such as installation 

foundation and geological hazards. Installation foundation hazards include 

pile pull-out in tension, pile punch-through in compression and degradation 

of pile capacity due to cyclic loading. A geological hazard consists of 

differential settlement, seabed scour, subsidence and slope instability. 

 

iv. Accidental damage. 

Structural damage in service can arise from accidental events such as ship 

collision or dropped objects. It is therefore normal to identify such 

occurrences and introduce appropriate inspection measures to identify any 

damage following the event. Repair may be required depending on the level 

and location of the damages. 

v. Extreme weather. 

The environmental loading on an installation due to extreme environmental 

events is a highly significant design factor results from a combination of 

wave, wind and current loadings on the structure, which can occur at given 

return periods, often 100 years. The main means of managing the extreme 

weather hazard is to design an appropriate loading criterion, by providing an 

adequate air gap and by managing marine growth. Ageing processes can 

result in structural damage to an installation which reduces its capacity to 

resist extreme environmental events. 

vi. Modifications and exchange of usage. 

During operational life many modifications are made to an offshore 

installation, for example additional topside facilities. Weight management is 

a tool that monitors these changes and records topside weight, normally as 
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part of recorded platform data. The topside weight is a factor to be taken into 

account in life extension, both from the point of view of additional structural 

loadings and effects on other hazards such as fatigue and corrosion. 

vii. Marine growth 

Damage of structures in the sea from marine growth may occur. Such 

growths can increase wave loading on a structure and usually requires to be 

decreased in thickness during periodic inspections. Devices fitted to 

platform legs can minimize marine growth as a result of wave action and the 

hazard is relatively easy to manage in terms of life extension. 

viii. Gross errors due to human and organizational factors 

Gross errors can occur at design stage resulting in under designed structural 

elements. At installation stage, these result in damaged elements, and at 

operation stage result in poor quality inspections and overlooked damage. 

Control of gross errors is difficult but is usually undertaken by careful 

specification of materials and workmanship requirements, using experienced 

and competent personnel and using an effective quality management system 

during various stages of platform design, fabrication, installation and 

operation. 

2.7 Structural Analysis Program 

One of the structural analysis software is SAP2000, an integrated structural analysis 

program used by commercial industry worldwide for static and dynamic analysis of 

structures [104]. SAP2000 has the capability to design both steel and reinforced 

concrete structures and is able to provide the user with the option to create, modify, 

analyze and design structural models, all from within the same user interface [105]. It 

also has the capability to provide an interactive environment in which the user is able 

to learn stress condition, make appropriate modifications such as brace size revision 

and update design without re-analyzing the structure [105]. 

All modules feature powerful capabilities, such as fast equation solvers, force and 

displacement loading, non-prismatic frame elements, tension-only braces, line and 

area springs, post-tensioning tendons, highly accurate layered shell elements, Eigen 
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and Ritz modal analysis. These modules are completely integrated in multiplying 

coordinate systems for skewed geometry; have many different constraint options; 

have the ability to merge independently defined meshes, have a fully-coupled 6-by-6 

spring stiffness and the option to combine or envelope multiple dynamic analysis 

[106]. 

2.7.1 Component of Joints in Structural Analysis 

Joints play a fundamental role in the analysis of any structure as points of connection 

between elements. They are a primary locations in the structure at which 

displacements are known or are to be determined. Joints perform a variety of 

functions such as [106]: 

i. Connecting all elements to the structure and therefore to each other. 

ii. Supporting the structure using restraints and/or springs. 

iii. Specifying rigid-body behaviour and symmetry conditions using constraints 

applied to joints. 

iv. Applying concentrated loads. 

v. Placing lump or lumping concentrated masses and rotational inertia. 

vi. Transferring all loads and masses applied to the elements. 

The joints in an analysis model correspond to point objects in the structural-object 

model. Using the SAP2000 graphical interface, joints (points) are automatically 

created at the ends of each frame/cable object and at the corners of each shell object. 

Joints could also be identified autonomously for every element. Automatic meshing of 

frame/cable and shell objects will create additional joints corresponding to any 

frame/cable and shell elements that are created. 

The joints are considered elements of structures and each may have its own local 

coordinate system for defining degrees of freedom, restraints, joint properties and 

loads; and for interpreting joint output. In most cases, however global the 3-D 

coordinate system is used as a local coordinate system for all joints in the model. 

There are six displacement degrees of freedom at every joint, namely three rotations 

and three translations. These displacement components are located in a line with the 
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local coordinate system of each joint. Joints may be loaded directly by concentrated 

loads or indirectly by ground displacements acting though restraints or spring 

supports. Displacements such as rotations and translations are formed at each joint. 

The external and internal forces and moments acting on each joint also produce 

degrees of freedom. 

The element of displacement such as rotations and translations at the joints are 

defined as degrees of freedom. The deflection of structural model is governed by the 

displacements of the joints. The six displacement degrees of freedom in a joint local 

coordinate system are illustrated in Figure 2.19. 

Every joint in a structural model may have up to six displacement components 

[107]: 

i. The joint could translate toward local axes X, Y and Z. These translations are 

symbolized as U1, U2 and U3. 

ii. The joint could rotate toward local axes X, Y and Z. These rotations are 

symbolized as R1, R2 and R3. 

 

Figure 2.19 Six displacement degrees of freedom 

in a joint local coordinate system (Source: [107]) 

In addition to regular joints defined as part of the structural model, the SAP2000 

program automatically creates master joints that govern the behaviour of any defined 

constraints. Each master joint has the same six degrees of freedom as regular joints. 
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Each degree of freedom in a structural model should be one of the following types 

[107]: 

i. Active - the displacement is computed during the analysis. 

ii. Restrained - the displacement is specified, and the corresponding reaction is 

computed during the analysis. 

iii. Constrained - the displacement is determined from the displacements at other 

degrees of freedom. 

iv. Null - the displacement does not affect the structure and is ignored by the 

analysis. 

v. Unavailable - the displacement has not been clearly included in the analysis. 

2.8 Summary of the Literature Review 

Chapter two has presented a general review of the main aspects of GPS positioning 

and deformation analysis in relation to this particular dissertation. The concept of 

structural integrity assessment was described to assess platform structure. 

According to the use of the deformation technique, the application is categorized 

as geodetic involving a satellite-based positioning system. The technique is unlimited 

in range and offers connection to an absolute reference frame. With reference GPS 

observations, the 3-D coordinates are computed together for each station. This is the 

major advantage of the method since errors do not propagate and accumulate, as this 

is the difficulty with conventional geodetic measurements. 

In this study, GPS method is implemented for offshore platform deformation 

monitoring. The GPS application is notable as regional analysis since the monitoring 

network is distributed with station spacing distance over a few hundred kilometers 

[6]. The GPS periodic relative technique is used for the purpose of monitoring 

deformation. Carrier phase measurement of difference between carrier signal within 

receiver and carrier signal is transmitted by satellite. In processing, differential 

double-frequency was conducted to remove some bias in addressing high precision 

position. 
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The deformation monitoring of the platform utilizes absolute networks. The 

station on the offshore platform is used as the object station and the more stable point 

such as IGS and the Malaysian primary station are applied as reference stations for the 

purpose of detection of an offshore platform deformation. GPS is used to determine 

relative position between reference stations on-shore and object stations on offshore 

platform. 

In the aspect of deformation analysis, analysis geometric is applied for offshore 

platform deformation monitoring utilizing GPS data. In the geometrical analysis, 

displacement is established by position difference estimated through a least-square 

computation of two epoch geodetic measurement data. The analysis shows a material 

difference of position and dimension. 

Quantitative information of platform deformation are required to investigate the 

best mitigate and remedial action to deformation related to offshore structure. 

Previous investigation on modelling deformation has applied in several structure 

engineering. Although an enormous number of earlier studies have been performed, 

GPS application has seldom been used for offshore platform deformation monitoring. 

As mentioned earlier [16], deformation monitoring is performed in 1-D coordinate. In 

this study, deformation analysis is carried out in 3-D coordinate data to assess 

horizontal and vertical deformations. 

In the purpose to achieve high precision, the GPS data processing utilizes 

scientific software GAMIT/GLOBK which offers many options and requires more 

analytical skill to use. Processing strategy is customized to enhance quality results of 

precise positioning. 

A structural integrity assessment is performed to classify and locate potential 

structural deficiency for well-timed continuation and preservation. Elements of 

concern in the structural integrity are age-driven factors such as deformation. Previous 

work has conducted fitness-for-purpose structural evaluation research, however has 

rarely addressed platform assessment as an effect of deformation. This research 

concentrates on the application of structural integrity assessment using deformation 

information derived from GPS data of offshore platform. Damage-identification 

assessment is performed on the determination of the damage occurring in the 
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geometric location of the structure and quantification of the thoroughness of the 

damage. Predictions are related to areas of fracture mechanics; fatigue life analysis 

and structural design evaluation is not a concentration in this study. In respect of 

platform type, the Jacket fixed structure type of offshore oil-production platform is 

applied in the investigation. The Jacket is a welded-steel tubular space frame with a 

protective layer around the conductor pipes and deck structure [4]. 

The adaptation and the augmentation of the basic theories will be developed in 

Chapters 3 and 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 

This chapter contains a comprehensive details of the experimental research for GPS 

receiver testing; simulating a GPS network to an offshore platform; strategy of GPS 

processing; implementation of deformation analysis of offshore platform using GPS 

data and application of the GPS deformation result for structural integrity assessment. 

3.1 GPS Receiver Testing 

Prior to the application on the GPS receiver to measure network simulation, the 

equipment requires testing. The performance of GPS receiver is checked to guarantee 

the GPS-derived coordinates are of uniform high quality and suitable precision as 

stated by the manufacturer [109]. Additionaly, the test is conducted to ensure that the 

equipment was still in good condition and capable of providing reliable data. This test 

was carried out using the Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM) baseline method. 

Accuracy analysis of the GPS receiver was performed by assessing the value of 

difference between observed baselines and their corresponding established values 

measured by JUPEM (Jabatan Ukur dan Pemetaan Malaysia). 

Four Topcon TPS Hiper dual frequency GPS receivers i.e. R-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4 

were subjected to the test series. Receiver 1 (R-1) was mounted on Pillar 1 (P1) as the 

Base for the entire testing period while the other three were implemented as Rovers. 

The specification of the GPS and photograph of equipments used for the test are 

available in Appendix B. 

The test was performed by measuring a short distance connecting two known 

points or pillars at the existing EDM baseline calibration site in Taiping, Perak Darul 

Ridzuan, Malaysia on 5th and 6th August, 2007. The site is maintained by JUPEM. 
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The length between the pillars was regularly observed on a six monthly basis and 

documented as published true values [110]. 

As shown in Figure 3.1 (a) below, the EDM test site comprises six pillars at 

specified distances. The distance varied from 20 m to the longest baseline about 1 km. 

The photographs of the pillar are given in Figure 3.1 (b). 

 

  

   GPS antenna  

    Base Rover               

               

                     

   Pillar1 Pillar2 Pillar3 Pillar4 Pillar5  Pillar6   

         

(a) Six pillars calibration 

 

(b) Photographs of the pillar calibration 

Figure 3.1 JUPEM’s pillar 

The observation was carried out using the GPS static technique with the 

measurement criteria as follows [111]: 

i. Receivers were set to record observations at 10 every minute intervals, with 

minimum 15 second data collection rates. 

ii. The test was performed at a site with at least 90% sky visibility. 
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iii. The minimum constellation specifications to be simultaneously observed by 

all receivers were five common healthy satellites. The satellites had a cut-off 

angle of 15o or more above the horizon. 

The baselines were divided into five sub-baselines defined from 15 observed 

distances. The scenario of the data measurement is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

      Base (R-1) at P1 

 

 

                 Base (R-1) at P2 
 
 
 

                         Base (R-1) at P3 
 
 

 
                                    Base (R-1) at P4               

 
 

                          Base (R-1) at P5 
 

Figure 3.2 The scenario of data measurement 

for all observed sub-baselines (top) and all observed distances (bottom) 

After data collection, the GPS observation files were downloaded from the 

receiver utilizing Topcon Tools software version 6.04. The GPS data was processed 

using Pinnacle software version 1.0 with standard baseline processing procedures e.g. 

maintaining a cut-off angle of 15o, applying frequency L1 and L2, obtaining an 

ambiguity resolution fixed solution and producing a standard deviation less than 3 

mm. 
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Following GPS data processing, an accuracy analysis of the receiver capability 

could be carried out by comparing slope distance observation and JUPEM value. 

Standard tolerance value of slope distance difference between observation value and 

JUPEM value is 10 mm. The slope distance value from JUPEM is shown in Table 3.1. 

The comparison result between slope distance observation and JUPEM value 

identified that the different value fulfilled the standard tolerance, the detailed result of 

the comparison is presented in sub-chapter 4.1. 

Table 3.1 Published slope distance as true value (Source: [112]) 

From BM To BM Slope Distance (m)

1 2 20.011
1 3 150.018
1 4 300.017
1 5 500.001
1 6 1000.048
2 3 130.007
2 4 280.006
2 5 479.99
2 6 980.037
3 4 149.999
3 5 349.983
3 6 850.03
4 5 199.984
4 6 700.031
5 6 500.047  

3.2 The GPS Network Simulation for Offshore Platform Deformation 

Monitoring 

Network simulation was necessary as a preliminary step in the investigation of related 

tools and methods used in this research. The simulation was aimed at ensuring tool 

reliability, method feasibility and appropriate precision of results. Moreover, the step 

assures that the method can detect any deformation on the network simulation. This 

work also focused on investigating the capacity of some GPS commercial software in 

terms of its capability and its effectiveness to achieve precision in long-baseline 

processing. 
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One aspect in processing GPS network is the length of baseline. The measurement 

of a remote location using GPS is based on long-baseline data due the distance 

between user station and reference station. Reference stations are usually related to 

global and regional permanent GPS networks such as IGS, GPS Earth Observation 

Network (GEONET), Southern California Integrated GPS Network (SCIGN) and 

MASS, controlled by operational centers. A new or unknown coordinate is 

determined using relative positioning with control point as reference station [108]. 

There are four baseline types depend on the distance between user and reference 

stations which are available on http://www.gpsg.mit.edu/~fresh/index.html. The 

baselines are very long-baseline, long-baseline, medium-baseline and short-baseline 

with distances of about 2300 km, 870 km, 160 km and 36 km respectively. 

Processing of long-baseline data is highlighted mainly to eliminate certain errors 

and rectify any ambiguity in the processing of high precision results. Post-processing 

data, in most cases, is conducted using GPS commercial software purchased with the 

receiver. In recent years, the quality measures of GPS coordinates derived by 

commercial software have tended to be un-realistic because errors modelling have not 

been accounted for. This is considered as a potential problem to be solved when using 

commercial software to achieve high precision in GPS applications. In this research, 

GPS processing using commercial software was carried out by network simulation to 

investigate the software capability for long-baseline data. 

For this study, prior to actual monitoring work on an offshore platform, a 

simulation monitoring was carried out using the GPS network at Universiti Teknologi 

PETRONAS (UTP) campus to simulate the deformed offshore platform. UTP campus 

is built on a 400 hectare site and strategically located at Bandar Seri Iskandar, Perak 

Darul Ridzuan. 

Platform deformation network simulation as shown in Figure 3.3 was designed 

with four stations in quadrilateral shape. The GPS observations used the Topcon (TPS 

Hiper) dual frequency receivers. The following section describes a detailed procedure 

of the GPS network simulation: 
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3.2.1 GPS Data Collection 

The GPS observations were completed on 3rd-5th September, 2007, using Topcon 

(TPS Hiper) dual frequency receivers. The observations were performed during the 

days of years 246, 247 and 248 in 2007. In order to investigate that displacement of 

offshore platform can be detected in the GPS campaign, the point of the network was 

moved marginally by a few centimeters in each session. Each session was planned as 

a period of 12-hour with a 30 second recording interval. The elevation angle for cut-

off was 15°. The antenna heights were observed twice before and after the sessions. 

 

Figure 3.3 Network configuration of platform deformation simulation 

inside UTP campus (satellite image taken from Google earthTM) 

Processing of GPS data applied to a global stations located on-shore as the 

reference stations as a result of the remote location of offshore platform from shore. 

The network configuration as shown previously in Figure 3.3 has four local stations 

namely PGOA, PGOB, PGOC and PGOD and global stations are BAN2 (Bangalore-

From To 

PGOA PGOC 89.2588
PGOA PGOD 54.7455
PGOB PGOA 74.1013
PGOB PGOC 41.7693
PGOB PGOD 82.5567
PGOD PGOC 68.8551

Station
Distance (m)
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India), COCO (Cocos Island-Australia), DGAR (Diego Garcia Island-U.K. Territory) 

and PIMO (Quezon City-Philippines). The location of the global stations can be seen 

in Figure 3.4 below. 

 

Figure 3.4 Map of the global stations from IGS (Source: [113]) 

3.2.2 GPS Data Processing 

It was necessary to decide the software that would allow a thorough analysis of the 

data. Various commercial packages were tried including: Topcon Tools 6.04, Pinnacle 

1.0, GPSurvey 2.35, Geogenius 2.0 and Trimble Geomatics Office (TGO) 1.60. The 

main view of each commercial software is shown in Appendix C. Since the partial 

goal of this research was to determine if the desired displacement precision could be 

achieved, the precision of the solutions provided by each software ultimately decided 

the choice of software. 

PIMO 

Platform Simulation BAN2 

COCO 

DGAR 
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The first step in GPS processing was transferral of the observation data from the 

GPS receiver to a personal computer for further processing and archiving purpose. A 

variety of format file types could be involved based on the GPS receiver. For this 

research, PC-CDU version 2.1.10 software was used to download the GPS data set of 

network simulation from the receiver. All measurement data was initially stored in an 

original receiver Topcon binary format therefore all the measurements sessions for 

Topcon binary format files were converted to RINEX format using TEQC software. 

With TEQC, a simple and unified approach is now possible [114]. After the TEQC 

source files were converted to RINEX, the observation files were then checked to 

ensure they were correctly converted and the header data corresponded to the correct 

site. The RINEX measurement data was prepared for processing with Topcon Tools, 

Pinnacle, GPSurvey, Geogenius and TGO. 

For each software, the following processing strategies were used: cut-off angle: 

15°, observation rate: 30 seconds, orbits: precise, frequencies: L1 and L2, solution 

type: ionosphere free fixed and all the unknown phase ambiguities were fixed 

solution. The processing of each daily measurement was carried out with local station 

and IGS station as the reference station. Four IGS global stations were downloaded 

from IGS web. Subsequently, deformation analysis between two epoch observations 

was implemented by a displacement test. The following section describes the 

procedure of the displacement test. 

3.2.3 The Displacement Test of Deformation Simulation 

Verifying displacement as a significant value was achieved by a statistical test using t-

distribution. The Cartesian coordinate system was used because of its ease in spatial 

interpretation compared to the ellipsoid system. The Cartesian coordinate was 

obtained by transformation from the ellipsoid coordinate. The formulae of 

transformation are given as Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 [69]. 

Xi = (N + hi) cos φi cos λi       (3.1) 

Yi = (N + hi) cos φi sin λi       (3.2) 
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Zi = [(N(1-e2) + hi] sin φi       (3.3) 

Where 

N = a/[1- e2 sin2φi]
0.5 is the radius of curvature in prime vertical (m), 

φi, λi, hi is the geodetic latitude, longitude and height above ellipsoid (o, o, m), 

Xi, Yi, Zi is the Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF) Cartesian coordinate 

(m,m,m) [65], 

e2  is the eccentricity squared = 0.00669437999013 (in WGS’84 system), 

a is the semi-major earth axis (ellipsoid equatorial radius) = 6378137.0 

m (in WGS’84 system) [48]. 

The value of standard deviation of each coordinate can be solved using Equations 

3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 as follows: 

SXi = [(δXi/δφi)
2.(Sφi)

2 + (δXi/δλi)
2.(Sλi)

2 + (δXi/δhi)
2.(Shi)

2]0.5  (3.4) 

SYi = [(δYi/δφi)
2.(Sφi)

2 + (δYi/δλi)
2.(Sλi)

2 + (δYi/δhi)
2.(Shi)

2]0.5  (3.5) 

SZi = [(δZi/δφi)
2.(Sφi)

2 + (δZi/δλi)
2.(Sλi)

2 + (δZi/δhi)
2.(Shi)

2]0.5  (3.6) 

Where 

SXi, SYi, SZi is the standard deviations of Xi, Yi, Zi, 

Sφi, Sλi, Shi is the standard deviations of φi, λi, hi. 

The coordinate differences and its standard deviations of X, Y and Z between two 

epochs i and j is expressed by Equations 3.7-3.12. 

∆Xij = Xj - Xi         (3.7) 

∆Yij = Yj - Yi         (3.8) 

∆Zij = Zj - Zi         (3.9) 

S(∆Xij) = [(S(Xi))
2 + (S(Xj))

2]0.5       (3.10) 

S(∆Yij) = [(S(Yi))
2 + (S(Yj))

2]0.5       (3.11) 
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S(∆Zij) = [(S(Zi))
2 + (S(Zj))

2]0.5       (3.12) 

Where 

∆Xij, ∆Yij, ∆Zij                 is the coordinate difference between epochs i and j, 

S(∆Xij), S(∆Yij), S(∆Zij)     is the standard deviation of difference coordinate between 

epochs i and j. 

The displacement and its standard deviation between two epochs in the Cartesian 

system are calculated using Equations 3.13 and 3.14: 

∆dij = (∆Xij
2 + ∆Yij

2 + ∆Zij
2)0.5      (3.13) 

S(∆dij) = [(δ∆dij/δ∆Xij)
2.(S(∆Xij))

2+(δ∆dij/δ∆Yij)
2.(S(∆Yij))

2+(δ∆dij/δ∆Zij)
2.(S(∆Zij))

2]0.5 

          (3.14) 

In order to verify that the displacement is significant, the t-statistical test is 

implemented [115]. The purpose of the assessment is to identify whether or not the 

point considered has remained stable. The Null hypothesis of the test is that the 

difference coordinate of two consecutive epochs (e.g. i and j) is stable, i.e. there is no 

movement between two epochs [116]. Therefore: 

Null hypothesis  Ho:  ∆dij = 0 

Alternative hypothesis Ha:  ∆dij ≠ 0 

The T statistic value for the test can be identified as Equation 3.15. 

T = ∆dij/S(∆dij)         (3.15) 

which has a t-distribution if Ho is true. 

The region where the accepted Null hypothesis was T < tf,α/2. The number of T-

computed was the ratio of the displacement (∆dij) and its standard deviation (S(∆dij)). 

The t-critical value is initiated in the t-table with reference to significance level (α) 

and value of the number of independent scores (f) [117]. The significance level here 

means the level of probability that the hypothesis would be rejected when it is correct 
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[118]. In this study, the value of f was ∞ because the GPS data was derived using 12-

hour’s observation with 30 second data intervals. Using a confidence level of 95% 

(α=5%) t-value (∞, 0.025) was 1.960. The t-distribution table is presented in 

Appendix D. 

The preliminary investigation of deformation simulation offshore platform was 

implemented to ensure the capability of commercial software for GPS data 

processing. The investigation yielded that the commercial software is unsuitable for 

producing high precision of long-baseline solution. It was therefore scientific software 

such as GAMIT/GLOBK was utilized for GPS data processing of Pulai offshore 

platform. The detailed result of simulation offshore platform deformation using GPS 

data is explained in sub-chapter 4.2. 

3.3 The Real Offshore Platform GPS Data Processing 

The technical requirements and procedures of GPS data processing usually differ 

particularly when different software is utilized. This is due to the difference of input 

format, parameter configuration, capability in processing multi-baseline and multi-

session and output solution which refer to computation approach of those software. 

3.3.1 The Processing Strategy for an Improved GPS Solution 

In the previous sub-chapter, various kinds of commercial software were utilized for 

processing the deformation simulation of offshore platform. In order to achieve a high 

precision coordinate for deformation analysis, particular processing strategies have to 

be implemented. There are several important contributory factors for station 

coordinates during software processing. This sub-chapter describes the 

implementation of these important processing strategies for improving the result 

which are focused on the session length of the GPS survey, network configuration, 

appropriate a priori coordinate and station weighting. 
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3.3.1.1 The Effect of Network Configuration 

The processing of long-baseline GPS data has specific requirements due to the 

difficulty in ambiguity resolution for the particular long distance reference-rover 

which is over 100 km. Distance and the number of reference stations are significant 

factors affecting the quality of network configuration. These two things have to be 

considered to achieve an effective design of network configuration, leading to higher 

positioning precision. 

This section explores the combination of several network configurations in 

processing long-baseline GPS. The investigation was conducted to examine the effect 

of number and distance of GPS stations. Two permanent stations; IGS and MASS, 

were used for references. The data used in the project was obtained from actual GPS 

offshore platform. 

The strategy of processing was broken up into 13 projects i.e. A to M with a 

different station number in each project. The name of station in each project is shown 

in Table 3.2 below. The table illustrates two project schemes: projects with and 

without the Malaysian primary GPS station such as BESE (Beserah-Kuantan), TERE 

(Seberang Takir-Kuala Terengganu) and PANJ (Rantau Panjang-Pasir Mas). 

Table 3.2 Name of station in project schemes I and II 

Scheme Project Station 

A  PULAI+BESE+TERE+PANJ 
B  PULAI+BESE+TERE+PANJ+PIMO 
C  PULAI+BESE+TERE+PANJ+BAN2 
D  PULAI+BESE+TERE+PANJ+COCO 
E  PULAI+BESE+TERE+PANJ+COCO+BAN2 
F  PULAI+BESE+TERE+PANJ+COCO+PIMO 
G  PULAI+BESE+TERE+PANJ+PIMO+BAN2 

I 

H  PULAI+BESE+TERE+PANJ+COCO+BAN2+PIMO 
I  PULAI 
J  PULAI+COCO+BAN2+PIMO 
K  PULAI+PIMO 
L  PULAI+COCO 

II 

M  PULAI+BAN2 

Projects A to H were computations of GPS Pulai platform with primary GPS 

station and IGS station. Project H was a project with more reference stations utilizing 
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three IGS stations i.e. BAN2, COCO and PIMO. Projects I to M applied the IGS 

station and their combinations without a primary station for computation. 

3.3.1.2 The Effect of Session Length 

Long occupation times are preferred for long-baseline and for high precision 

applications, because of its ability to resolve un-modelled errors such as multipath 

[59]. Often logistical issues need to be considered when carrying out GPS surveys, as 

these can be simpler with shorter observations at any particular site. Therefore, shorter 

observation durations mean more data can be cost-effectively collected for a wider 

network. However, two questions arise: how does duration of observation affect 

precision and accuracy? Does more data give a better result than less data? In general, 

most GPS networks record 24-hour per day. Usually more data is better than less data 

and 24-hour observation ensures that significant events will not be missed simply due 

to lack of coverage. 

In this study of the use of GPS survey for monitoring deformation of offshore 

platform, the impact of the duration of observation on GPS solution was analyzed. 

The hypothesis was that over a certain period of time, certain biases may average out 

and the added redundancy in itself may lead to a more robust solution. This factor will 

be principally site dependent, and will therefore have to be analyzed in each scenario. 

Computation compared GPS data between session lengths of 24-hour with 

sessions of 2, 4, 6, 12 hours. The data used in the computation was obtained from the 

GPS offshore platform and observed using Trimble 4000 SSI geodetic series receiver 

in daily sessions of approximately 24-hour. The specification of the Trimble 4000 SSI 

geodetic series can be seen in Appendix E. 

The selection of the session was adopted from the Indonesian National Standard 

2002 for horizontal network as reference. One of the technical specifications on 

procurement of control network based on GPS satellite is the duration of observation 

time. There are six orders of control network i.e. 00, 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, each having a 

different duration of observation. A detailed classification can be seen in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 GPS order base on session length of observation (Source: [119]) 

Order 00 0 1 2 3 4 

Session length 
(minimum) 

continuous 24-hour 6-hour 2-hour 1-hour 0.25-hour 

In this investigation, the GPS observation session lengths of 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 

hours were compared to find optimum solution. The original RINEX data of 24-hour 

session length was divided into several files corresponding to appropriate durations. 

The file number of 2-hour was 12 i.e. files a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k and l; 4-hour 

is 6 i.e. files a, b, c, d, e and f; 6-hour was 4 i.e. files a, b, c and d; 12-hour was 2 i.e. 

files a and b and 24-hour was 1 i.e. file a. Each daily file was processed separately 

using GAMIT software, continued by GLOBK program. The file names for each 

session are represented in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 File name of in various session lengths 

Duration File Total 

2 hours a b c d e f g h i j k l 12 files 
4 hours a b c d e f 6 files 
6 hours a b c d 4 files 
12 hours a b 2 files 
24 hours a 1 files 

3.3.1.3 The Effect of a Priori Coordinate 

The usage of scientific software for GPS data processing is expected to significantly 

increase precision of results. This is due to its capability of accessing a more 

completed model. In the processing, the estimated position of station observation and 

other parameters such as earth rotation, zenith delays, orbit parameters and phase 

ambiguity, applies least-square adjustment of weighted parameter method. As 

observation and parameter mathematical models are not linear, these models require 

linearization. Then, the process estimation of station coordinate and other parameters 

uses iteration process. The iteration process is carried out until the result is convergent 

at a certain value of parameter, when the corrections to station coordinate and 

parameter can be disregarded. The process requires a priori coordinate to determine 
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the success of the adjustment computation using GAMIT software. In GPS data 

processing, the value of a priori coordinate is available in specific files. 

GAMIT processing requires eight inputs including the raw GPS data and the 

specific input files: L-file; station.info-file; session.info-file; navigation-file; sestbl.-

file; sittbl.-file and GPS ephemeris-file. The L-file consists of a priori coordinate of 

observation station and reference station in spherical format. The original GAMIT L-

file contains a listing of a priori coordinate of IGS station as the reference station. The 

a priori coordinate of observation station should be included in the last row of the L-

file, and then the listed a priori coordinate of all stations are used in GAMIT 

processing. The value of the a priori coordinate in spherical format is obtained by 

transforming the Cartesian system to spherical system using one GAMIT module, 

namely TFORM. The Cartesian coordinate of the observation station can be found 

from the RINEX header information of the observation file and from the result of 

quality checks of observation files using TEQC software. One TEQC software output 

of full quality checking is a priori coordinate in a Cartesian format. 

The L-file is one of several essential parts of GAMIT processing. This item is 

performed to achieve prefit residual sufficient at AUTCLN module in high-quality 

editing data. Therefore, the quality of a priori coordinate affects the precision of 

coordinates resulting from the GAMIT processing. 

Evaluation was briefly compared in three approaches of a priori coordinate of L-

file. In the first, the a priori coordinate was obtained from RINEX header of the 

observation file. In the second, the a priori coordinate was derived from result of 

quality checking of observation data using TEQC software. In the third, the a priori 

coordinate of L-file was derived from simulation of the a priori coordinate. The 

simulation coordinates were obtained from the Cartesian coordinate of RINEX header 

by adding the value with 10 m, 25 m, 50 m and 100 m on each component X, Y, Z. 

The greater value of 100 m simulation was carried out with consideration of the 

differences of coordinate Cartesian between RINEX header and result of TEQC in the 

region of 40-50 m. 
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3.3.1.4 The Effect of Station Weighting 

Program SOLVE of GAMIT incorporates a weighted least-square algorithms to 

estimate the relative positions of a set of stations; orbital and earth rotation 

parameters; zenith delays and phase ambiguities by fitting to double differenced phase 

observations. In this method, all references and observation stations have a weighting 

value applied in adjustment computation. The GAMIT algorithm requires an 

appropriate weighting value to obtain a good result of coordinate. As mentioned by 

Brown, et al [58], the least-square algorithms rely on correct weighting of the 

observations to deliver unbiased estimates of the parameters. The impact of the station 

weighting on the GPS solution is analyzed in this section to know how the different 

weighting yields different solutions. 

Various combinations of weighting values were applied in the GPS data 

computation. In the case of GAMIT software, input of station weighting was available 

in sittbl.-file. Five sittbl.-file types with different weightings were implemented in the 

GAMIT computation. The weighting value of IGS station was acquired from the 

original sittbl.-file in GAMIT package. 

3.3.2 GPS Data of Pulai Offshore Platform 

Pulai, being one of the Malaysian offshore platforms was observed for its deformation 

using the GPS technique. The platform is located in the South China Sea 

approximately 300 km from the shore of East Peninsular Malaysia. In this research, 

Pulai platform was used as the case study. 

The GPS observations were performed in three epochs of July, August and 

September 2003 using Trimble 4000 SSI geodetic series GPS receiver. The receivers 

were designed for double-difference carrier phase observation with dual frequency L1 

and L2. The receivers were also capable of observing and tracking space vehicle of 

GPS satellites with a minimum of 12 channels. 

The observation was carried out using GPS relative technique with the field 

occupation criteria as follows [120]: 
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i. Each session was planned for a continuous period of 24-hour on a daily basis 

with a bigger internal memory. 

ii. The observation recording interval was 15 seconds in each session with at 

least 10° cut-off angle of configuration. Files were opened daily at 00.00.00h 

UT (Universal Time) and closed at 23.59.30h UT. 

iii. During all surveys, Trimble’s Compact L1/L2 with ground plane antenna was 

used to reduce the multipath effects and to achieve the highest possible 

precision. 

All raw data were downloaded into a laptop computer using Trimble’s GP Load 

software and verified by TGO version 1.50 to certify all logging data were good 

quality and sufficient for further processing. The complete surveys were carried out 

by Fugro Geodetic (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd. 

The processing treated Pulai offshore platform as an observed object station and 

the Malaysian primary GPS as a regional reference stations and utilized several global 

IGS reference stations such as PIMO, COCO and BAN2. The IGS RINEX GPS data, 

precise ephemeris data (sp3-file), broadcast ephemeris data (brcd-file) for each day 

were downloaded from IGS web http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov, ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov 

and http://garner.ucsd.edu, respectively. The network configuration is illustrated in 

Figure 3.5 with Pulai offshore platform and the Malaysian Primary GPS station such 

as BESE, TERE and PANJ. The location sketch of the global stations has already 

been shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.5 Map of the Malaysian primary GPS stations (Source: [112]) 

3.3.3 GPS Data Validation 

Data from GPS receivers was stored in an original binary format and required 

conversion from binary to RINEX format. The output files in RINEX format were 

also checked, to ensure correct conversion and data header corresponded to the 

correct site. 

The observation data used in the project required validation before further 

processing so that it fulfilled the required standard for the project, or needed to be 

repeated. This preliminary step should be verified before continuing with the next 

data processing step. In this research, GPS data was validated using TEQC program, 

named after its three main functions: Translating, Editing and Quality Checking, 

which can be accomplished separately or in combination [114]. 

PANJ 

PULAI Platform 

TERE 

BESE 
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In translation, multiple receiver GPS data translation is an important consideration 

for the user community. Although receiver manufacturers are increasingly providing 

their own RINEX translators, it can prove difficult to incorporate manufacturer-

supplied translators into automated data processing schemes in a unified fashion when 

using mixed receiver formats. 

In editing, basically four tasks can be performed with TEQC: RINEX metadata 

header editing; time windowing; file splicing and satellite and/or channel editing. 

In quality checking, data from any GPS receiver can be secured if they are in 

RINEX format or in any of a variety of native binary formats. Satellite position 

information can be calculated and used but must be supplied via a RINEX navigation 

file or contained within TEQC-supported binary ephemeris records in the native data. 

The quality checking mode requires input of the navigation and the observation files. 

Several commands and options applied in quality checking in TEQC are [114]: 

i. teqc +v [observation file] is used for observing the format of the observation 

file. 

ii. teqc +qc [observation file] is utilized for performing a brief quality check or 

qc of observation file. 

iii. teqc +qc -nav [navigation file] [observation file] is proposed for conducting 

a more comprehensive quality check of qc-full of the observation file. 

iv. teqc +qc -st hh:mm:ss -nav [navigation file] [observation file] is intended 

to modify start and end times of the observation. This quality checking 

command using TEQC software is illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 TEQC program 

There are several requirements for running TEQC in qc-full mode: information of 

satellite position, sufficient information e.g. satellite ephemeris, receiver P1, P2 or 

C/A codes and position of antenna. The output of quality check using TEQC is 

described in two segments: concise and detail reports. The concise report provides an 

ASCII time plot and a summary report of various parameters. The detail report 

presents further attributes of the parameters either by SV or by elevation. In the 

ASCII time plot, a visual summary of various types of quality indicators are displayed 

for each satellite as a function of time. The plot illustrates definite information, e.g. 

when a clock and ionosphere delay slip occurred, when the satellite is above or below 

the cut-off angle and whether there is data gap during the observation period. 
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At this stage, measurement data in RINEX format was prepared for processing 

using GAMIT and therefore a quality check was carried out in qc-full mode. An 

example of a summary result of TEQC can be seen in Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.7 Report of TEQC describing satellite visibilities 

The symbols utilized on each SV line shown in Figure 3.7 may be simplified as 

follows [114]: 

I  : ionosphere delay (phase) slip occurred. 

M : both MP1 and MP2 (code) slips occurred, but was not an integral 

number of a millisecond. 
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m : similar to a clock slip, but only some satellites being tracked had a 

MP1 or MP2 slip that was an integral number of a millisecond. 

C : a clock slip occurred, a clock slip is a MP1 or MP2 slip that occurred 

for all satellites being tracked and had a value that was the same 

integral number of a millisecond. 

2 : only MP2 (code) slip occurred, but was not an integral number of a 

millisecond. 

O : phase and/or code data for SV is L1, C/A, L2, P2, and A/S (Anti 

Spoofing) is on, if qc-full, satellite was above the cut-off angle. 

- : for qc-full, satellite was above the cut-off angle, but apparently no 

data was recorded by the receiver. 

_ : (underscore), for qc-full only, satellite between horizon and the cut-

off angle with no data collected by the receiver. 

For qc full runs, the ”Obs” line is replaced by four lines, labelled ”-dn”, ”+dn”, 

”+xx” and ”Pos”. The discrepancy between reality and theory is recorded in the ”-dn” 

and ”+dn” lines. The ”xx” is replaced by the cut-off angle (elevation mask) in 

degrees. The value indicates the maximum expected number of SVs that are above the 

elevation mask, according to the supplied ephemeris. The ”Pos” line records the 

success or non-success of calculated code positions for antenna at the different 

epochs. In the ASCII time plot, the last symbol line is labelled ”Clk”. In original 

University Navstar Consortium, or UNAVCO QC, the labelled ”Clk” represents all 

millisecond receiver clock resets presented in the observation epochs with a C 

symbol. It has been replaced with either a + or - symbol, meaning either a positive or 

negative millisecond receiver clock reset was detected, respectively. 

The ASCII time plot in Figure 3.7 followed by supplementary information in 

Figure 3.8: 
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Figure 3.8 Supplementary information of TEQC report 

All information from the TEQC summary result was then used to analyze the 

quality of observation data. As Figure 3.8 shows, many items can be learned from 

summaries. In this case, the following items were to be noted: 

i. Ionosphere slips generally did not occur once the tracking elevation mask was 

reached. 

ii. Multipath effects, MP1 and MP2 were less than 0.5 m and therefore classified 

as good. 
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iii. Ionosphere Delay Observable (IOD) and IOD+MP slips were small, i.e. less 

than 100 and the number of filtered or rejected observations was also small 

compared to the total data set. 

3.3.4 GPS Data Processing 

The processing of the GPS data used scientific GAMIT software to generate daily 

solutions. Then, these solutions were combined to find station coordinates in the 

reference frame using GLOBK software [121]. The performance of the software is 

divided into three steps. Firstly, obtain loosely constrained estimates of geodetic 

parameters from space-geodetic or terrestrial observations from individual 

experiments. Second, combine the individual loosely constrained estimates into a 

single solution, allowing stochastic variation of parameters when appropriate. Third, 

impose general constraints in position for defining a uniform reference frame. This 

methodology allows (i) performing simultaneous reduction with various types of 

geodetic data, (ii) combining rigorously global and regional observations, (3) 

processing efficiently and flexibly large volumes of data. 

The installation at GAMIT/GLOBK requires the following routine software to be 

installed: Fedora Core with Linux Operating System; Network Common Data Form, 

or NetCDF for sharing and transferring access of scientific data especially when 

preparing interface C, Fortran-77 and Fortran-90 [122]; Generic Mapping Tools, or 

GMT for plotting GAMIT output and finally GAMIT/GLOBK software installed for 

data processing [123]. 

The procedure of GAMIT contained a particular structure of working directory. 

Input data was performed by entering all data to working directories. These were 

/project for name of project, /doy for result of processing, /rinex for saving RINEX 

observation file, /brdc for saving RINEX navigation file, /tables for linking some files 

at /usr/local/gamit/tables directory and /igs for saving precise ephemeris files 

downloaded from IGS web. 

After these working directories were prepared, all files remained as input at the 

appropriate directory. The initial file of L-file, station.info-file, autcln.cmd-file, sittbl.-
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file and sestbl.-file should be given in the /tables directory. The creation of link 

directory was the most important GAMIT computation step. Under home user 

(/home/user) directory was a link to GAMIT directory namely gg directory which 

facilitates GAMIT access from the working directory to the GAMIT system directory. 

In the /tables directory was a related link /tables from the working directory to the 

GAMIT system directory. The link was also achieved from the /doy directory to the 

/tables directory. From the /doy directory was also a link relayed to /rinex, /brdc and 

/igs directories. 

The procedure of data processing by GAMIT software consists of four 

components i.e. makexp, makex, fixdrv and batch-processing, which are serially 

processed. Then GAMIT should perform several program modules consecutively, 

namely ARC, YAWTAB, MODEL, AUTCLN, CFMRG, SOLVE, MODEL, 

AUTCLN, CFMRG, sh_sigelv and SOLVE. The last output Q-file of executing 

SOLVE program is Q-file with ”a” extension. The file includes all solutions of 

GAMIT processing. 

The main output of GAMIT is a loosely constrained solution (H-file) of estimated 

parameter and variance-covariance information which passes to GLOBK for data 

combination to estimate station positions [67]. In order to obtain a time series from 

quasi observation, or the estimated and associated variance-covariance matrices for 

station coordinates and the other parameter generated during the analysis of the 

primary observations, four menus namely HTOGLB, GLRED, GLOBK and GLORG 

are applied in the processing. The detailed overview of the procedure for installation 

and processing of GAMIT/GLOBK is presented in Appendix F. 

The implementation of processing in the variation of session length observation, 

network configuration, a priori coordinate and station weighting was performed using 

these GAMIT/GLOBK procedures. For the variation of network configuration, in 

particular, processing was performed in a different project. In order to verify that the 

coordinate value was significantly different between two projects then the t-statistical 

test is also carried out. The number of T-computed is the coordinate difference per 

square root of total variance coordinate is shown in the following Equation 3.16. 
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Where 

1
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iX  is the coordinate station i for projects 1 and 2 

2
1
iX

σ , 2
2
iX

σ  is the standard deviation of coordinate station i for projects 1 and 2 

The test identifies whether the coordinate between two projects is considered the 

same [116]. The Null hypothesis of the test is: 

Null hypothesis  Ho:  
21
ii XX −  = 0 

Alternative hypothesis Ha:  
21
ii XX −  ≠ 0 

The region where the accepted Null hypothesis was T < tf,α/2. The critical value of 

t was found in the t-table regarding significance level (α) and the value of ”f”. In this 

study, t-value was 2.262 with 95% significance level and f = 9 (see Appendix D). 

3.4 The Deformation Monitoring of an Offshore Platform 

Deformation monitoring of a remotely located offshore platform was carried out using 

GPS relative positioning. The relative positioning technique involved a control point 

on-shore and a control point established on an offshore platform. The GPS relative 

positioning was implemented to determine the coordinates of an unknown point i.e. 

platform station with respect to a known point i.e. reference station. In this study, 

Pulai offshore platform was used as the object for deformation analysis. The detailed 

procedures are presented in the following section. 

3.4.1 GPS Data of Pulai Offshore Platform 

Pulai, one of the Malaysian offshore platforms was observed for deformation using 

the GPS technique. The GPS measurements of Pulai platform were performed in three 

epochs using a Trimble 4000 SSI geodetic series GPS receiver. Observation was 
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carried out during seven days from 2-8 July 2003 of doys 183-189 in the first epoch, 

eight days from 7-14 August 2003 in the second epoch and from 4-13 September in 

the last epoch. Each session was continuously executed for a continuous period of 24-

hour on a daily basis. The recording interval was 15 seconds with at least 10° cut-off 

angle of configuration. A survey campaign was carried out by Fugro Geodetic 

(Malaysia) Sdn Bhd [120]. The scenario of GPS Pulai platform observations is 

illustrated in Figure 3.9. 

Doy 183 Doy 184 Doy 185 Doy 186 Doy 187 Doy 188 Doy 189
Date : 2 Date : 3 Date : 4 Date : 5 Date : 6 Date : 7 Date : 8

Doy 219 Doy 220 Doy 221 Doy 222 Doy 223 Doy 224 Doy 225 Doy 226
Date : 7 Date : 8 Date : 9 Date : 10 Date : 11 Date : 12 Date : 13 Date : 14

Doy 247 Doy 248 Doy 249 Doy 250 Doy 253 Doy 254 Doy 255 Doy 256
Date : 4 Date : 5 Date :6 Date :7 Date : 10 Date : 11 Date : 12 Date : 13

August-2003

September-2003

July-2003

 

Figure 3.9 The scenario of GPS Pulai platform observations 

The network configuration was previously illustrated in Figure 3.5 with Pulai 

offshore platform and the Malaysian primary GPS, and in Figure 3.4 with global 

reference station IGS. 

3.4.2 GPS Data Processing 

In order to obtain a high quality result, processing of the GPS data implements 

GAMIT/GLOBK software to determine the coordinate and its standard deviation. The 
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software has been developed for precise positioning purpose and offers many options 

to reduce errors in baseline processing. 

The processing part has utilized seven and eight days GPS (RINEX) data in 

epochs 1, 2 and 3. After daily processing using GAMIT in each three epochs, 

computation is continued by GLOBK. Computation included six GPS points at the 

platform network namely GPA1, GPA2, GPA3, GPB1, GPB2 and GPB3. The 

coordinates of BESE, TERE and PANJ from the Malaysia primary station, and 

COCO, PIMO and BAN2 were used as references by setting a tight constraint in 

GAMIT processing. Figure 3.10 shows a schematic scenario of computation. 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8

Q-File Q-File Q-File Q-File Q-File Q-File Q-File Q-File

H-File H-File H-File H-File H-File H-File H-File H-File

GLOBK processing

Epoch 1, Epoch 2, Epoch 3

Project.globk-File

Check Quality Χ
2
/f

GAMIT processing

Check Quality Q-File : postfit nrms < 0.5

 

Figure 3.10 The scenario of GPS Pulai platform computations 

The strategy used to process Pulai data were: 

1. Running GAMIT daily to include all GPS points at Pulai and GPS points of 

reference to get the H-file for each day. Since the network extended over a 

kilometer, the choice of observable was set to LC_AUTCLN and the orbital 

parameters were suppressed completely by setting the choice of experiment: 
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RELAX. All orbital parameters were turned off and this was conducted using 

the processing directory PULA. 

2. Running GLOBK to estimate the position of points GPA1, GPA2, GPA3, 

GPB1, GPB2 and GPB3 using H-files from daily GAMIT solution. COCO, 

PIMO and BAN2 stations were used to define the reference frame for the 

solution. 

3. Getting estimated positions from the GLOBK solution and using these as a 

priori coordinates of daily GAMIT processing. Then GLRED was run with H-

files from these solutions to detect any outliers. 

4. Re-running the daily GAMIT solution (full segment) after the outliers were 

removed (clean data set). 

5. Running GLOBK to get final estimated positions of points GPA1, GPA2, 

GPA3, GPB1, GPB2 and GPB3. 

The strategy processing of GAMIT is available in sestbl.-file [121]. In this 

research, the GAMIT options used in the strategy were: 

1. Type of analysis = 1-ITER. At least implying an iteration of initial solution. 

2. Data status = RAW. Cycle slips have not been removed from the data. 

3. Choice of observable = LC_AUTCLN. The observable is the ionosphere-free 

linear combination and the regular SOLVE solution attempts to resolve phase 

ambiguities using both ionospheric constraint and pseudorange data if 

available with phase ambiguities fixed to integers. 

4. Choice of experiment = RELAX. Solving station coordinates and orbital 

parameters, a reasonable approach even for short range networks provided the 

applicable appropriate constraints to the orbital parameters. This is the normal 

processing option used in GAMIT. 

5. Ionospheric constraint = 0.0 mm + 8.00 ppm. The number 8.00 ppm was 

necessitated by Pulai platform and other regional stations being near the 

geomagnetic equator. The constant offset was set to zero and close stations 

tended to have similar values which are removed by the action of the double 

difference model used in GAMIT. 

6. Zenith Delay Estimation = YES. This turns on the estimation of zenith delay. 

7. Number Zen = 4. 
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8. Zenith Constraint = 0.50. The number represents an error bound on the 

determination of the zenith delay. 

9. Zenith Model = PWL. Only the piecewise linear model was selected. 

10. Zenith Variation = 0.02 100. A rate of variation and a time over which the 

number is to operate, typically 0.02 m/√hours and 100 hours respectively. 

11. Elevation cut-off = 10. This was set at 10 degrees elevation. 

12. Atmospheric Gradient = YES. Estimate N-A and E-W gradient. 

13. Gradient Constraints = 0.01. Gradient was set to 10 degrees elevation in 

meters. 

14. Station Constraint = YES. A priori constraints are to be used for stations and 

applied globally. 

A more detailed scenario can be found at Appendix F. 

The primary output of the GPS data processing used the GAMIT software to 

generate daily solutions. Then, these solutions were combined to find station 

coordinates in the reference frame using GLOBK software [72]. 

3.4.3 Deformation Analysis 

Deformation analysis was carried out in three days using GPS coordinates in July, 

August and September 2003. In this step, deformation analysis was implemented to 

find the displacement of station between two epochs. The procedure for verifying the 

station remained as a stable point, similar to the procedure of the displacement test of 

platform network simulation in the previous sub-chapter 3.2.3. The Pulai station 

displacements of epochs 1-2, epochs 2-3 and epochs 1-3 were determined by Equation 

3.13, while these standard deviations were found by Equation 3.14. Assessing the 

significant displacement adopted from statistical t-distribution test was expressed in 

Equation 3.15. 

3.5 The Application of GPS Deformation Result for Structural Integrity 

The experiment presented in this work was based on simulation of a Jacket platform 

deformation. Generally, the simulation was intended to deliver a comprehensive 
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understanding that GPS deformation result could provide an efficient alternative for 

assessing the stability of the platform. An analytical model of a Jacket platform was 

formed first before applying GPS deformation result to the platform structure. 

3.5.1 Analytical Model of a Jacket Platform 

The principle of a structural platform design is to establish a design which fulfils the 

requirements to perform efficient operation of production or drilling from the 

platform with full recognition of safety, economy, service life and environment [83]. 

The structural design is conducted in a manner that take care for all conditions likely 

to be encountered during the phases of construction, load out, transportation, 

installation, hook-up and commissioning [124]. 

In order to assess the structural integrity of the platform, a detailed study was 

carried out on analytical models of real platforms. The main clear step-by-step 

modelling of a prototype Jacket offshore platform was conducted using commercially 

available software SAP2000. This procedure is explained in the following sub-

section. 

3.5.1.1 Modelling of a Prototype Jacket Offshore Platform 

Step 1: Drawing a type Jacket offshore platform using AutoCAD 2006. 

Step 2: Exporting the model of platform to SAP2000 configuration. 

Step 3: Defining the frame section used for the platform structure with detailed 

dimensions such as pipe and beam. Figure 3.11 presents a view of frame 

properties in SAP2000. 
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Figure 3.11 Define frame section in SAP2000 

The meaning of a frame section is a set of material and geometric properties that 

express the cross-section of one or more frame elements. Sections are defined 

independently of the frame elements, and are assigned to the elements. In SAP2000 

software, there are eight shape types of automatic section property calculation: 

rectangular section; pipe section or solid circular section; box section; I-section; T-

section; channel section; angle section and double angle section. In this research, the 

pipe section was categorized as pipe and the others are beam. Each section was 

described using specified dimensions. Detailed plans of frame sections are illustrated 

in the following Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12 Shape types of frame section (Source: [104]) 

Where 

t3 is the outside height, in the pipe section t3 is the outset diameter 

t2 is the top flange width 

tf  is the top flange thickness 

tw is the web thickness, in the pipe section tw is the wall thickness 
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t2b is the bottom flange width 

tfb is bottom flange thickness 

In this experiment, the used frame section dimensions are depicted in Tables 3.5 

and 3.6. All beam and pipe materials were made of steel. 

Table 3.5 Dimension of beam 

Section Outside Top Flange Top Flange Web Bottom Flange Bottom Flange

Name Height (m) Width (m) Thickness (m) Thickness (m) Width (m) Thickness (m)

W8X24 0.3048 0.127 0.009652 0.00635 0.127 0.009652 Steel

W16X45 0.3048 0.127 0.009652 0.00635 0.127 0.009652 Steel

W18x35 0.4496 0.1524 0.0108 0.00762 0.1524 0.0108 Steel

W21X68 0.3048 0.127 0.009652 0.00635 0.127 0.009652 Steel

W21x201 0.5842 0.32 0.0414 0.0231 0.32 0.0414 Steel

Material

 

Table 3.6 Dimension of pipe 

Section Outside Wall

Name Diameter (m) Thickness (m)

BA01 0.3556 0.0127 Steel

C04 1.6764 0.0191 Steel

EA01 & EA02 1.0668 0.0508 Steel

FC01 & FD01 0.762 0.0254 Steel

FD03 & FD04 0.762 0.0191 Steel

JA01 & JD02 0.6096 0.0191 Steel

JB01, JB02, JB04 0.6096 0.0254 Steel

MA01, MC01, MC03 0.508 0.0191 Steel

MB03 & MB04 0.508 0.0254 Steel

MD01 s/d MD06 0.508 0.0127 Steel

PA03 0.4572 0.0254 Steel

PB01 & PB03 0.4572 0.0191 Steel

QA06 0.4064 0.0191 Steel

QB01 0.4064 0.0127 Steel

SB01 0.3239 0.0159 Steel

SC01 & SC05 0.3048 0.009525 Steel

SC04 0.3048 0.0191 Steel

W40x331-A 1 1 Steel

W44x335-A 1 1 Steel

Material

 

Step 4: Assigning the frame section of the platform with the appropriate pipe and 

beam. 
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Step 5: Assigning the joint type in four certain points to determine restraints. The 

types of restraints were cantilever i.e. three translations and three rotations; joint 

i.e. three translations and roll i.e. one translation. The selection of restraint 

depends on the treatment of these points which were located at the four piles on 

the upper deck. In this research, the restraint was treated as joint with three 

translations. 

Step 6: Creating restraints with three dimensional displacements (dx, dy and dz) 

from result GAMIT/GLOBK processing. Each point was simulated in a different 

value. 

Step 7: Running program analysis of SAP2000. 

Step 8: Analysing results. 

3.5.2 Displacement Simulation for Restraint 

The restraint values were obtained from displacement resulting from estimated 3D-

coordinates of the GPS observation in two epochs. This 3D-coordinates resulted from 

computational adjustment using GAMIT/GLOBK software. In this research, the 

displacement growths were assumed as a linear function of the displacement between 

two months epoch. Therefore, the restraint of four joints utilized several values of 

displacement simulation. The restraint value in North, East and Up were simulated for 

dy, dx and dz in eleven epochs. The determination of the epoch was based on the 

unequal interval time duration. The intervals were 1, 2, 3, 6, 9 months and 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 10 years as shown in Table 3.7. These epochs were presented as cases 1 to 11. 

Table 3.7 The interval epoch of restraint simulation 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 

1 month 2 months 3 months 6 months 9 months 1 year 

Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10 Case 11  

2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 10 years  
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3.6 Experimental Work Flow 

This work was performed in several steps, but generally it can be performed in four 

steps as follows: 

i. Preparation i.e. GPS calibration, software installation and data validation. 

ii. Data collection, including network simulation for deformation and baseline 

observation. 

iii. Data processing, involving in five steps: customizing scenario for 

improvement GPS solution, baseline computation, network adjustment, GPS 

coordinate estimation and deformation quantification. 

iv. Applying GPS result for structural integrity assessment. 

A quality measure was implemented in GPS calibration, network simulation, 

baseline computation and network adjustment. The workflow of the dissertation is 

presented in Figure 3.13. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

This chapter presents the results of the experiments as discussed in Chapter 3. The 

results consist of GPS receiver testing; GPS network simulation; processing strategy 

for an improved GPS solution; deformation monitoring of offshore platform and 

application of GPS deformation result for a structural integrity assessment. The result 

of each experiment is presented in tables and figures to clarify the findings. 

4.1 GPS Receiver Testing 

Prior to the simulation of a deformation network, the GPS equipment (Topcon dual 

frequency) was tested by the EDM baseline method for approximately 10 minutes of 

static observation, with 15 seconds’ data recording interval. The observation 

successfully collected 15 observed distances. Analysis of the testing was achieved by 

assessing the difference between slope distances to their corresponding established 

values measured by JUPEM. The JUPEM slope distance, published as true value, has 

already been shown in Table 3.1 in Chapter 3. 

The results were differentiated into the value of slope distance with receivers 2, 3 

and 4 as Rovers and receiver 1 as Base at pillars 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 

4.3 summarised the computation output of slope distance e.g. vectors dx, dy, dz, along 

with their standard deviations for each pair of receivers. Table 4.1 depicts the slope 

distance value for receiver 2, while Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the slope distance for 

receivers 3 and 4. Each table consists of five pillar bases namely P1, P2, P3, P4 and 

P5. 
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Table 4.1 The slope distance for Rover R-2 

(a) Base at P1 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

1 2 20.012 1.846 0.4 -1.368 0.8 19.880 0.4

1 3 150.017 13.910 0.4 -10.255 0.6 149.018 0.3
1 4 300.022 27.831 0.6 -20.519 1.1 298.023 0.3
1 5 500.001 46.420 0.5 -34.242 0.9 496.662 0.3
1 6 1000.049 92.755 0.4 -68.581 0.9 993.374 0.4

Pillar Base at P1 for Receiver 2

 

(b) Base at P2 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

2 3 130.007 12.049 0.4 -8.874 0.7 129.143 0.2
2 4 280.007 25.955 0.2 -19.125 0.4 278.144 0.1

2 5 479.987 44.555 0.7 -32.835 1.4 476.786 0.5
2 6 980.037 90.914 0.4 -67.230 1.0 973.496 0.4

Pillar Base at P2 for Receiver 2

 

(c) Base at P3 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

3 4 150.005 13.921 0.4 -10.264 0.4 149.005 0.4
3 5 349.984 32.510 0.5 -23.987 0.4 347.644 0.4
3 6 850.023 78.838 0.7 -58.242 0.6 844.353 0.5

Pillar Base at P3 for Receiver 2

 

(d) Base at P4 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

4 5 199.983 18.579 0.7 -13.703 0.5 198.646 0.2
4 6 700.027 64.924 1.3 -48.062 0.4 695.351 0.4

Pillar Base at P4 for Receiver 2

 

(e) Base at P5 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

5 6 500.045 46.358 0.9 -34.281 0.3 496.710 0.5

Pillar Base at P5 for Receiver 2

 

As shown in Table 4.1 (b), the maximum standard deviation is 1.4 mm for vector 

dy at P2-P5 and the minimum is 0.1 mm for vector dz at P2-P4. Both maximum and 

minimum values found in the observation using receiver 2 at pillar 2. 
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Table 4.2 shows maximum standard deviation is 1.2 mm for vector dy at P2-P5 

and the minimum is 0.2 mm for several vectors dx, dy and dz. The minimum value 

discovered in the survey using receiver 3 at pillars 1, 2, 3 and 5, and the maximum 

value occurred at pillar 2. 

Table 4.2 The slope distance for Rover R-3 

(a) Base at P1 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

1 2 20.011 1.857 0.3 -1.376 0.5 19.877 0.2

1 3 150.023 13.924 0.5 -10.262 1.0 149.022 0.3
1 4 300.018 27.825 0.5 -20.520 0.9 298.019 0.3
1 5 500.001 46.404 0.3 -34.223 0.5 496.665 0.2

1 6 1000.052 92.762 0.5 -68.504 1.0 993.375 0.4

Pillar Base at P1 for Receiver 3

 

(b) Base at P2 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

2 3 130.004 12.064 0.4 -8.887 0.3 129.138 0.2

2 4 280.001 25.967 0.4 -19.117 0.9 278.138 0.3
2 5 479.989 44.556 0.5 -32.843 1.2 476.787 0.5
2 6 980.040 90.914 0.2 -67.232 0.5 973.496 0.2

Pillar Base at P2 for Receiver 3

 

(c) Base at P3 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

3 4 149.995 13.901 0.4 -10.258 0.3 148.997 0.4
3 5 349.978 32.480 0.3 -23.961 0.2 347.643 0.2

3 6 850.033 78.845 0.3 -58.326 0.2 844.356 0.7

Pillar Base at P3 for Receiver 3

 

(d) Base at P4 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

4 5 199.978 18.589 0.3 -13.723 0.2 198.639 0.4
4 6 700.028 64.937 0.4 -47.984 0.4 695.356 0.5

Pillar Base at P4 for Receiver 3
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(e) Base at P5 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

5 6 500.045 46.358 0.5 -34.281 0.2 496.710 0.3

Pillar Base at P5 for Receiver 3

 

As Table 4.3 shows, maximum standard deviation is 1.6 mm for vector dy on 

Base and Rover at pillars 2 and 6. The minimum standard deviation is 0.2 mm on 

several vectors dx, dy and dz. As seen in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, each standard 

deviation for vectors dx, dy, dz has a value varying from 1.6 mm to 0.2 mm. 

Table 4.3 The slope distance for Rover R-4 

(a) Base at P1 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

1 2 20.010 1.854 0.2 -1.370 0.4 19.877 0.2

1 3 150.019 13.902 0.3 -10.243 0.5 149.022 0.2

1 4 300.016 27.821 0.6 -20.507 0.7 298.018 0.2

1 5 500.002 46.410 0.5 -34.232 0.7 496.665 0.2

1 6 1000.047 92.775 0.6 -68.620 1.3 993.367 0.4

Pillar Base at P1 for Receiver 4

 

(b) Base at P2 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

2 3 130.009 12.047 0.3 -8.872 0.7 129.146 0.2

2 4 280.004 25.963 0.4 -19.120 0.9 278.142 0.4
2 5 479.991 44.546 0.5 -32.820 1.0 476.791 0.4
2 6 980.033 90.911 1.1 -67.203 1.6 973.490 0.6

Pillar Base at P2 for Receiver 4

 

(c) Base at P3 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

3 4 149.9946516 13.901 0.2 -10.264 0.4 148.996 0.3
3 5 349.9827105 32.508 0.2 -23.989 0.3 347.643 0.5
3 6 850.023264 78.838 0.4 -58.242 0.3 844.353 0.2

Pillar Base at P3 for Receiver 4
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(d) Base at P4 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

4 5 199.9829612 18.579 0.4 -13.703 0.2 198.646 0.4
4 6 700.0272101 64.924 0.5 -48.062 0.4 695.351 0.2

Pillar Base at P4 for Receiver 4

 

(e) Base at P5 

From To Slope Distance (m) dx (m) σdx (mm) dy (m) σdy (mm) dz (m) σdz (mm)

5 6 500.0489077 46.335 0.3 -34.339 0.2 496.712 0.2

Pillar Base at P5 for Receiver 4

 

Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show the result of receiver testing. The difference 

between GPS computed distance and corresponding JUPEM values for each pair of 

pillars is illustrated in the following three figures. 
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Figure 4.1 The difference of slope distance 

between JUPEM value and GPS measurement using receiver 2 

According to Figure 4.1, the difference between the GPS result using receiver 2 

and JUPEM slope distance has a maximum value of 7 mm for P3-P6. However, there 

is no difference of slope distances for P1-P5, P2-P3 and P2-P6. 
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RECEIVER 3
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Figure 4.2 The difference of slope distance 

between JUPEM value and GPS measurement using receiver 3 

Figure 4.2 shows maximum difference between the GPS slope distance and 

JUPEM value for receiver 3 is 6 mm for P4-P5, and the minimum is 0 mm for P1-P2 

and P1-P5. 
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Figure 4.3 The difference of slope distance 

between JUPEM value and GPS measurement using receiver 4 

Figure 4.3 indicates the difference of slope distance for receiver 4 has a 

discrepancy of 4 mm for P2-P6 and P5-P6 but no discrepancy for P3-P6, P4-P5 and 

P4-P6. Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the magnitude of resulting slope distance 

between receivers is fairly similar to theoretical value (zero) with a maximum of 10 
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mm. The overall results for the GPS calibration test have indicated that the receivers 

to be used for the offshore platform assessment were in good condition. 

4.2 The GPS Network Simulation for Offshore Platform Deformation 

Monitoring 

The simulation was conducted to ensure feasibility of procedural implementation of 

the platform deformation analysis. The simulation aimed to certify that tools and 

equipment used in this research, e.g. dual frequency receiver, fulfilled correct 

specification and supported a good range in precision. Additionally, the simulation 

aimed to guarantee the suitability of processing software for this research and clarify 

that the method of data processing was reliable and correct. 

The platform deformation simulation network was designed with four stations 

within the UTP campus. The survey was conducted using GPS observations and 

completed on 3rd-5th September, 2007. The GPS processing utilized several 

commercial software in addition to those discussed in the previous chapter. The 

processing output was in the geodetic system coordinate consisting of latitude, 

longitude and ellipsoid height. The resulting analysis was separated into three 

components. The first analysis described output of station coordinates from 

processing with local station PGOD as reference; the second one was station 

coordinates from processing with global station IGS as reference and the third was an 

analysis of displacement between two epochs. 

4.2.1 The Processed Station Coordinates with Local Station Reference 

Figures 4.4-4.6 show latitude and its standard deviation on days 1, 2 and 3 in 

sequence days of years 246, 247 and 248 with PGOD as reference station. 
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(a) The latitude-day 1 

Standard Deviation of Latitude (Day 1) 
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(b) The standard deviation of latitude-day 1 

Figure 4.4 The processed latitude with PGOD as reference station on day 1 
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(a) The latitude-day 2 

4o23' 

4o23' 
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Standard Deviation of Latitude (Day 2) 
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(b) The standard deviation of latitude-day 2 

Figure 4.5 The processed latitude with PGOD as reference station on day 2 
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(a) The latitude-day 3 

Standard Deviation of Latitude (Day 3) 
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(b) The standard deviation of latitude-day 3 

Figure 4.6 The processed latitude with PGOD as reference station on day 3 

4o23' 
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The results of longitude and its standard deviation from processing with PGOD as 

reference station on days 1, 2 and 3 can be seen in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 

respectively. 
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(a) The longitude-day 1 
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b) The standard deviation of longitude-day 1 

Figure 4.7 The processed longitude with PGOD as reference station on day 1 
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(a) The longitude-day 2 

100o5' 
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Standard Deviation of Longitude (Day 2) 
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b) The standard deviation of longitude-day 2 

Figure 4.8 The processed longitude with PGOD as reference station on day 2 
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(a) The longitude-day 3 

Standard Deviation of Longitude (Day 3) 
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b) The standard deviation of longitude-day 3 

Figure 4.9 The processed longitude with PGOD as reference station on day 3 
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Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show the value of height and its standard deviation 

resulted after processing with PGOD as reference station on days 1, 2 and 3. 
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(a) The height-day 1 
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b) The standard deviation of height-day 1 

Figure 4.10 The processed height with PGOD as reference station on day 1 
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(b) The height-day 2 
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Standard Deviation of Height (Day 2) 
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b) The standard deviation of height-day 2 

Figure 4.11 The processed height with PGOD as reference station on day 2 
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(a) The height-day 3 

Standard Deviation of Height (Day 3) 
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b) The standard deviation of height-day 3 

Figure 4.12 The processed height with PGOD as reference station on day 3 

Figures 4.4-4.12 illustrate 3-D coordinates and their precisions for four GPS 

stations. It is noted that the commercial software i.e. Geogenius, GPSurvey, Pinnacle, 
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Topcon Tools and TGO were able to process four local GPS stations for network 

simulation. However, the processing using Topcon Tools could not demonstrate 

coordinate precision, because the standard deviation of each latitude, longitude and 

height was 0. TGO processing provided a greater standard deviation of latitude and 

longitude as compared to other software. On the other hand, the latitude and longitude 

generated by the commercial software had the same value, whereas the value of 

height was slightly different. This corresponds with the result found by Fotiou in 2006 

and confirms the commercial software is capable of producing reliable results for 

baseline length of approximately 63 to 492 km [108]. 

The consideration to use PGOD station as the reference base for evaluation was 

due to PGOD station having environment a preferential aspects i.e. condition of sky 

view and effect of multipath. The calculation reveals that latitude, longitude and 

height standard deviations of PGOD station are equal to 0 mm, and therefore its 

computation was considered to be a fixed value. In comparison to Figures 4.4-4.9, 

Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 depict the standard deviation heights of PGOA, PGOB 

and PGOC stations as relatively greater than that of the latitude and longitude values. 

Therefore, the height component precision is generally worse than that of the 

horizontal components i.e. latitude and longitude. This is a rational finding 

predominantly due to the limitations of the number of visible satellites or the 

inadequacy of satellite geometry [3, 19]. 

4.2.2 The Processed Station Coordinates with Global Station Reference 

Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 respectively show the standard deviations of longitude, 

latitude and height from processing operating IGS stations BAN2, COCO, DGAR, 

and PIMO as reference using commercial software on days 1, 2 and 3. 

Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate the values of standard deviation in latitude, 

longitude and height coordinates. Topcon Tools is able to process a combination of 

both local and global stations but the value of standard deviation is unavailable. 

Geogenius and Pinnacle are capable of processing four local and four global stations, 

however the standard deviation of the local station is greater than 0.5 m which is 
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unrealistic result. GPSurvey enables processing of a combination of local and global 

stations and can provide the coordinate and its standard deviation. On the other hand, 

the standard deviation value of local station increases to sub-centimeters. For 

processing, TGO software cannot consolidate local and global stations. With 

reference to the previous discussion not all commercial software is suitable to provide 

processing results with reference of IGS stations. 

Gundlich and Koch (2001) reported fixing ambiguity using an underestimated 

float solution. In this solution, there is discontinuity in the parameter estimation which 

causes a lack of precision [125]. Processing using global stations cannot resolve 

integer ambiguity. It becomes increasingly difficult with an increasing baseline 

length. This finding concurs with previous research by Isshiki who found the error 

becomes greater when the baseline length is too long because the least-square solution 

is unable to give the precise solution [126]. 
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(a) Day 1 

Standard Deviation of Latitude (Day 2) 
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(b) Day 2 
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Standard Deviation of Latitude (Day 3) 
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(c) Day 3 

Figure 4.13 The processed standard deviation of latitude 

with IGS as reference station on days 1, 2 and 3 
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(a) Day 1 

Standard Deviation of Longitude (Day 2) 
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(b) Day 2 
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Standard Deviation of Longitude (Day 3) 
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(c) Day 3 

Figure 4.14 The processed standard deviation of longitude 

with IGS as reference station on days 1, 2 and 3 
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(a) Day 1 

Standard Deviation of Height (Day 2) 
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(b) Day 2 
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Standard Deviation of Height (Day 3) 
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(c) Day 3 

Figure 4.15 The processed standard deviation of height 

with IGS as reference station on days 1, 2 and 3 

Table 4.4 depicts the baseline length between two IGS stations and between the 

local station and IGS station. As shown in the table, the lengths of two IGS stations 

among BAN2, COCO, DGAR and PIMO are categorized as long-baseline i.e. more 

than 1000 km. The distance between two local stations among PGOA, PGOB, 

PGOC and PGOD is characterized as short-baseline i.e. less than 100 m. The 

longest distance between two IGS stations, DGAR-PIMO is 5688817.0152 m, while 

the shortest is between BAN2-DGAR at 2303544.4973 m. The length of baseline 

between IGS station and local station varies from 1882007.1616 m (COCO-PGOB) 

to 3387490.1027 m (DGAR-PGOD). 

Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 respectively show standard deviations of the latitude, 

longitude and ellipsoid height stations PGOA, PGOB, PGOC and PGOD. The value 

of standard deviation increases according to the distance from base station to IGS 

stations. The standard deviation is drastically changed from processing without an 

IGS station to processing with one. To summarized, the commercial software enabled 

processing of a short-baseline GPS local station while the commercial software is 

unsuitable to process long-baseline IGS stations. 
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Table 4.4 The length of baseline 

Station 
No. 

From To 
Baseline (m) 

1 BAN2 COCO 3467445.9900 
2 BAN2 DGAR 2303544.4973 
3 BAN2 PGOA 2729136.2275 
4 BAN2 PGOB 2729164.6365 
5 BAN2 PGOC 2729203.4533 
6 BAN2 PGOD 2729189.8283 
7 BAN2 PIMO 4600591.8996 
8 COCO DGAR 2716507.8613 
9 COCO PGOA 1882078.0480 
10 COCO PGOB 1882007.1616 
11 COCO PGOC 1882012.7586 
12 COCO PGOD 1882081.1133 
13 COCO PIMO 3928100.3742 
14 DGAR PGOA 3387445.9370 
15 DGAR PGOB 3387420.3018 
16 DGAR PGOC 3387455.5367 
17 DGAR PGOD 3387490.1027 
18 DGAR PIMO 5688817.0152 
19 PGOA PGOC 89.2588 
20 PGOA PGOD 54.7455 
21 PGOB PGOA 74.1013 
22 PGOB PGOC 41.7693 
23 PGOB PGOD 82.5567 
24 PGOD PGOC 68.8551 
25 PIMO PGOA 2463202.6327 
26 PIMO PGOB 2463236.8171 
27 PIMO PGOC 2463202.9240 
28 PIMO PGOD 2463161.5023 

4.2.3 The Displacement Test of Deformation Simulation 

As detailed previously in sub-chapter 3.2.1, GPS data observation was carried out 

over three days with displacement simulation of points PGOA, PGOB and PGOC. To 

verify the displacement as a significant value was conducted by a significance 

statistical test. The analysis was performed in the Cartesian coordinate system and the 

result contained in Table 4.5 is a coordinate and its standard deviation in the Cartesian 

system transformed from the ellipsoid system. The coordinate value used in the 

analysis results from processing using Pinnacle software. 
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Table 4.5 The coordinate and its standard deviation in the Cartesian system 

X (m) Y (m) Z (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)

SX (m) SY (m) SZ (m) SX (m) SY (m) SZ (m) SX (m) SY (m) SZ (m)

-1210266.1142 6243402.4397 484357.5312 -1210267.7722 6243406.1911 484283.6858 -1210308.3563 6243397.5924 484279.0507
0.0030 0.0006 0.0031 0.0030 0.0006 0.0031 0.0061 0.0012 0.0031

-1210266.1086 6243402.4271 484357.5499 -1210267.7604 6243406.2063 484283.6963 -1210308.3672 6243397.5937 484279.0374
0.0030 0.0006 0.0031 0.0030 0.0006 0.0031 0.0091 0.0018 0.0061

-1210266.1199 6243402.4369 484357.5295 -1210267.7701 6243406.1977 484283.6841 -1210308.3733 6243397.6040 484279.0367
0.0030 0.0006 0.0031 0.0030 0.0006 0.0031 0.0061 0.0012 0.0031

2

3

PGOCPGOA PGOB

1

Epoch

 

According to Table 4.5, the standard deviations of X, Y and Z vary between 0.6 

mm to 9.1 mm. The precision of station PGOC appears to be relatively weaker than 

that of stations PGOA and PGOB. 

After transforming the coordinate, a significance test was performed to check the 

displacement between two epochs. The test used a confidence level of 95% (α=5%) 

and f = ∞. The result of the displacement test in each coordinate is summarized in 

Table 4.6. 

As Table 4.6 shows the T value is greater than 1.960 with the exception of station 

PGOA for epochs 1 and 3. It is identified that real displacement is considered in all 

stations except for PGOA between epochs 1-3. It could be deduced that simulated 

displacement in sub-centimeters detection was able to be done by GPS observation 

using Topcon Hiper dual frequency processing using Pinnacle commercial software. 
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Table 4.6 The result of displacement test 

Station Epoch T

∆d12(m) 0.0232

S(∆d12) (m) 0.0037

∆d13(m) 0.0066

S(∆d13) (m) 0.0039

∆d23(m) 0.0253

S(∆d23) (m) 0.0040

∆d12(m) 0.0220

S(∆d12) (m) 0.0032

∆d13(m) 0.0072

S(∆d13) (m) 0.0018

∆d23(m) 0.0178

S(∆d23) (m) 0.0038

∆d12(m) 0.0173

S(∆d12) (m) 0.0087

∆d13(m) 0.0248

S(∆d13) (m) 0.0064

∆d23(m) 0.0120
S(∆d23) (m) 0.0059

3.888

2.041

6.941

3.938

4.668

1.985

Displacement

6.334

1.696

6.320

 2 - 3

1 - 2

PGOA

PGOB

PGOC

1 - 3

 2 - 3

1 - 2

1 - 3

1 - 2

1 - 3

 2 - 3

 

From this experiment, it can be noted that the commercial GPS software is 

suitable for processing short-baselines. The precision of the local station coordinate is 

in sub-millimeters. The precision of height component is generally inferior to 

horizontal. The commercial software is, however, unable to produce high precision 

results for processing IGS stations. Additionally, the software has a different 

capability in processing local and global stations of GPS platform simulation. The 

difference is mainly in the resulting precision coordinate and length of baseline. 

However, the commercial software is unsuitable for producing high precision output 

to process the IGS station. A sophisticated analysis is required in data processing for 

long-baseline solutions and precise applications. The scientific software generally 

offers a procedure to avoid precision deficiency. The next sub-chapter describes 

processing using scientific software of GAMIT/GLOBK. 

4.3 The Real Offshore Platform GPS Data Processing Strategy 

Since the commercial software is incapable of solving long-baseline GPS data, 

processing of GPS offshore platform utilized GAMIT/GLOBK software. The 
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processing scenario was customized for network configuration; a priori coordinate; 

observation session and station weighting. It was intended to achieve a higher 

precision coordinate for the analysis of offshore platform deformation. In GAMIT 

implementation, the computation performed bias-fixing and least-square adjustments 

to a six station network using double difference combinations of the ionosphere-free 

linear combination of L1 and L2 phase observables recorded at each station. The 

GAMIT result was loosely constrained i.e. with fixed biases and was then passed as 

input to GLOBK. The result of the work is described as follows: 

4.3.1 The Effect of Network Configuration Variation 

This study was conducted for 13 projects A-M in a various reference stations. The 

projects were grouped into two processing networks, with and without the Malaysian 

primary GPS station, and each GPS campaign was analyzed using GAMIT and 

GLOBK software. 

The key indicator for determination of an acceptable GAMIT solution was 

achieved using a normalized root mean square (nrms) i.e. square root of chi-square 

per value of ”f”, which is a global estimate of the difference between the observed 

phases and the phases computed through model. This value is affected by the quality 

of the individual sequences. A sequence of observations with a high standard 

deviation, generally due to poor or inadequate modelling, will have a greater nrms 

than the correctly modelled sequence. If the observation errors are randomly 

distributed, the a priori weights were appropriate and the modelling correct, the nrms 

are close to unity. A good solution produces an nrms of about 0.25, usually with the 

default weighting strategy in high activity ionosphere regions [127]. This value larger 

than 0.5 means that there is cycle slips has not been removed or is associated with 

extra bias parameters, or that there is a serious modelling problem [128]. The 

specified explanation of key indicator of tolerable GAMIT/GLOBK solution is shown 

in Appendix F. 

As mentioned in Table 3.2 (Chapter 3), project A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H were 

project of GPS Pulai platform with primary GPS and IGS stations. Figure 4.16 shows 
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the nrms of daily GAMIT solution for projects A to H from Q-file output. The result 

illustrates that the nrms are about 0.25 and the value of each doy’s processing are 

similar. The maximum values is 0.30310 i.e. project C on doy 183 and the minimum 

is 0.18116 i.e. project H on doy 185. This indicates high quality data, randomly 

distributed error and the correct station a priori weight. Furthermore, there are 

apparently no serious modelling problems since the nrms is relatively small and less 

than 0.25. This is considered to be good ionosphere and solution procedure [127]. 

Scheme I (with the Malysian primary GPS station)
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Figure 4.16 The postfit nrms from daily GAMIT processing for scheme I 
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Figure 4.17 The mean and standard deviation of postfit nrms for scheme I 

The graphic in Figure 4.17 explains the mean and standard deviation of postfit 

nrms for each project of scheme I. The mean value is 0.19201, 0.19579, 0.19627, 
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0.19579, 0.18623, 0.18601, 0.18623 and 0.18506 for consecutive projects A to H. The 

result shows that the value is acceptably similar for each day and smaller than 0.25 for 

all computations in the project. 

Figure 4.18 shows the nrms of doys 183, 184 and 185 for projects I, J, K, L and M 

from GAMIT Q-file output. The result illustrates approximately equal values for each 

doy’s processing. The maximum value is 0.25691 i.e. projects J, K, L and M on doy 

185, whereas the minimum value is 0.17261 i.e. project I on doy 184. The value of 

doy 185 of projects J, K, L and M is greater than 0.25 but still smaller than 0.5. A 

value smaller than 0.5 signifies cycle slips have been removed or that there is a good 

coordinates of fixed stations. 

Scheme II (without the Malysian primary GPS station)
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Figure 4.18 The postfit nrms from daily GAMIT processing for scheme II 

Figure 4.19 illustrates mean and standard deviation of postfit nrms for projects I-

M. The mean of project I is 0.17606 and 0.225024 for projects J, K, L and M. The 

value is greater than 0.25 but less than 0.5. 
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Scheme II (without the Malaysian primary GPS station)
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Figure 4.19 The mean and standard deviation of postfit nrms for scheme II 

The other output file of GAMIT computation besides Q-file is H-file. The H-file 

result for each daily campaign is combined using GLOBK. The primary quality 

assurance statistic of GLOBK solution is χ2
/f, the chi-square increment per degree of 

freedom [121]. The χ2
/f is used to measure the consistency of the new, loosely-

constrained GAMIT solution to GLOBK’s knowledge of the parameter being 

introduced. If no tight constraint has been placed on the a priori values of the 

parameters, the first file should have a small chi-squared value. An anomalously large 

chi-squared increment indicates that there are erratic or poorly modelled data included 

in the solution that is being added. Actually, the individual value never exceeded 3.0, 

indicating that each campaign is internally and externally consistents [52]. Table 4.7 

shows the χ2
/f statistics of global processing from GLOBK output. According to 

Table 4.7, the individual value never exceeded 3.0. The global processing runs on a 

combination of all daily solutions. 

Table 4.7 The χ2
/f statistics from global processing for projects A-H 

Project A B C D E F G H

0.615 0.732 0.711 0.732 0.645 0.612 0.645 0.645f

2χ

 

The horizontal components of X, Z in the Cartesian system are approximately 

equivalent to the North, East in the local system. The Y component in the Cartesian 

system is the approximate height of the point. These Cartesian coordinates are in the 

WGS’84 system. The estimated coordinate of Pulai station from processing with the 
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Malaysian primary GPS using GLOBK program can be seen in Tables 4.8, 4.9 and 

4.10. 

Table 4.8 The X-estimated coordinate for projects A-H in the Cartesian system 

Coordinate of X (m) 

Station Project 

 A B C D 

GPA1 -1696220.123 -1696220.121 -1696220.200 -1696220.121 
GPA2 -1696216.179 -1696216.178 -1696216.257 -1696216.178 
GPA3 -1696168.855 -1696168.854 -1696168.933 -1696168.854 
GPB1 -1694881.653 -1694881.651 -1694881.730 -1694881.651 
GPB2 -1694870.431 -1694870.430 -1694870.509 -1694870.430 
GPB3 -1694835.756 -1694835.474 -1694835.552 -1694835.474 
BESE -1471036.281 -1471036.278 -1471036.357 -1471036.278 
TERE -1439740.658 -1439740.656 -1439740.736 -1439740.656 
PANJ -1317109.826 -1317109.824 -1317109.903 -1317109.824 
COCO n/a n/a n/a -741950.331 
BAN2 n/a n/a 1344087.724 n/a 
PIMO n/a -3186293.941 n/a n/a 

Project 
Station 

E F G H 

GPA1 -1696220.263 -1696220.187 -1696220.263 -1696220.263 
GPA2 -1696216.320 -1696216.244 -1696216.320 -1696216.320 
GPA3 -1696168.996 -1696168.921 -1696168.996 -1696168.996 
GPB1 -1694881.797 -1694881.720 -1694881.797 -1694881.797 
GPB2 -1694870.575 -1694870.498 -1694870.575 -1694870.575 
GPB3 -1694835.620 -1694835.543 -1694835.620 -1694835.620 
BESE -1471036.424 -1471036.349 -1471036.424 -1471036.424 
TERE -1439740.804 -1439740.728 -1439740.804 -1439740.804 
PANJ -1317109.974 -1317109.898 -1317109.974 -1317109.974 
COCO -741950.331 -741950.331 n/a -741950.331 
BAN2 1344087.724 n/a 1344087.724 1344087.724 
PIMO n/a -3186293.941 -3186293.941 -3186293.941 

Table 4.8 depicts the value of X-estimated coordinate, whereas Tables 4.9 and 

4.10 present the estimates of Y and Z coordinates. Where the table indicates n/a, the 

particular station did not involve in processing. 
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Table 4.9 The Y-estimated coordinate for projects A-H in the Cartesian system 

Coordinate of Y (m) 

Project 
Station 

A B C D 

GPA1 6120080.807 6120080.774 6120080.829 6120080.774 
GPA2 6120084.347 6120084.312 6120084.368 6120084.312 
GPA3 6120094.057 6120094.023 6120094.078 6120094.023 
GPB1 6120417.179 6120417.142 6120417.197 6120417.142 
GPB2 6120421.561 6120421.525 6120421.580 6120421.525 
GPB3 6120424.664 6120424.627 6120424.682 6120424.627 
BESE 6191421.783 6191421.745 6191421.796 6191421.745 
TERE 6184866.447 6184866.409 6184866.463 6184866.409 
PANJ 6205090.911 6205090.874 6205090.928 6205090.874 
COCO n/a n/a n/a 6190961.634 
BAN2 n/a n/a 6068610.253 n/a 
PIMO n/a 5286624.189 n/a n/a 

Project 
Station 

E F G H 

GPA1 6120081.115 6120081.155 6120081.115 6120081.115 
GPA2 6120084.656 6120084.696 6120084.656 6120084.656 
GPA3 6120094.364 6120094.405 6120094.364 6120094.364 
GPB1 6120417.488 6120417.527 6120417.488 6120417.488 
GPB2 6120421.872 6120421.910 6120421.872 6120421.872 
GPB3 6120424.977 6120425.015 6120424.977 6120424.977 
BESE 6191422.088 6191422.129 6191422.088 6191422.088 
TERE 6184866.756 6184866.797 6184866.756 6184866.756 
PANJ 6205091.219 6205091.260 6205091.219 6205091.219 
COCO 6190961.634 6190961.634 n/a 6190961.634 
BAN2 6068610.253 n/a 6068610.253 6068610.253 
PIMO n/a 5286624.189 5286624.189 5286624.189 

The processing yields equal values for COCO, BAN2 and PIMO station 

coordinates in all projects. Projects E, G and H delivered the same value for all station 

coordinates while the other projects had a slight difference value in sub-decimeters 

level. These variances are caused by the different number of IGS stations used in the 

computation. Project A was a computation without an IGS station, whereas project H 

was a computation with several IGS stations. Projects B, C and D utilized one IGS 

station in the processing, while projects E, F and G used two IGS stations, as 

mentioned in Table 3.2 (Chapter 3). With the exception of station BAN2, the X-

estimated have negative values. Meanwhile, the Y and X coordinates have positive 

values for platform station, regional station and global station. 
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Table 4.10 The Z-estimated coordinate for projects A-H in the Cartesian system 

Coordinate of Z (m) 

Project 
Station 

A B C D 

GPA1 6120080.807 6120080.774 6120080.829 6120080.774 
GPA2 6120084.347 6120084.312 6120084.368 6120084.312 
GPA3 6120094.057 6120094.023 6120094.078 6120094.023 
GPB1 6120417.179 6120417.142 6120417.197 6120417.142 
GPB2 6120421.561 6120421.525 6120421.580 6120421.525 
GPB3 6120424.664 6120424.627 6120424.682 6120424.627 
BESE 6191421.783 6191421.745 6191421.796 6191421.745 
TERE 6184866.447 6184866.409 6184866.463 6184866.409 
PANJ 6205090.911 6205090.874 6205090.928 6205090.874 
COCO n/a n/a n/a 6190961.634 
BAN2 n/a n/a 6068610.253 n/a 
PIMO n/a 5286624.189 n/a n/a 

Project 
Station 

E F G H 

GPA1 6120081.115 6120081.155 6120081.115 6120081.115 
GPA2 6120084.656 6120084.696 6120084.656 6120084.656 
GPA3 6120094.364 6120094.405 6120094.364 6120094.364 
GPB1 6120417.488 6120417.527 6120417.488 6120417.488 
GPB2 6120421.872 6120421.910 6120421.872 6120421.872 
GPB3 6120424.977 6120425.015 6120424.977 6120424.977 
BESE 6191422.088 6191422.129 6191422.088 6191422.088 
TERE 6184866.756 6184866.797 6184866.756 6184866.756 
PANJ 6205091.219 6205091.260 6205091.219 6205091.219 
COCO 6190961.634 6190961.634 n/a 6190961.634 
BAN2 6068610.253 n/a 6068610.253 6068610.253 
PIMO n/a 5286624.189 5286624.189 5286624.189 

Figure 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 are standard deviations of X, Y and Z for the project. 

These figures indicate slightly different values for each project. The Y standard 

deviation is relatively greater than that of the X and Z; the standard deviation of Y is 

about 10 cm, while the X and Z standard deviations are around 8 cm and 7 cm. 

Compared to the projects E, F, G and H, projects A, B, C and D achieved a relatively 

smaller standard deviations for X, Y and Z. The result of project A clearly shows the 

lowest precision of coordinates X, Y and Z. The standard deviations of regional 

stations BESE, TERE and PANJ have similar values with the platform’s station value. 

In spite of this, the global stations have better precision than the other stations. 
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Figure 4.20 The standard deviation of X-coordinate for projects A-H 
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Figure 4.21 The standard deviation of Y-coordinate for projects A-H 
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Figure 4.22 The standard deviation of Z-coordinate for projects A-H 
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As shown in these tables and figures, there is a slightly different value in the third 

X, Y and Z coordinates and their standard deviations. Assessment of the significantly 

different value between two projects is also implemented using a t-statistical test. 

Table 4.11 illustrates the t-test results for X, Y and Z coordinates. Project A is 

considered as the reference coordinate to check the significance of difference due to 

its smallest standard deviation value among others. It can be seen that T-computed is 

smaller than 2.262 (t-value with α = 95% and f = 9, see Appendix D) which indicates 

no significantly different coordinates between the two projects. There are a small 

number of coordinate differences between the two projects however the statistical test 

verifies that the different value is not considerable. 

Table 4.11 The result of the t-test 

(a) The t-computed for X 

Coordinate of X 

t-computed 
Station 

t-AB t-AC t-AD t-AE t-AF t-AG t-AH 

GPA1 0.019 0.779 0.019 1.340 0.655 1.340 1.340 
GPA2 0.018 0.782 0.018 1.349 0.662 1.349 1.349 
GPA3 0.015 0.783 0.015 1.354 0.671 1.354 1.354 
GPB1 0.017 0.783 0.017 1.383 0.692 1.383 1.383 
GPB2 0.014 0.787 0.014 1.379 0.689 1.379 1.379 
GPB3 0.019 0.776 0.019 1.302 0.687 1.302 1.302 
BESE 0.028 0.764 0.028 1.358 0.691 1.358 1.358 
TERE 0.019 0.779 0.019 1.381 0.703 1.381 1.381 
PANJ 0.023 0.773 0.023 1.396 0.727 1.396 1.396 

(b) The t-computed for Y 

Coordinate of Y 

t-computed 
Station 

t-AB t-AC t-AD t-AE t-AF t-AG t-AH 

GPA1 0.307 0.199 0.296 1.649 1.820 1.524 1.521 
GPA2 0.321 0.189 0.309 1.704 1.871 1.570 1.566 
GPA3 0.315 0.194 0.304 1.691 1.865 1.557 1.554 
GPB1 0.348 0.166 0.336 1.704 1.861 1.570 1.566 
GPB2 0.346 0.171 0.334 1.710 1.823 1.540 1.572 
GPB3 0.351 0.163 0.338 1.728 1.879 1.592 1.588 
BESE 0.362 0.118 0.349 1.679 1.856 1.547 1.543 
TERE 0.353 0.145 0.341 1.709 1.880 1.574 1.571 
PANJ 0.350 0.148 0.337 1.699 1.881 1.565 1.561 
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(c) The t-computed for Z 

Coordinate of Z 

t-computed 
Station 

t-AB t-AC t-AD t-AE t-AF t-AG t-AH 

GPA1 0.260 0.743 0.260 0.774 0.842 0.774 0.774 
GPA2 0.253 0.735 0.253 0.773 0.841 0.773 0.773 
GPA3 0.254 0.737 0.254 0.766 0.835 0.766 0.766 
GPB1 0.246 0.727 0.246 0.765 0.836 0.765 0.765 
GPB2 0.245 0.727 0.245 0.768 0.838 0.768 0.768 
GPB3 0.247 0.727 0.247 0.764 0.834 0.764 0.764 
BESE 0.241 0.726 0.241 0.788 0.859 0.788 0.788 
TERE 0.243 0.749 0.243 0.768 0.838 0.768 0.768 
PANJ 0.249 0.727 0.249 0.751 0.822 0.751 0.751 

Table 4.12 shows the χ2
/f statistics from global processing for projects I-M 

without a Malaysian primary station. The table shows each value of the χ2
/f has 

exceeded 3.0, indicating that each of the campaigns had an inconsistent result. 

Table 4.12 The χ2
/f statistics from global processing for projects I-M 

Project I J K L M

0.402 E+07 108211.497 108211.497 108211.497 108211.497
f

2χ

 

Although the indicator solution of GLOBK processing shows that results did not 

fulfil the requirement, the following details are presented in the purpose of precision 

analysis of the results. As mentioned in Table 3.2 (Chapter 3), project I, J, K, L and M 

were project of GPS Pulai platform with IGS station but without a primary station. 

The coordinates and their standard deviation values of GPS station for projects I, J, K, 

L and M from GLOBK solution are presented in Tables 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15. In 

addition, Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 depict the standard deviations of X, Y and Z for 

these projects. These tables and figures indicate that all projects have the same value 

of coordinates X, Y, Z and standard deviations for all stations. The IGS station’s 

standard deviations were unavailable and the platform station’s value only reached the 

level of sub-meters. The greatest values of these standard deviations achieved 10 m at 

point GPA3 for projects I-M. This gives an impression unrealistic results and this 

evidence is supported by previous analysis of the χ2
/f statistics value. 
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Table 4.13 The X-estimated coordinate for projects I-M in the Cartesian system 

Coordinate of X (m) 

Project 
Station 

I J K L M 

GPA1 -1696221.799 -1696221.799 -1696221.799 -1696221.799 -1696221.799 
GPA2 -1696217.834 -1696217.834 -1696217.834 -1696217.834 -1696217.834 
GPA3 -1696170.486 -1696170.486 -1696170.486 -1696170.486 -1696170.486 
GPB1 -1694882.602 -1694882.603 -1694882.603 -1694882.603 -1694882.603 
GPB2 -1694871.382 -1694871.382 -1694871.382 -1694871.382 -1694871.382 
GPB3 -1694837.106 -1694837.106 -1694837.106 -1694837.106 -1694837.106 
COCO n/a -741950.331 n/a -741950.331 n/a 
BAN2 n/a 1344087.724 n/a n/a 1344087.724 
PIMO n/a -3186293.941 -3186293.941 n/a n/a 

Table 4.14 The Y-estimated coordinate for projects I-M in the Cartesian system 

Coordinate of Y (m) 

Project 
Station 

I J K L M 

GPA1 6120086.246 6120086.246 6120086.246 6120086.246 6120086.246 
GPA2 6120089.755 6120089.755 6120089.755 6120089.755 6120089.755 
GPA3 6120099.179 6120099.179 6120099.179 6120099.179 6120099.179 
GPB1 6120421.237 6120421.236 6120421.236 6120421.236 6120421.236 
GPB2 6120425.615 6120425.617 6120425.617 6120425.617 6120425.617 
GPB3 6120430.349 6120430.349 6120430.349 6120430.349 6120430.349 
COCO n/a 6190961.634 n/a 6190961.634 n/a 
BAN2 n/a 6068610.253 n/a n/a 6068610.253 
PIMO n/a 5286624.189 5286624.189 n/a n/a 

Table 4.15 The Z-estimated coordinate for projects I-M in the Cartesian system 

Coordinate of Z (m) 

Project 
Station 

I J K L M 

GPA1 588409.259 588409.259 588409.259 588409.259 588409.259 
GPA2 588382.642 588382.642 588382.642 588382.642 588382.642 
GPA3 588424.607 588424.607 588424.607 588424.607 588424.607 
GPB1 588692.113 588692.113 588692.113 588692.113 588692.113 
GPB2 588679.438 588679.438 588679.438 588679.438 588679.438 
GPB3 588707.914 588707.914 588707.914 588707.914 588707.914 
COCO n/a -1337768.271 n/a -1337768.271 n/a 
BAN2 n/a 1429291.905 n/a n/a 1429291.905 
PIMO n/a 1601158.268 1601158.268 n/a n/a 
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Figure 4.23 The standard deviation of X-coordinate for projects I-M 
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Figure 4.24 The standard deviation of Y-coordinate for projects I-M 
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Figure 4.25 The standard deviation of Z-coordinate for projects I-M 
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The analysis of standard deviation value indicates the precision of the coordinate. 

The use of the Malaysian primary stations in the processing affects the precision of 

coordinate because the computation without these stations yields a low coordinate 

precision. As reported by Bean and Ferguson [129], the number of base stations is a 

factor in producing position precision. In this study, additional IGS station numbers 

also increase the precision with the requirement of a good configuration IGS station 

network. The selection of IGS station should be based on quality RINEX data on the 

day of processing resulting from a quality check using TEQC. The result show the 

utilization of BAN2 station decreased the precision because the quality of BAN2 

station was weaker than that of the other IGS stations. 

Additionally, the Y component in the Cartesian system estimated as the height of 

the station usually has weaker precision than the X and Z components. This finding is 

similar to the result in sub-chapter 4.2. 

4.3.2 The Effect of Session Length Variation 

The GPS observation session lengths of 24, 12, 6, 4 and 2 hour were processed 

separately to find the optimum solution for deformation application. The GPS data 

processing used GAMIT and GLOBK software. Analysis of the output utilized postfit 

rms and statistical chi-squared. Figures 4.26 and Table 4.16 elaborate the postfit nrms 

and the χ2
/f statistics resulting from GAMIT and GLOBK processing. 
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Figure 4.26 The postfit nrms from processing using various session lengths 

on doys 183, 184 and 185 

Day 183 Day 184 Day 185 
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Table 4.16 The χ2
/f statistics from processing using various session lengths 

on doys 183, 184 and 185 

Doy 183 Doy 184 Doy 185 Global

2h

File

a 0.472 0.699 0.454 0.472
b 0.524 0.725 0.438 0.472
c 0.539 0.712 0.494 0.472
d 0.471 0.608 0.468 0.472
e 0.473 0.606 0.519 0.472
f 0.439 0.837 0.512 0.472
g 0.433 0.723 0.47 0.472
h 0.439 0.647 0.421 0.472
i 0.472 0.688 0.485 0.472
j 0.474 0.688 0.409 0.472
k 0.475 0.706 0.436 0.472
l n/a 0.69 0.491 0.472

2h

4h

a 0.534 0.975 0.644 0.534
b 0.513 0.889 0.465 0.513
c 0.456 0.698 0.636 0.456
d 0.422 0.753 0.449 0.422
e 0.464 0.57 0.412 0.464
f 0.48 0.648 0.489 0.48

6h

4h

a 0.481 1.128 0.691 0.481
b 0.465 0.75 0.584 0.465
c 0.452 0.823 0.453 0.452
d 0.544 0.563 0.424 0.544
a 0.477 1.059 0.946 0.477
b 0.48 0.716 0.431 0.477

24h a 0.741 1.172 1.075 0.741

6h

12h

f

2χ

 

Firstly, an acceptable GAMIT daily solution is examined using the postfit nrms. 

The value of the daily solution is presented in Figure 4.26. From the figures, it can be 

seen that all processing had a good solution with an nrms of about 0.25. Generally, the 

value of doy 184 processing is smaller than doys 183 and 185 for all sessions. The 

postfit nrms of 12 and 24 session lengths have a relatively smaller value than the 

others, while the processing of 2-hour yielded the greatest value. After achieving the 

GAMIT solution, processing was combined using GLOBK. Table 4.16 shows the χ2
/f 

statistics as the primary quality assurance of the GLOBK solution. The table 

illustrates the daily values and the global value never exceeded 3.0, indicating that 

each of the campaigns was internally and externally consistents. The term ”global” 

here refers to the processing of all doys 183, 184 and 185 in one solution. 
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The results of the Cartesian coordinates for each session length are presented in 

Tables 4.17-4.21. 

Table 4.17 The processed Cartesian coordinate using a 12-hour session length 

Duration: 12-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

a b average 

X (m) -1696220.37079 -1696220.01630 -1696220.19355 
Y (m) 6120080.66839 6120080.17430 6120080.42135 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.71911 588408.38047 588408.54979 
X (m) -1696216.41046 -1696216.05520 -1696216.23283 
Y (m) 6120084.14380 6120083.65917 6120083.90149 GPA2 
Z (m) 588382.11393 588381.78454 588381.94924 
X (m) -1696169.02780 -1696168.66947 -1696168.84864 
Y (m) 6120093.63840 6120093.16068 6120093.39954 GPA3 
Z (m) 588424.20693 588423.87749 588424.04221 

Table 4.18 The processed Cartesian coordinate using a 6-hour session length 

Duration: 6-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

a b c 

X (m) -1696220.11588 -1696220.91883 -1696220.72430 
Y (m) 6120080.57504 6120080.63169 6120080.37271 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.36178 588408.57226 588408.65415 
X (m) -1696216.15809 -1696216.95934 -1696216.76365 
Y (m) 6120084.05539 6120084.11098 6120083.85603 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.75500 588381.96960 588382.05692 
X (m) -1696168.77606 -1696168.78248 -1696168.77561 
Y (m) 6120093.54674 6120093.61239 6120093.34951 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.84857 588424.06215 588424.14726 

Duration: 6-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

d average 
X (m) -1696220.48255 -1696220.56039 
Y (m) 6120080.28619 6120080.46641 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.35661 588408.48620 
X (m) -1696216.51464 -1696216.59893 
Y (m) 6120083.75777 6120083.94504 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.76070 588381.88556 
X (m) -1696168.63720 -1696168.74284 
Y (m) 6120093.28012 6120093.44719 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.85800 588423.97900 
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Table 4.19 The processed Cartesian coordinate using a 4-hour session length 

Duration: 4-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

a b c 

X (m) -1696220.40238 -1696220.47570 -1696220.49134 
Y (m) 6120080.38997 6120080.46042 6120080.74202 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.48963 588408.44760 588408.49521 
X (m) -1696216.64510 -1696216.51369 -1696216.63242 
Y (m) 6120083.86543 6120083.94260 6120084.22304 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.88180 588381.84698 588381.89427 
X (m) -1696168.66205 -1696168.73264 -1696168.64810 
Y (m) 6120093.35148 6120093.44263 6120093.72492 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.97782 588423.94084 588423.98531 

Duration: 4-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

d e f 

X (m) -1696220.48237 -1696220.59736 -1696220.58811 
Y (m) 6120080.38541 6120080.13517 6120080.35003 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.48324 588408.49744 588408.43575 
X (m) -1696216.51993 -1696216.64278 -1696216.61612 
Y (m) 6120083.87319 6120083.63011 6120083.81671 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.78682 588381.80202 588381.84187 
X (m) -1696168.73524 -1696168.64818 -1696168.63490 
Y (m) 6120093.37324 6120093.12346 6120093.32402 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.87992 588423.89248 588423.93632 

Duration: 4-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

average 
X (m) -1696220.50621 
Y (m) 6120080.41050 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.47481 
X (m) -1696216.59501 
Y (m) 6120083.89185 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.84229 
X (m) -1696168.67685 
Y (m) 6120093.38996 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.93545 

Tables 4.17-4.19 respectively demonstrate the use of 12, 6 and 4 hour durations 

reveal a slightly different value for each file in all three coordinates. They show that 

different sessions in a one day observation deliver different results. As Table 4.17 

shows, there are two results i.e. files a and b. Each X, Y and Z coordinates of these 

two solutions have different values for all stations. 

Table 4.20 shows the same value of the Cartesian coordinate in 12 files using a 2-

hour session length. 
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Table 4.20 The processed Cartesian coordinate using a 2-hour session length 

Duration: 2-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

a b c 

X (m) -1696220.57795 -1696220.57795 -1696220.57795 
Y (m) 6120080.53060 6120080.53060 6120080.53060 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.40799 588408.40799 588408.40799 
X (m) -1696216.62064 -1696216.62064 -1696216.62064 
Y (m) 6120084.01606 6120084.01606 6120084.01606 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.90970 588381.90970 588381.90970 
X (m) -1696168.74399 -1696168.74399 -1696168.74399 
Y (m) 6120093.51720 6120093.51720 6120093.51720 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.90504 588423.90504 588423.90504 

Duration: 2-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

d e f 

X (m) -1696220.57795 -1696220.57795 -1696220.57795 
Y (m) 6120080.53060 6120080.53060 6120080.53060 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.40799 588408.40799 588408.40799 
X (m) -1696216.62064 -1696216.62064 -1696216.62064 
Y (m) 6120084.01606 6120084.01606 6120084.01606 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.90970 588381.90970 588381.90970 
X (m) -1696168.74399 -1696168.74399 -1696168.74399 
Y (m) 6120093.51720 6120093.51720 6120093.51720 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.90504 588423.90504 588423.90504 

Duration: 2-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

g h i 

X (m) -1696220.57795 -1696220.57795 -1696220.57795 
Y (m) 6120080.53060 6120080.53060 6120080.53060 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.40799 588408.40799 588408.40799 
X (m) -1696216.62064 -1696216.62064 -1696216.62064 
Y (m) 6120084.01606 6120084.01606 6120084.01606 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.90970 588381.90970 588381.90970 
X (m) -1696168.74399 -1696168.74399 -1696168.74399 
Y (m) 6120093.51720 6120093.51720 6120093.51720 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.90504 588423.90504 588423.90504 

Duration: 2-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

j k l 

X (m) -1696220.57795 -1696220.57795 -1696220.57795 
Y (m) 6120080.53060 6120080.53060 6120080.53060 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.40799 588408.40799 588408.40799 
X (m) -1696216.62064 -1696216.62064 -1696216.62064 
Y (m) 6120084.01606 6120084.01606 6120084.01606 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.90970 588381.90970 588381.90970 
X (m) -1696168.74399 -1696168.74399 -1696168.74399 
Y (m) 6120093.51720 6120093.51720 6120093.51720 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.90504 588423.90504 588423.90504 
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Table 4.20 The processed Cartesian coordinate using a 2-hour session length 

(continued) 

Duration: 2-hour 
Station Label (unit) 

average 
X (m) -1696220.57795 
Y (m) 6120080.53060 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.40799 
X (m) -1696216.62064 
Y (m) 6120084.01606 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.90970 
X (m) -1696168.74399 
Y (m) 6120093.51720 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.90504 

Table 4.21 Summary of the processed Cartesian coordinate 

using 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 hour session lengths 

Duration 
Station Label (unit) 

2-hour 4-hour 6-hour 

X (m) -1696220.57795 -1696220.50621 -1696220.56039 
Y (m) 6120080.53060 6120080.41050 6120080.46641 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.40799 588408.47481 588408.48620 
X (m) -1696216.62064 -1696216.59501 -1696216.59893 
Y (m) 6120084.01606 6120083.89185 6120083.94504 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.90970 588381.84229 588381.88556 
X (m) -1696168.74399 -1696168.67685 -1696168.74284 
Y (m) 6120093.51720 6120093.38996 6120093.44719 GPA3 
Z (m) 588423.90504 588423.93545 588423.97900 

Duration 
Station Label (unit) 

12-hour 24-hour 
X (m) -1696220.19355 -1696220.29791 
Y (m) 6120080.42135 6120080.53685 GPA1 
Z (m) 588408.54979 588408.69156 
X (m) -1696216.23283 -1696216.33787 
Y (m) 6120083.90149 6120084.01438 GPA2 
Z (m) 588381.94924 588382.08929 
X (m) -1696168.84864 -1696168.95498 
Y (m) 6120093.39954 6120093.51256 GPA3 
Z (m) 588424.04221 588424.18207 

The X, Y, Z standard deviations of each session length i.e. 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 hour 

is shown in Figures 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 respectively. Using a 2-hour sessions leads to 

about 0.14 m, 0.28 m and 0.15 m standard deviation of components X, Y and Z in the 

series. With reference to the other sessions, the 2-hour session reveals the greatest 
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standard deviation. The value decreases, albeit slowly, as the session length increases. 

This means the 2-hour session yields the lowest precision. The result shows that a 

long-baseline GPS such as an offshore platform with a short-time observation such as 

2, 4, 6 and 12 hour is inferior, in horizontal and vertical components. When the time 

of the GPS observations is 24-hour, reliable results can be obtained and the precision 

value achieves in sub-millimeters. This solution is required in precise positioning such 

as deformation application. 
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Figure 4.27 The processed standard deviation of X 

using 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 hour session lengths 
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Figure 4.28 The processed standard deviation of Y 

using 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 hour session lengths 
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Standard Deviation of Z
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Figure 4.29 The processed standard deviation of Z 

using 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 hour session lengths 

The output confirms that in general a 24-hour observation session produces the 

optimum result for the scatter estimates, although 4, 6 and 12 hour also give a similar 

result in sub-centimeters. Using a 24-hour observation session also guards against any 

disturbance or any errors at a particular hour, which may cause the exclusion of data, 

because there will still be sufficient data to be processed. In addition, a longer session 

provides better understanding and modelling of atmospheric effects which are highly 

variable diurnally and seasonally. This result is the same as that described by Jin 

(2004) and Segall, et al (1997), i.e. GPS precision with a short time observation is 

inferior [130]. Longer observation sessions tend to average out signal multipath, offer 

ambiguity resolution and estimate atmospheric delay [30]. 

4.3.3 The Effect of a Priori Coordinate Variation 

This experiment to assess the effect of a priori coordinate was carried out by variation 

of L-file in the computation. The result of GPS data processing using GAMIT 

software yields several output files and two of them are H-file and Q-file. H-file is as 

an input of GLOBK processing, while Q-file is an output analysis of GAMIT 

processing. The primary indicator of GAMIT solution is the value of postfit nrms. 

Figure 4.30 represents the nrms of the daily GAMIT solution on processing using 

RINEX, TEQC and simulation L-file in each doy. 
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Comparison of Postfit nrms
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Figure 4.30 The postfit nrms from processing using various a priori coordinates 

on doys 183, 184 and 185 

The L-file simulation is created with 10 m, 25 m, 25 m and 100 m difference in 

each component X, Y and Z from the Cartesian coordinate of the RINEX file. As 

Figure 4.30 shows, the result illustrates the nrms are about 0.2, except on doy 184 

from simulation 50 m and doy 184 from simulation 100 m. The values of nrms about 

0.2 indicate an acceptable GAMIT solution. 

The other indicator to assess GAMIT solution is fract value. Tables 4.22-4.39 

present the results of a priori spherical coordinate, adjust, formal, fract and postfit 

coordinate for each processing. A priori spherical coordinate is expressed in latitude 

(degree), longitude (degree) and radius (km). Adjust is the coordinate correction of 

the adjustment computation in unit meters. Fract is the value of the adjust per formal 

value. This value is the fractional part of the solution. Postfit coordinate is the final 

coordinate of the GAMIT solution in the spherical system. These tables summarize 

the results from processing using L-file from RINEX, TEQC, simulation 10 m, 

simulation 25 m, simulation 50 m and simulation 100 m on doys 183, 184 and 185. 
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Table 4.22 The processed spherical coordinate using TEQC L-file on doy 183 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.26142 0.051 0.3812 0.1 N05:17:36.26307
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.81316 0.0611 0.2185 0.3 E105:29:27.81515
Radius (km) 6377.991096 1.0315 0.5569 1.9 6377.992128
Latitude (dms) N05:17:35.39776 0.0514 0.3812 0.1 N05:17:35.39942
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.65909 0.063 0.2185 0.3 E105:29:27.66114
Radius (km) 6377.990918 1.0357 0.557 1.9 6377.991954
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.76376 0.0504 0.3812 0.1 N05:17:36.76539
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.09379 0.0628 0.2185 0.3 E105:29:26.09583
Radius (km) 6377.991317 1.0376 0.557 1.9 6377.992355

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

TEQC L-file  - doy 183

 

Table 4.23 The processed spherical coordinate using TEQC L-file on doy 184 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.29791 -0.2998 0.383 -0.8 N05:17:36.28821
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.83289 0.1595 0.245 0.7 E105:29:27.83807
Radius (km) 6377.99154 -0.2204 0.5426 -0.4 6377.99132
Latitude (dms) N05:17:35.43420 -0.2968 0.383 -0.8 N05:17:35.42460
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.67906 0.1566 0.245 0.6 E105:29:27.68415
Radius (km) 6377.991374 -0.2235 0.5426 -0.4 6377.99115
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.80025 -0.2997 0.383 -0.8 N05:17:36.79056
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.11356 0.1618 0.245 0.7 E105:29:26.11882
Radius (km) 6377.991762 -0.2188 0.5426 -0.4 6377.991543

TEQC L-file  - doy 184

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.24 The processed spherical coordinate using TEQC L-file on doy 185 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.29425 -0.2068 0.3902 -0.5 N05:17:36.28756
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.82033 -0.0129 0.2324 -0.1 E105:29:27.81991
Radius (km) 6377.989585 1.8468 0.5521 3.3 6377.991432
Latitude (dms) N05:17:35.43117 -0.2071 0.3901 -0.5 N05:17:35.42447
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.66626 -0.0127 0.2325 -0.1 E105:29:27.66585
Radius (km) 6377.989405 1.8513 0.5521 3.4 6377.991257
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.79705 -0.2075 0.3901 -0.5 N05:17:36.79034
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.10004 -0.0114 0.2325 0 E105:29:26.09967
Radius (km) 6377.989801 1.8528 0.552 3.4 6377.991654

TEQC L-file  - doy 185

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

When focused in the fract value analysis, the answer is as illustrated in Tables 

4.22, 4.23 and 4.24. The fract value spreads between -0.8 and 3.4 in processing using 

TEQC L-file on doys 183, 184 and 185. The greatest fract occurred at point GPA2 

(radius) and GPA3 (radius) from processing on doy 185. These values are lower than 

10 indicating that there is no gross and systematic error of GPS data from processing 

using TEQC L-file [131]. 
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Tables 4.25, 4.26, 4.27 present the processing output using RINEX L-file on doys 

183, 184 and 185 showing the fract values increased from -1.3 to 2.5. The greatest 

fract occurred at points GPA1, GPA2 and GPA3 for radius from processing on doy 

185, however, these values were still lower than 10. The values fulfilled the 

requirement of GAMIT processing. The other reality of the output is that the fracts of 

latitude, longitude and radius have the same value in the third stations in each doy. 

Table 4.25 The processed spherical coordinate using RINEX L-file on doy 183 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.26188 0.2534 0.374 0.7 N05:17:36.27008
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.81946 -0.0382 0.2027 -0.2 E105:29:27.81822
Radius (km) 6377.99078 0.9916 0.4601 2.2 6377.991771
Latitude (dms) N05:17:35.39823 0.2534 0.374 0.7 N05:17:35.40642
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.66534 -0.0356 0.2027 -0.2 E105:29:27.66418
Radius (km) 6377.990599 0.9955 0.4602 2.2 6377.991594
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.76422 0.2528 0.374 0.7 N05:17:36.77239
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.10000 -0.0344 0.2027 -0.2 E105:29:26.09888
Radius (km) 6377.990999 0.9948 0.4602 2.2 6377.991994

RINEX L-file  - doy 183

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.26 The processed spherical coordinate using RINEX L-file on doy 184 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.30421 -0.5006 0.383 -1.3 N05:17:36.28802
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.82465 0.4073 0.2444 1.7 E105:29:27.83788
Radius (km) 6377.991281 0.0653 0.5419 0.1 6377.991346
Latitude (dms) N05:17:35.44056 -0.4995 0.383 -1.3 N05:17:35.42441
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.67068 0.4087 0.2444 1.7 E105:29:27.68396
Radius (km) 6377.991113 0.064 0.542 0.1 6377.991177
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.80657 -0.5011 0.383 -1.3 N05:17:36.79037
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.10531 0.41 0.2444 1.7 E105:29:26.11863
Radius (km) 6377.991503 0.0665 0.542 0.1 6377.99157

RINEX L-file  - doy 184

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.27 The processed spherical coordinate using RINEX L-file on doy 185 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.29937 -0.3573 0.396 -0.9 N05:17:36.28782
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.81918 0.1474 0.2461 0.6 E105:29:27.82397
Radius (km) 6377.990044 1.4265 0.5815 2.5 6377.991471
Latitude (dms) N05:17:35.43627 -0.357 0.396 -0.9 N05:17:35.42473
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.66497 0.1493 0.2463 0.6 E105:29:27.66982
Radius (km) 6377.989865 1.4313 0.5816 2.5 6377.991296
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.80217 -0.358 0.396 -0.9 N05:17:36.79059
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.09882 0.1505 0.2463 0.6 E105:29:26.10371
Radius (km) 6377.990259 1.4334 0.5814 2.5 6377.991692

RINEX L-file  - doy 185

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3
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Tables 4.28-4.30 show the processing output using L-file simulation 10 m on doys 

183-185. The fract values increased from -0.7 to 2.6 with the greatest fract occurred at 

points GPA1, GPA2 and GPA3 for radius from processing on doy 185 however these 

values were still lower than 10. The values fulfilled the GAMIT requirement. 

Table 4.28 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 10 m on doy 183 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.26353 0.174 0.3768 0.5 N05:17:36.29616
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.80937 0.3325 0.2206 1.5 E105:29:27.82017
Radius (km) 6377.990775 0.8478 0.4708 1.8 6377.991622
Latitude (dms) N05:17:35.39970 0.1787 0.3768 0.5 N05:17:35.40548
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.65482 0.3495 0.2206 1.6 E105:29:27.66617
Radius (km) 6377.990611 0.8382 0.4709 1.8 6377.991449
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.76550 0.1843 0.3768 0.5 N05:17:36.77146
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.08919 0.3584 0.2206 1.6 E105:29:26.10083
Radius (km) 6377.991006 0.8396 0.4709 1.8 6377.991846

L-file  Simulation 10 m - doy 183 

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.29 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 10 m on doy 184 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.28475 -0.0099 0.3804 0 N05:17:36.28443
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.83468 0.1335 0.2324 0.6 E105:29:27.83902
Radius (km) 6377.991722 -0.0508 0.5455 -0.1 6377.991671
Latitude (dms) N05:17:35.42107 -0.0084 0.3804 0 N05:17:35.42080
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.68070 0.1323 0.2325 0.6 E105:29:27.685
Radius (km) 6377.991553 -0.0502 0.5455 -0.1 6377.991503
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.78707 -0.0086 0.3804 0 N05:17:36.78679
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.11526 0.1356 0.2325 0.6 E105:29:26.11966
Radius (km) 6377.991646 -0.0498 0.5455 -0.1 6377.991896

L-file  Simulation 10 m - doy 184 

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.30 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 10 m on doy 185 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.29661 -0.2678 0.3906 -0.7 N05:17:36.28795
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.80535 0.4563 0.2294 2.0 E105:29:27.82017
Radius (km) 6377.990054 1.5014 0.5732 2.6 6377.991556
Latitude (dms) N05:17:35.43351 -0.2674 0.3907 -0.7 N05:17:35.42486
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.65126 0.4436 0.2295 1.9 E105:29:27.66567
Radius (km) 6377.98988 1.5010 0.5733 2.6 6377.991381
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.79944 -0.2695 0.3906 -0.7 N05:17:36.79072
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.08524 0.4489 0.2294 2.0 E105:29:26.09982
Radius (km) 6377.990274 1.5055 0.5731 2.6 6377.99178

L-file  Simulation 10 m - doy 185 

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

The processing output using L-file simulation 25 m on doys 183, 184 and 185 is 

depicted in Tables 4.31-4.33. As Tables 4.31 and 4.33 show, the adjust values was 
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equal to 0, caused by the formal, fract and postfit values which could not be obtained 

from these computations. The fract value in Table 4.32 was greater than 10 which did 

not fulfil requirement of GAMIT processing. 

Table 4.31 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 25 m on doy 183 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.23053 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.12730 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.003055 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.13652 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.22710 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.030097 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.76080 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:25.84784 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6377.996459 0 n/a n/a n/a

L-file  Simulation 25 m - doy 183 

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.32 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 25 m on doy 184 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.98923 -21.802 0.4258 -51.2 N05:17:36.28417
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.38289 -16.466 0.4017 -41.0 E105:29:27.84811
Radius (km) 6378.030889 -39.7163 0.9049 -43.9 6377.991173
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.12474 -21.7755 0.4258 -51.1 N05:17:35.42053
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.23048 -16.5147 0.4017 -41.1 E105:29:27.69412
Radius (km) 6378.030667 -39.661 0.905 -43.8 6377.991006
Latitude (dms) N05:17:37.48956 -21.7395 0.4258 -51.1 N05:17:36.78652
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.66192 -16.4154 0.4017 -40.9 E105:29:26.12878
Radius (km) 6378.03115 -39.752 0.9049 -43.9 6377.991398

L-file  Simulation 25 m - doy 184

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.33 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 25 m on doy 185 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.28149 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.77063 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6377.991764 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.11402 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.25511 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.030742 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:37.49857 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:26.68902 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.032101 0 n/a n/a n/a

L-file  Simulation 25 m - doy 185

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

The output of processing using L-file simulation 50 m on doys 183, 184 and 185 is 

depicted in Tables 4.34, 4.35 and 4.36. As summarized in Tables 4.34 and 4.36, the 
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adjust value was equal to 0, caused by the formal, fract and postfit values could not be 

obtained from these computations. The fract value in Table 4.35 was equal to 0. 

Table 4.34 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 50 m on doy 183 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:37.71384 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.94723 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.063185 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.84977 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.79270 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.063042 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:38.21177 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.22905 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.063338 0 n/a n/a n/a

L-file  Simulation 50 m - doy 183

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.35 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 50 m on doy 184 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:37.70247 -0.5546 57.716 0 N05:17:37.68453
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.94848 0.0498 57.726 0 E105:29:28.95010
Radius (km) 6378.063833 0.2585 57.729 0 6378.064092
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.83798 -0.5328 57.716 0 N05:17:36.82075
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.79608 -0.0044 57.726 0 E105:29:28.79594
Radius (km) 6378.063611 0.2933 57.729 0 6378.063904
Latitude (dms) N05:17:38.20280 -0.4915 57.716 0 N05:17:38.18691
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.22752 0.1109 57.726 0 E105:29:27.23112
Radius (km) 6378.064094 0.1975 57.729 0 6378.064292

L-file  Simulation 50 m - doy 184

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.36 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 50 m on doy 185 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:37.70371 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.98146 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.064441 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:36.82727 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.82070 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.063686 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:38.2118 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:27.25462 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.065046 0 n/a n/a n/a

L-file  Simulation 50 m - doy 185

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

As seen in Tables 4.37, 4.38 and 4.39, the adjust value was equal to 0, caused by 

the formal, fract and postfit values which could not be obtained from these 

computations. The findings confirmed GAMIT cannot deliver a coordinate if any a 

priori coordinate has a great discrepancy in the L-file input. The value of a priori 
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coordinate is used as an approach value of the station coordinate in the adjustment 

computation. The value of a priori coordinate therefore affects the coordinate 

precision from the GAMIT processing. In the processing, an appropriate a priori 

coordinate was obtained by utilizing of the observation file from the header RINEX 

information or the result of the quality check of an observation file using TEQC 

software. 

Table 4.37 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 100 m on doy 183 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:39.14030 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:30.07840 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.129074 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:38.27624 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:29.92387 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.12893 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:39.63823 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.36024 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.129253 0 n/a n/a n/a

L-file  Simulation 100 m - doy 183

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.38 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 100 m on doy 184 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:39.12893 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:30.07965 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.129722 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:38.26445 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:29.92725 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.1295 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:39.62925 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.35871 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.129983 0 n/a n/a n/a

L-file  Simulation 100 m - doy 184

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

 

Table 4.39 The processed spherical coordinate using L-file simulation 100 m on doy 185 

Station Label (Unit) A priori Adjust (m) Formal Fract Postfit

Latitude (dms) N05:17:39.13017 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:30.11263 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.13033 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:38.25374 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:29.95187 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.129575 0 n/a n/a n/a
Latitude (dms) N05:17:39.63826 0 n/a n/a n/a
Longitude (dms) E105:29:28.38581 0 n/a n/a n/a
Radius (km) 6378.130935 0 n/a n/a n/a

L-file  Simulation 100 m - doy 185

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3
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Based on the values of postfit nrms and fract with respect to the standard 

requirement, the processing using TEQC and RINEX L-file enabled continuation with 

GLOBK computation. However, the processing using simulation L-file could not be 

performed using a GLOBK calculation. 

Table 4.40 The χ2
/f statistics from daily processing using TEQC and RINEX L-file 

Doy 183 184 185 global

Doy 183 184 185 global

1.084 0.657

L-file from TEQC

0.657 1.157

L-file  from RINEX

0.741 1.172 1.075 0.741

f

2χ

f

2χ

 

The primary pointer of GLOBK solution namely χ2
/f is assessed before evaluating 

the coordinate precision. Table 4.40 presents the χ2
/f statistics for daily and global 

processing using TEQC and RINEX L-file. The global processing is a compilation of 

doys 183, 184 and 185. As shown in the table, each value of χ2
/f never exceeded 3.0, 

indicating that each processing had a consistent solution. In doy 184, the two kinds of 

L-file had relatively greater χ2
/f compared to the other doys. 

The estimated coordinate and its standard deviation of processing using RINEX 

and TEQC L-file in Cartesian coordinate referenced to the WGS’84 system as shown 

in Tables 4.41 and 4.42. 

Table 4.41 The processed Cartesian coordinate and its standard deviation 

using RINEX L-file 

X (m) Y (m) Z (m) SX (m) SY (m) SZ (m)

GPA1 -1696220.29791 6120080.53685 588408.69156 0.00633 0.00902 0.00706
GPA2 -1696216.33787 6120084.01438 588382.08929 0.00637 0.00907 0.00707
GPA3 -1696168.95498 6120093.51256 588424.18207 0.00633 0.00901 0.00706

Station
Coordinate Standard Deviation
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Table 4.42 The processed Cartesian coordinate and its standard deviation 

using TEQC L-file 

X (m) Y (m) Z (m) SX (m) SY (m) SZ (m)

GPA1 -1696220.29736 6120080.53641 588408.69104 0.00634 0.00904 0.00703
GPA2 -1696216.33768 6120083.01443 588382.08932 0.00638 0.00908 0.00702
GPA3 -1696168.95500 6120093.51219 588424.18218 0.00633 0.00903 0.00703

Station
Coordinate Standard Deviation

 

As can be seen from Tables 4.41 and 4.42, both L-file inputs provide similarly 

precise estimated coordinates i.e. the horizontal components (X and Z) have similar 

precision of 6-7 mm. The Y component usually has weaker precision than horizontal 

components, and here it is about 9 mm. The precision of all stations is similar at 6-7 

mm for the horizontal and about 9 mm for the vertical component. 

The graphic appearance of deviation standard in two types of processing is shown 

in Figures 4.31, 4.32 and 4.33 showing the different precision between two types of 

processing in sub-millimeters. The results indicate that both have an approximately 

equal station coordinate precision. The a priori coordinate obtained from the result of 

a data quality check with TEQC can be alternatively made as input L-file in GAMIT 

program. It is implemented if there is no accurate a priori coordinate in the 

observation data. 
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Figure 4.31 The processed standard deviation of X using TEQC and RINEX L-file 
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Standard Deviation of Y
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Figure 4.32 The processed standard deviation of Y using TEQC and RINEX L-file 
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Figure 4.33 The processed standard deviation of Z using TEQC and RINEX L-file 

4.3.4 The Effect of Station Weighting Variation 

GAMIT software was utilized in data processing using a principle of tightly 

constrained IGS station positions. Each global station was assigned a coordinate 

weighting of 0.02, and the regional station is 99.9 with reference to the default value 

in sittbl.-file. In addition, the platform station has the weighting of 100. The regional 

and global stations have smaller values than the platform stations’ weighting. The 

value indicates that the reference station has higher precision in the observation. Table 

4.43 shows the various combinations of coordinate weighting. Five types of sittbl.-file 

were processed with various weighting values. 
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Table 4.43 The value of weight in various types of sittbl.-file 

GPA1 GPA2 GPA3  BESE TERE PANJ COCO BAN2 PIMO

Type 1 100 100 100 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9
Type 2 100 100 100 100 100 100 0.02 0.02 0.02
Type 3 100 100 100 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Type 4 100 100 100 99.9 99.9 99.9 0.02 0.02 0.02
Type 5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Weight in sestbl.-file
Station

 

The postfit value of GAMIT daily solution is presented in Figure 4.34 showing 

that all processing had a good result with an nrms of about 0.25. The greatest postfit 

nrms occurred at types 1 and 2 sittbl.-file. The type 1 was processed using the same 

weighting for the international and regional reference stations. The type 2 was 

processed using the same weighting for the observation stations and the regional 

reference stations. The occurrence of greater postfit nrms affected the precision of 

coordinate. The precision of GPS observation was also indicated by the weighting 

value. The value of weight was inversely proportional with the standard deviation, 

where the standard deviation was the indicator of the precision. The increased 

precision signified a greater weighting value. In the aspect of forming sittbl.-file, the 

precision of reference station should be better than the platform station. Therefore, in 

the processing, the weighting of the reference station should be greater than that of the 

observation station. Figure 4.34 also illustrates that the postfit nrms of processing doy 

184 is relatively lower than the other doys. The value in doy 183 is marginally more 

than doys 184 and 185. 
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Figure 4.34 The processed postfit nrms using various types of sittbl.-file 
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The quality assurance of the GLOBK solution presented in the χ2
/f statistics is 

given in Table 4.44. Each daily and global processing using various sittbl.-file values 

of χ2
/f never exceeded 3.0. This indicates that each processing had a consistent 

solution. All χ2
/f of doy 184 and doy 185 in the five sittbl.-file types had greater 

values than of that of doy 183. It can also be seen that the solution types 1 and 2 

reveals the same value of χ2
/f. 

Table 4.44 The χ2
/f statistics from daily processing using various types of sittbl.-file 

Doy 183 184 185 global

0.806 1.157 1.084

Type 1

0.806

Doy 183 184 185 global

Doy 183 184 185 global

Doy 183 184 185 global

Type 4

0.657 1.157 1.084 0.657

Type 3

0.884 1.125 1.074 0.884

0.806

0.806 1.157 1.084 0.806

Type 2

0.806 1.157 1.084

Doy 183 184 185 global

Type 5

0.806 1.172 1.075 0.806

0.657 1.157 1.084 0.657

f

2χ

f

2χ

f

2χ

f

2χ

f

2χ

 

The output of GLOBK computation delivers a 3-D Cartesian coordinate. The 

computation result of each type is presented in Table 4.45, clearly showing types 1 

and 2 had the same value of coordinate. Meanwhile, slightly different values were 

attained in the other results. 
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Table 4.45 The processed Cartesian coordinate using various types of sittbl.-file 

X (m) -1696220.34368 -1696220.34368 -1696220.46514 -1696220.31236 -1696220.36166

Y (m) 6120080.51595 6120080.51595 6120081.37495 6120080.41541 6120080.52660

Z (m) 588408.73559 588408.73559 588408.75091 588408.71304 588408.71483

X (m) -1696216.38393 -1696216.38393 -1696216.50474 -1696216.35268 -1696216.40180

Y (m) 6120084.09368 6120084.09368 6120084.05239 6120084.09443 6120084.00437

Z (m) 588382.13325 588382.13325 588382.14887 588382.11132 588382.11241

X (m) -1696168.90081 -1696168.90081 -1696168.92185 -1696168.96900 -1696168.91869

Y (m) 6120093.49166 6120093.49166 6120093.35036 6120093.39219 6120093.50220
Z (m) 588424.22606 588424.22606 588424.24152 588424.20418 588424.20523

GPA3

GPA2

GPA1

Station Label Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5

 

Processing generated the standard deviations of X, Y and Z from various types of 

sittbl.-file which are presented in Figures 4.35, 4.36 and 4.37. 
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Figure 4.35 The processed standard deviation of X using various types of sittbl.-file 
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Standard Deviation of Y
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Figure 4.36 The processed standard deviation of Y using various types of sittbl.-file 
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Figure 4.37 The processed standard deviation of Z using various types of sittbl.-file 

As Figures 4.35, 4.36 and 4.37 show, the solution of types 3 and 5 had a 

comparatively greater standard deviation than that of the other solutions. Types 1 and 

2 solutions had an equal value of standard deviation. 

In order to summarize, it can be emphasized that a greater weighting of the 

reference station than the observation station is supposed to be used during the 

GAMIT/GLOBK processing. In the processing, the observation station definitely 
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refers to these reference stations, therefore the reference stations should have better 

precision than the observation station. 

Based on the result in the customizing strategy for an improved GPS solution, 

processing long-baseline GPS using GAMIT/GLOBK for monitoring Pulai offshore 

platform requires several considerations as follows: 

1. The potential of global and regional reference stations are required in the 

processing to enhance the coordinate precision. The selection of these stations 

is considered in a determination of four aspects: (i) the number of reference 

stations; (ii) configuration of the network; (iii) the distance between the 

stations and also (iv) the quality RINEX data on the day of computation. 

The first aspect is implemented, in this study, using a Malaysian primary 

station as the regional reference station and the IGS station as the global 

reference. The result of the processing without these regional stations has an 

imprecise coordinate. The processing cannot resolve any bias and error as a 

result of the excessive distance between Pulai platform station and the IGS 

stations. The Malaysian primary stations were selected to enhance the 

precision of coordinate as these primary stations have a relatively shorter 

distance to the Pulai platform. It was thought this might lead to a better 

network configuration to increase the precision. The GPS regional station as a 

reference should be utilized for the long-baseline processing. 

2. The session length of 24-hour observation yields a higher precision coordinate 

compared to the 2, 4, 6 and 12 hour durations. 

3. The a priori coordinate of GPS station from RINEX and TEQC enables use as 

input for L-file in the processing. 

4. The greater weighting values of the GPS observation station than the reference 

station i.e. 100, 99.9 and 0.02 are suitable for observation, regional and global 

stations respectively. 

4.4 The Deformation Monitoring of an Offshore Platform 

The next section gives the results of GAMIT/GLOBK processing for GPS platform 

deformation. The analysis is separated into evaluation of output GAMIT/GLOBK and 
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assessment of the Pulai station coordinate and its precision. Then a displacement test 

was performed for further analysis. 

4.4.1 The Primary Indicator of GAMIT and GLOBK Solutions 

As described in the previous section, the primary indicator for determining an 

acceptable GAMIT result is the normalized root mean square. Generally with the 

default weighting system, a high-quality result generates an nrms on 0.25 [121]. The 

value is found in Q-file as one GAMIT output. 

Figure 4.38 (a) illustrates the nrms of the daily GAMIT result from Q-file showing 

the nrms is about 0.2 and the value of each daily processing is very similar. This was 

identified as high-quality data with randomly distributed error and the correct station a 

priori weight. There are no apparent serious modelling problems as the nrms are 

relatively small and less than 0.25. Figure 4.38 (b) depicts the mean and standard 

deviations of postfit nrms in each epoch. The mean postfit nrms of epochs 2 and 3 

have the same value i.e. about 0.20, while epoch 1 is equal to 0.15. Figure 4.38 (b) 

also displays a standard deviation value of epochs 2 and 3 which equal to 0.01. This 

standard deviation is lower than the value of epoch 1. 
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(a) The postfit nrms 
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(b) The mean and standard deviation of postfit nrms 

Figure 4.38 The primary quality from daily GAMIT processing 

The primary quality assurance statistic of GLOBK solution is the χ2
/f. Table 4.46 

shows the χ2
/f statistics from daily and global processing. The global is processed 

using a combination of all daily results. In this study, the processing took place for 

seven days’ observations in the first epoch and for eight days in the second and third 

epochs. As the table shows, the greatest individual value is 0.914 for day 2 in the first 

epoch. The value never exceeded 3.0 for all solutions, indicating that each of the 

campaigns was internally and externally consistents [52]. 

Table 4.46 The χ2
/f statistics from daily and global processing 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 global

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 global

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 global

0.654

Epoch 1

0.645 0.914 0.727 0.502 0.511 0.449 0.468

0.5640.2770.446 0.7250.597

0.559

Epoch 3

0.564 0.461

0.469

0.463 0.571

Epoch 2

0.559 0.433 0.460 0.393 0.151 0.356 0.739
f

2χ

f

2χ

f

2χ
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4.4.2 The Estimated Station Coordinates and their Standard Deviations 

One GLOBK input is H-file, which collates the daily processing in the campaign and 

then is combined into a global result. One GLOBK result is the coordinate in the local 

system with horizontal components i.e. North (N) and East (E), and vertical 

component i.e. Up (U) and also their standard deviations. Table 4.37 shows the 

estimated coordinates of Pulai platform station in the local system. The N, E and U 

are the products of adjustment in geodetic latitude, longitude and height. 

Table 4.47 shows N, E and U coordinates in meters for six platform stations: 

GPA1, GPA2, GPA3, GPB1, GPB2 and GPB3 from processing epochs 1, 2 and 3. As 

the table shows, there is a slightly different value in the third N, E and U coordinates. 

Table 4.47 The estimated coordinate in local system 

Epoch 1 Epoch 2 Epoch 3

North (m) 593207.8925 593207.8905 593207.8882
East (m) 11692467.7719 11692467.7728 11692467.7748
Up (m) 38.3422 38.3371 38.3344
North (m) 593181.0053 593181.0033 593181.0020
East (m) 11692463.0295 11692463.0305 11692463.0319
Up (m) 38.2190 38.2139 38.2108
North (m) 593223.5316 593223.5296 593223.5273
East (m) 11692414.8380 11692414.8390 11692414.8370
Up (m) 38.8691 38.8640 38.8654
North (m) 593494.3370 593494.3350 593494.3339
East (m) 11691033.5798 11691033.5807 11691033.5817
Up (m) 31.6556 31.6504 31.6531
North (m) 593481.5183 593481.5163 593481.5139
East (m) 11691021.5971 11691021.5981 11691021.5932
Up (m) 31.6920 31.6875 31.6855
North (m) 593510.3997 593510.3978 593510.4017
East (m) 11690987.0854 11690987.0863 11690987.0883
Up (m) 27.9370 27.9319 27.9346

GPB2

GPB3

Station
Coordinate

GPA1

GPA2

GPA3

GPB1

 

Figure 4.39 shows the standard deviations of N, E and U. This figure indicates 

there is a slightly different standard deviation between processing of first, second and 
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third epochs. The horizontal components i.e. N and E have a similar precision of 5 to 

6 mm. The vertical component, U, usually has weaker precision than the horizontal 

component, which in this case is about 8 mm. This result concurs with Rozsa, et al 

(2005), who found the precision of vertical positioning using GPS technique is even 

weaker than the precision for horizontal positioning [40]. Figure 4.39 also shows that 

the precision of the six stations among the three epochs’ processing is similar for 

horizontal and vertical components. 
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(a) The standard deviation of North 
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(b) The standard deviation of East 
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Standard Deviation of Up
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(c) The standard deviation of Up 

Figure 4.39 The standard deviations of N, E and U coordinates 

4.4.3 The Displacement Test 

As mentioned in sub-section 4.4.2, the results yield different coordinates between two 

consecutive epochs. This difference is called movement. As shown in Table 4.48 and 

Figure 4.40, there are horizontal and vertical movements between each of two epochs 

(Epochs 1-2, Epochs 2-3 and Epochs 1-3). The horizontal movement is shown by 

magnitude and direction. The magnitude is the value of these movements while the 

direction is azimuth from a station in the first epoch to the station in the second epoch 

at the same station. 

Table 4.48 The horizontal differences between two epochs 

Magnitude (m) Direction Magnitude (m) Direction Magnitude (m) Direction

GPA1 0.0022 155o 19' 09.9'' 0.0031 138o 35' 04.6'' 0.0052 145o 40' 08.9''

GPA2 0.0022 154o 36' 51.1" 0.0019 134o 21' 56.7" 0.0041 145o 18' 25.4"

GPA3 0.0022 154o 09' 04.2" 0.0030 220o 26' 12.4" 0.0044 193o 13' 04.6"

GPB1 0.0021 155o 57' 13.4" 0.0014 139o 13' 33.5" 0.0035 149o 12' 34.2"

GPB2 0.0023 155o 36' 49,9" 0.0054 64o 28' 38.8" 0.0059 41o 47' 00.7"

GPB3 0.0022 154o 31' 52.7" 0.0044 27o 29' 34.2" 0.0036 56o 27' 59.3"

Station
Epoch1-Epoch2 Epoch2-Epoch3 Epoch1-Epoch3
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Figure 4.40 The vertical differences between two epochs 

Table 4.48 shows that the magnitude of coordinate difference is generally a few 

millimeters. A different direction is found in the horizontal movement between two 

epochs. The vertical movement is shown in Figure 4.40. The largest and smallest 

values of the movement is 0.0082 mm at point GPA2 i.e. between epochs 1-3 and -

0.0028 mm at point GPB1 i.e. between epochs 2-3 respectively. Almost all of the 

movements have a positive value. It is noted that the value of the first epoch is greater 

than the second epoch. 

Figure 4.41 (a) illustrates the horizontal movement of points PGA1, PGA2 and 

PGA3, while Figure 4.41 (b) presents points PGB1, PGB2 and PGB3. The movement 

is represented by magnitude and direction between epochs 1-2, epochs 2-3 and epochs 

2-3. 
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(a) Horizontal movement points GPA1, GPA2 and GPA3 

 

(b) Horizontal movement points GPB1, GPB2 and GPB3 

Figure 4.41 The graphic of horizontal movement 
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A significant detection of movement is performed by the statistical test. The test 

utilized t-distribution including the value of displacement (∆dij) and its standard 

deviation (S∆dij) which is calculated by Equations 3.13 and 3.14. In this study, the t-

test used a confidence level of 95% (α=5%) then t-value (∞, 0.025) from t-distribution 

table was 1.960. Table 4.49 depicts displacement, its standard deviation and also T-

computed for six stations. 

Table 4.49 (a) depicts the t-test result of displacement between epochs 1 and 2. 

Table 4.49 (b) is the result between epochs 2 and 3 while Table 4.49 (c) shows the T 

value between epochs 1 and 3. The T values of the six stations are less than 1.960, 

which indicates that a significant displacement is not found in all stations in three 

observation epochs. It could be a statistically emphasized that with a 95% confidence 

level, there is no observed deformation of the platform in the three epochs. 

Table 4.49 The displacement, its standard deviation and T-computed 

(a) Between epochs 1 and 2 

∆∆∆∆d12 (m) σσσσ(∆∆∆∆d12) (m)

GPA1 0.0055 0.0108 0.513
GPA2 0.0056 0.0108 0.521
GPA3 0.0056 0.0108 0.515
GPB1 0.0057 0.0109 0.521
GPB2 0.0050 0.0107 0.473
GPB3 0.0056 0.0108 0.515

Station
Displacement

T

 

(b) Between epochs 2 and 3 

∆∆∆∆d23(m) σσσσ(∆∆∆∆d23) (m)

GPA1 0.0041 0.0098 0.416
GPA2 0.0036 0.0106 0.341
GPA3 0.0033 0.0090 0.372
GPB1 0.0031 0.0108 0.289
GPB2 0.0058 0.0091 0.634
GPB3 0.0052 0.0092 0.569

Station
Displacement

T
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(c) Between epochs 1 and 3 

∆∆∆∆d13 (m) σσσσ(∆∆∆∆d13) (m)

GPA1 0.0094 0.0106 0.887
GPA2 0.0092 0.0109 0.842
GPA3 0.0057 0.0095 0.603
GPB1 0.0043 0.0094 0.459
GPB2 0.0088 0.0102 0.863
GPB3 0.0043 0.0097 0.439

Station
Displacement

T

 

GPS data quality assessment from GAMIT and GLOBK solutions applied a value 

of postfit nrms and χ2
/f. Analysis of postfit nrms revealed that it was good quality data 

and the appropriate procedure. Additionally, evaluation of the χ2
/f statistics to check 

the quality of output GLOBK showed that each epoch was internally and externally 

consistents. Based on the result of processing GPS data, it can be inferred that there 

were coordinate differences among the three epoch observations. These differences 

nevertheless were not statistically categorized as a significant displacement resulting 

from the significance test using t-distribution. The differences were not displacement 

but caused by the random measurement error as mentioned by Erol, et al [7]. 

When utilizing scientific software such as GAMIT/GLOBK, it is notable that the 

software is applicable for processing GPS data for deformation. Focusing on the 

analysis of GPS technique, it is emphasized that GPS relative positioning is 

considered reliable method for deformation monitoring of an offshore platform. The 

technique can detect a relatively small deformation in the order of a few centimeters, 

or even several millimeters. In order to obtain that level of precision, the usage of 

GPS technique can be implemented with some appropriate considerations which 

begin with selection of a dual frequency geodetic GPS receiver, antenna GPS receiver 

and application of a specific approach for both observation and processing. The 

appropriate criteria of antenna characteristics are highly significant because generally 

different kinds of receivers and antennas have different characters [132]. The different 

antenna characteristics have a significant effect in the resulting coordinate precision, 

if it is incorrectly modelled. 
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GPS observation requires good survey planning and appropriate field occupation 

e.g. observation duration, cut-off angle and recording interval. Processing requires 

checking data quality; selecting number and configuration of reference station, a 

priori coordinate and station weighting; removing error and bias; and resolving any 

ambiguity to achieve good monitoring performance. Several options are used as input 

parameters to determine strategy of processing in scientific software such as 

GAMIT/GLOBK. 

Therefore, the platform deformation can be monitored using GPS relative 

positioning technique which is processed using scientific software in an effort to 

increase the safety and life-time of a platform. The next section describes the detailed 

application of GPS displacement data for the structural integrity assessment. 

4.5 The application of GPS Coordinate for the Structural Integrity 

The goal of structural analysis was to identify events and conditions that would 

instigate structural failures of the platforms associated with the GPS deformation 

result. The information was then used within a reliability model to assess the 

uncertainties in the load and resistance models and to estimate failure probabilities. 

The following section is the result of the platform simulation model and the 

application of GPS deformation result for the structural integrity assessment. 

4.5.1 The Platform Prototype 

An analytical model of an offshore platform was developed for deformation 

simulation using SAP2000 version 10.0.1. A well platform with a water depth of 46.8 

m was selected for analysis. It has four main piles (legs) with four decks namely 

upper, mezzanine, lower and sump decks. 

The prototype of the offshore platform is illustrated in Figures 4.42 (a) and (b). 

Figure 4.42 (a) illustrates the platform in extrude view to present a real dimension of 

the platform. The frame view of the platform is presented in Figure 4.42 (b). The 

platform has four restraint points A, B, C and D as joints are located at the main piles 
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of the platform. The restraint points were used as a basic element for the evaluation of 

the integrity assessment. The detail of the platform structure is described in the 

following sections. 

 

(a) The extrude view 

 

(b) The frame view 

Figure 4.42 The prototype of the offshore platform 
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D
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4.5.1.1 The Platform Structure 

The offshore platform design is a representation of a typical Jacket structure. Figure 

4.43 is a schematic diagram of the platform at all levels of elevation. 

 

Figure 4.43 The schematic diagram of the platform at different levels 

The whole platform was installed at 46.8 m elevation from the mud line. Chart 

datum was taken at MSL i.e. zero elevation. The elevation of all decks for sump, 

lower, mezzanine and upper decks are (+)8.1 m, (+)11.7 m, (+)14.7 m and (+)18.9 m, 

respectively. 

The horizontal framing of the upper deck, mezzanine deck, lower deck, sump 

deck, elevations at (+)4.5 m, (-)10.5 m, (-)28.5 m and (-)46.8 m can be seen in 

Appendix G. There are eight elevations in the entire platform structure. The top part 

of the structure i.e. upper deck, is located at an elevation of (+)18.9 m, while the 

bottom elevation is (-)46.8 m. 
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4.5.1.2 The Jacket Structure 

The jacket structure consists of an assemblage of structural elements to withstand 

brace buckling and improve the rigidity of the piles. The jacket was built as a bottom 

line structure platform, anchored to the seabed. The following Figure 4.44 depicts the 

jacket structure in extrude view. 

 

Figure 4.44 The jacket structure 

4.5.1.3 The Deck Structure 

The structural platform of the deck is the upper section of the jacket. The deck 

platform consists of upper, mezzanine, sump and lower decks, all were built using 

truss and bracing to reinforce the deck rigidity. Girders were installed as main 

structure on each level, constructed with main and secondary framing. The deck 

structure is shown in Figure 4.45. 

 

Figure 4.45 The deck structure 
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4.5.2 The Application of Restraint Simulation 

The simulation values of the restraint are described in Figures 4.46, 4.47 and 4.48. 

The one month value of dy is 0.0022 m, 0.0017 m, 0.0021 m and 0.0015 m for points 

A, B, C and D respectively. The one month dx value for point A is -0.0015 m, point B 

is -0.0012 m, point C is 0.0005 m and point D is -0.0009 m. The dz of 0.0039 m, 

0.0041 m, 0.0018 m and 0.0012 m in that order are the one month value for points A, 

B, C and D. 
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Figure 4.46 The simulation of North displacement 
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Displacement Simulation in East
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Figure 4.47 The simulation of East displacement 
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Figure 4.48 The simulation of Up displacement 

As it is mentioned in Figure 4.46-4.48, displacements of North, East and Up are 

treated as dy, dx and dz respectively for restraint inputs in SAP processing. Restraints 
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of the four joints on the upper deck were investigated to check whether they impacted 

on the other joints and the frame of the platform. An evaluation of results was carried 

out on several selected joints around the main pile of the platform at each elevation. 

Figures 4.49-4.56 present specific joints at each elevation. Figures 4.49, 4.50, 4.51 

and 4.52 show the joint restraints on the upper, mezzanine, lower and sump decks. 

Figures 4.53, 4.54, 5.55 and 5.56 respectively illustrate the joint restraints at elevation 

(+)4.5 m, (-)10.5 m, (-)28.5 m and (-)46.8 m and Figure 4.49 presents a particular 

joint on the upper deck. The point numbers of 68 (A), 66 (B), 67 (C) and 69 (D) are 

joint restraints, while the numbers 70, 71, 78, 79, 80, 84, 85, 86, 114, 115, 122 and 

225 are selected joints around the restraint. 

 
Figure 4.49 Joint restraints on the upper deck 

Figures 4.50 and 4.51 illustrate particular joints on the mezzanine and lower 

decks. These joints restraints are indicated by point numbers 468 (A), 457 (B), 462 

(C) and 458 (D) in Figure 4.50 and numbers 64 (A), 62 (B), 63 (C) and 65 (D) in 

Figure 4.51. The un-circled remaining numbers in Figures 4.50 and 4.51 are selected 

joints around the restraint on the mezzanine and lower decks. 
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Figure 4.50 Joint restraints on the mezzanine deck 

 
Figure 4.51 Joint restraints on the lower deck 
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Figure 4.52 presents joint restraints of point numbers 159 (A), 157 (B), 158 (C) 

and 160 (D) on the sump deck. The un-circled remaining numbers are selected joints 

around the restraint i.e. 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169 and 170. 

 

Figure 4.52 Joint restraints on the sump deck 

Figure 4.53 shows joint restraints at elevation (+)4.5 m i.e. 3 (A), 1 (B), 2 (C) and 

4 (D). Figure 4.54 depicts joint restraints at elevation (-)10.5 m i.e. 5 (A), 6 (B), 8 (C) 

and 7 (D) while Figure 5.55 presents joint restraints at elevation (-)28.5 m i.e. 9 (A), 

10 (B), 12 (C) and 11 (D). 
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Figure 4.53 Joint restraints at elevation (+)4.5 m 

 

Figure 4.54 Joint restraints at elevation (-)10.5 m 
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Figure 4.55 Joint restraints at elevation (-)28.5 m 

Figure 4.56 illustrates certain joint at an elevation of (-)46.8 m with point numbers 

13 (A), 14 (B), 16 (C) and 15 (D). 

 

Figure 4.56 Joint restraints at elevation (-)46.8 m 
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Table 4.50 summaries the selected joints at each elevation and shows the number 

of selected joints on the mezzanine deck is more than the other decks and there are 

only four s The navigation file consists of one or more blocks of broadcast ephemeris 

data recorded by the receiver from the satellite’s transmission. An example of a 

RINEX navigation file, with an ephemeris block for satellites is given in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 presents the ephemeris of the satellite. 

elected points at the fourth elevation of the jacket structure. These joints were 

selected with the assumption that the joints nearest to the main pile have a higher 

effect on the stability of the platform. 

Table 4.50 The numbers of selected joints at each elevation 

Main Pile Around Main Pile

Upper deck 66,67,68,69 70,71,78,79,80,84,85,86,114,115,122,225
Mezzanine deck 335,458,462,478 278,406,436,457,459,461,465,468,483,488,490

491,509,517,520,534,537,563,572,574,578
Lower deck 62,63,64,65 72,73,81,82,83,89,90,91,92,93,120,121,140,327

330,331
Sump deck 157,158,159,160 161,162,163,164,165,166,167,168,169,170
Elevation (+)4.5m 1,2,3,4
Elevation (-)10.5 m 5,6,7,8
Elevation (-)28.5 m 9,10,11,12
Elevation (-)46.8 m 13,14,15,16

Number of Joint
Frame

 

One output of operational SAP2000 software is translation and rotation. In this 

research, analysis of the effect of GPS deformation result to structural integrity was 

carried out using the values of translation and rotation. The analysis was implemented 

at selected joints on all elevations. The analysis of translation and rotation values of 

selected joints on the upper deck and the seabed i.e. elevation (-)46.8 m is described 

in Chapter 4. The values of translation and rotation of these elevations is illustrated in 

Figures 4.57, 4.58 and 4.59, while figures of values at the other decks and the other 

elevations are shown in Appendix G. 

Figures 4.57 (a), 4.57 (b) and 4.57 (c) present the value of translations toward 

three axes. At several joints, the translation values to X axis (U1) are positive, 
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whereas the other joints are negative. As Figure 4.57 (b) shows, translations toward Y 

axis (U2) for all joints are positive. Translations toward Z axis (U3) in Figure 4.57 (c) 

for all joints are negative. It may be deduced that the value of all translations in each 

joint increases almost linearly according to the increase of restraint values at four 

main piles. 
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(a) The translation to X axis 
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(b) The translation to Y axis 
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(c) The translation to Z axis 

Figure 4.57 The translation on the upper deck 
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Rotation X
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(a) The rotation to X axis 
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(b) The rotation to Y axis 
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Rotation Z
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(c) The rotation to Z axis 

Figure 4.58 The rotation on the upper deck 

Figure 4.58 presents rather differing results in the value of rotation compared to 

the result in Figure 4.57. Rotations to X axis (R1) for all joints have a negative value. 

The rotation toward Y axis (R2) and Z axis (R3) is positive at several joints, but 

negative at the other joints. The two joints in rotation to Y axis (R2) are negative; 

additionally three joints have negative rotation to Z axis (R3). The other joints have a 

positive rotation. This is similar to the translation phenomena i.e. all rotations to three 

axes in each joint increase almost linearly according to the increase of restraint values 

at four main piles. 

Figure 4.59 (a) illustrates that the value of translation at the seabed elevation 

(+)46.8 m for the direction of three axes (X, Y, Z) is equal to zero. It was noted that 

there was no translation value at the lowest elevation. The translation value to X axis 

is positive at several joints, but negative at the other joints. All translations in each 

joint increase almost linearly according to the increase of restraint values at four main 

piles. 
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(a) The translation in the directions of X, Y, Z 
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(b) The rotation in the directions of X, Y, Z 

Figure 4.59 The translation and rotation at elevation (-)46.8 m 
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With reference to Figures 4.46-4.48, the greatest value displacement of North is 

approximately 18-26 cm, East is around 6-18 cm and Up is about 15-50 cm in the 

epoch of 10 years. Figure 4.58 shows that the great effect occurs on the upper deck 

with the value of U1 = ±6 cm (point 67), U2 = ±30 cm (point 68), U3 = ±60 cm (point 

78), R1 = ±3 radian (point 80), R2 = ±0.5 radian (point 67) and R3 = ±1 radian (point 

84). The greatest effect arises at the translation in the direction of Z. In the seabed, in 

Figure 4.59, the achievement value of R1 = ±5 radian (point 13), R2 = ±0.3 radian 

(point 14), R3 = ±0.1 radian (point 14) with no translation effect of in the directions of 

X, Y and Z. 

Appendix G illustrates the graphic values of translation and rotation towards three 

axes at mezzanine, lower, sump decks and at elevations (+)4.5 m, (-)10.5 m, (-)28.5 

m. From Appendix G, it can be summarized that translation and rotation values to 

three axes can be positive and negative. In general, all translations and rotations in 

each joint increase gradually with the increase of restraint value at four major piles. 

For this research, the aim of the assessment was to identify whether a platform 

was deformed or not. It is useful to avoid any effect contributing to the damage of the 

platform. This result is important for the sustainability of the platform and the 

mitigation preference. It can be particularly high regarding the size of the services and 

the quantity of lost production for the duration of any major shutdown. 

Applying displacements at a few joints on the platform affects the values of 

translation and rotation at all joints. These translations and rotations increase due to 

the raise in the value of displacement. The displacement is therefore able to be used as 

important information to the maintenance division as initial identification of platform 

damage. 

The output of SAP2000 computation as a 3-D deformed platform is visualised in 

Figure 4.60. After assigning the restraint, the shape of the original platform changes to 

become a deformable platform. This indicates that any restraint at a particular point 

impacts upon the stability of the platform. 
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Figure 4.60 Deformed platforms 

As shown by Johnson, et al (2004), structural monitoring was classified into two 

types: global and local [99]. The GPS technique provides global information on the 

performance of the deformable structure which is utilized to check the damage of the 

platform. In this technique, the level of damage-identification assessment displays that 

the damage occurred in the geometric location of the structure and the meticulous 

quantification deformation is achieved. Additionally, the technique is capable of 

identifying failure of the platform over long periods of time. 

Based on the results, it can be summarised that the values of all translations and 

rotations to X, Y and Z axes in each joint increase almost linearly according to the 

increase of restraint values in four main piles. It means that the existence of 

displacement value in a certain point will influence the stability of other points. By 

providing the displacement value at the four points on the piles of the platform, the 

figure of original platform deforms to a damage one. From the previous discussion, it 

is suggested that a structural integrity assessment can be accepted as a viable 

technique with respect to deformation monitoring. The precise GPS observation can 

be fully utilized in a global structural analysis to determine the displacement value. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

This dissertation focused on the customization of GPS data processing for monitoring 

an offshore platform deformation using GAMIT/GLOBK software. The output of the 

processing is position time series, used to determine magnitude and direction of 

deformation. In the final stage of this study, the GPS deformation was applied for 

structural integrity assessment of a platform. After presenting the results and the 

discussion in Chapter 4, this chapter describes the conclusions of the research and 

recommendations for future studies. 

5.1 Conclusions 

Based on the previous discussion, several conclusions are explained as follows: 

i. The result of network simulation identified that the use of the commercial GPS 

software in processing short-baselines is generally suitable to determine station 

coordinates where precision of the coordinate of the observed station is sub-

millimeters level. Also, the commercial software has a different capability in 

processing local and global stations of GPS network simulations. The difference 

is mainly in term of coordinate precision results and the length of baseline. 

However, the commercial software is inappropriate to produce high precision 

output for processing long-baseline stations such as involving IGS station. For 

long-baseline solutions which is over 500 km, or for more precise results, a 

more sophisticated analysis in data processing is required through scientific 

software. Scientific software has the features to avoid unmodelled errors or 

errors uncounted in commercial software. 
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ii. The global and regional stations are required in the GPS long-baseline 

processing as reference stations to enhance the output coordinate precision. The 

selection of these stations configuration together with the distance among the 

stations and the quality RINEX data on the day of computation is a necessary 

consideration. In addition, the use of a Malaysian primary station as a regional 

network increased the coordinate precision of the monitored (offshore platform) 

stations in this study. The result showed that the processing without these 

stations yields an unrealistic coordinate precisions caused by the long distance 

between object stations and IGS stations, together with bad network 

configuration. It is therefore suggested that GPS regional station as a reference 

should be utilized to the long-baseline processing. A scenario of processing 

using 24-hour session length observation data, a weighting coordinate of user 

station greater than the reference station and appropriate a priori coordinate for 

adjustment computation were observed have enhanced the precision. 

iii. According to the result of deformation analysis, it can be inferred that there was 

a magnitude of direction and coordinate differences among three epoch of GPS 

observations. Nevertheless, these differences were not statistically categorized 

as a factual displacement as a result of the significance test. From the outcome 

of this study, it was proven the GPS relative positioning technique is a reliable 

method for deformation monitoring of an offshore platform. This is due to its 

capability of detecting deformation magnitude in a few centimeters, or even 

several millimeters levels. 

iv. To achieve high level precision result, the usage of GPS technique can be 

implemented with some appropriate considerations which begin with selection 

of a GPS receiver instrument of dual frequency geodetic type and application of 

a particular approach in both observation and processing. GPS observation is 

required along with good survey planning and appropriate field occupation e.g. 

duration length, cut-off angle and recording interval. The processing strategy, 

e.g. using a number and configuration of reference stations, selecting a priori 

coordinate and station weighting, removing error and bias, and checking data 

quality. It is also emphasized that for such high precision positioning purposes, 

such as the above millimeters level deformation detection, the utilization of high 
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performance software such as GAMIT/GLOBK for processing GPS data is 

recommended. 

v. With reference to the application of GPS deformation outcome for structural 

integrity assessment, the conclusion is that the value of deformation has a 

potentially significant effect on the performance of the platform. By providing 

the displacement value at the upper position of four points on the platform main 

pile, all translations and rotations to X, Y, Z axes in all joints increase almost 

linearly proportional to the increase of restraint value. This means that the 

existence of displacement value at a particular point will influence the stability 

of other points. It is therefore apparent that a deformation monitoring using GPS 

can be accepted as a viable technique with respect to structural integrity 

assessment for an offshore platform. 

5.2 Recommendations and Future Works 

Recommendation and further studies of applying GPS data for structural integrity 

assessment are: 

i. Eventhough deformation analysis result has shown a small movement to 

offshore platform observed which is the Pulai platform, continuos deformation 

monitoring using GPS is recommended. 

ii. As enhancement to the monitoring of offshore platform using GPS, the RTK 

method is recommended to be applied in the future so that the deformation 

analysis in almost near real-time could be done. 

iii. As GPS technique has shown its capability to monitor deformation for Jacket-

type platform, this application could be extended to the other types at platform 

such as Gravity Base Structure, Compliant Tower or Jack-up, Tension Leg 

Platform, Semi Submersible, Spar or Floating Production Storage and 

Offloading. 

iv. The structural integrity assessment is mainly focussed on deformation 

monitoring of the offshore platform resulted from fix point assumption of 
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jacket part in the seabed. In the future, this application can be extended for 

subsidence investigation of the soil beneath the platform. 

v. The study looks into the integrity assessment on the displacement of structural 

joints of the platform. The structural analysis could be extended to investigate 

load distribution and stress analysis on structural elements of the offshore 

platform. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

RINEX FORMAT OBSERVATION 

 

     2.10           OBSERVATION DATA    G (GPS)             RINEX VERSION / TYPE 
DAT2RINW 3.10 001   Patrick             15AUG03  4:14:46    PGM / RUN BY / DATE  
Fugro               Fugro                                   OBSERVER / AGENCY    
00018354            TRIMBLE 4000SSI     Nav 7.29 Sig 3.07   REC # / TYPE / VERS  
00082829            TR GEOD L1/L2 GP                        ANT # / TYPE         
----------------------------------------------------------- COMMENT              
Offset from BOTTOM OF ANTENNA to PHASE CENTER is  62.5 mm   COMMENT              
----------------------------------------------------------- COMMENT              
PUB2                                                        MARKER NAME          
PUB2                                                        MARKER NUMBER        
 -1694872.2215  6120426.0648   588679.5557                  APPROX POSITION XYZ  
        1.5950        0.0000        0.0000                  ANTENNA: DELTA H/E/N 
*** Above antenna height is from mark to BOTTOM OF ANTENNA. COMMENT              
----------------------------------------------------------- COMMENT              
Note: The above offsets are CORRECTED.                      COMMENT              
Raw Offsets: H=      1.6670 E=      0.0000 N=      0.0000   COMMENT              
----------------------------------------------------------- COMMENT              
     1     1     0                                          WAVELENGTH FACT L1/2 
     4    L1    C1    L2    P2                              # / TYPES OF OBSERV  
    15.000                                                  INTERVAL             
  2003     8    12     0     1   15.0000000                 TIME OF FIRST OBS    
  2003     8    12    23    45   15.0000000                 TIME OF LAST OBS     
     0                                                      RCV CLOCK OFFS APPL  
    28                                                      # OF SATELLITES      
     1  1347  1348  1333  1333                              PRN / # OF OBS       
     2  1898  1898  1879  1879                              PRN / # OF OBS       
     3  1404  1404  1399  1399                              PRN / # OF OBS       
     4  1881  1881  1867  1867                              PRN / # OF OBS       
     5  2293  2294  2257  2257                              PRN / # OF OBS       
     6  1889  1890  1855  1855                              PRN / # OF OBS       
     7  2126  2126  2109  2109                              PRN / # OF OBS       
     8  1359  1360  1340  1340                              PRN / # OF OBS       
     9  1235  1236  1230  1230                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    10  1410  1410  1402  1402                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    11  1429  1429  1413  1413                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    13  1935  1936  1913  1913                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    14  2139  2140  2117  2117                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    15  1324  1324  1312  1312                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    16  1425  1425  1420  1420                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    17  1437  1439  1396  1396                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    18  1701  1701  1683  1683                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    20  2372  2374  2324  2324                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    21  1356  1356  1338  1338                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    23  1261  1261  1253  1253                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    24  2118  2118  2100  2100                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    25  2038  2038  2024  2024                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    26  1292  1292  1287  1287                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    27  1373  1374  1356  1356                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    28  1440  1442  1415  1415                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    29  1279  1279  1269  1269                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    30  2089  2091  2055  2055                              PRN / # OF OBS       
    31  1426  1427  1419  1419                              PRN / # OF OBS       
                                                            END OF HEADER        
 03  8 12  0  1 15.0000000  0  9  5  6  9 10 17 24 26 29 30 
 -16094668.02315  23565258.05505    -72364.23956  23565264.10246 
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  -8411258.39615  23540836.82805  -6347413.19956  23540843.82846 
  -8047668.90915  24114767.01605  -6115835.38755  24114773.25045 
 -26042626.55616  23334605.75006 -20012310.09456  23334612.51246 
  -3626263.28615  24126352.34405  -2659884.25055  24126359.20345 
 -32990764.73016  22996240.12506  -8830734.16956  22996247.41846 
 -35735755.59517  19940468.06307 -27589748.72357  19940473.59447 
 -32227106.28417  20896466.16407 -24900112.54357  20896472.02347 
  -8917834.25715  23942963.55505  -6719782.16755  23942969.33245 
 03  8 12  0  1 30.0000000  0  9  5  6  9 10 17 24 26 29 30 
 -16096180.55305  23564969.89805    -73542.90146  23564975.72346 
  -8473522.90905  23528988.28905  -6395930.99546  23528994.55946 
  -8097805.36105  24105226.60205  -6154902.79145  24105232.84845 
 -26029873.73006  23337032.28906 -20002372.86646  23337039.07446 
  -3672558.06405  24117543.21105  -2695958.11845  24117551.24245 
 -33013394.10506  22991933.98406  -8848367.49246  22991941.66446 
 -35760465.48607  19935765.78907 -27609003.19147  19935771.46147 
 -32220690.78807  20897687.12507 -24895113.48047  20897692.96147 
  -8926118.13105  23941386.81305  -6726237.19245  23941392.91845 
 03  8 12  0  1 45.0000000  0  9  5  6  9 10 17 24 26 29 30 
 -16097696.10605  23564681.53105    -74723.87646  23564688.32846 
  -8535724.31005  23517151.69505  -6444399.63146  23517157.55546 
  -8147988.08405  24095677.04705  -6194006.23146  24095683.30546 
 -26017152.08606  23339453.53106 -19992459.96046  23339461.00046 
  -3718903.32505  24108723.39805  -2732071.34645  24108730.86745 
 -33035985.69706  22987635.05506  -8865971.35746  22987641.88746 
 -35785011.69007  19931095.03907 -27628130.12147  19931100.75847 
 -32214148.98507  20898931.98407 -24890016.00147  20898937.59847 
  -8934366.55205  23939817.67205  -6732664.55945  23939822.41845 
 03  8 12  0  2  0.0000000  0  9  5  6  9 10 17 24 26 29 30 
 -16099213.09705  23564393.21905    -75906.00346  23564399.47746 
  -8597860.61005  23505327.35205  -6492817.56446  23505333.99646 
  -8198215.07905  24086119.98405  -6233144.22345  24086126.02045 
 -26004460.01206  23341868.72706 -19982570.08046  23341876.43046 
  -3765297.21205  24099895.91405  -2768222.45245  24099902.46545 
 -33058537.36206  22983343.85206  -8883544.11646  22983351.06346 
 -35809392.33207  19926455.55507 -27647128.04147  19926461.16847 
 -32207479.35407  20900201.10207 -24884818.89847  20900206.44547 
  -8942578.07605  23938255.28105  -6739063.17445  23938262.25845 
 03  8 12  0  2 15.0000000  0  9  5  6  9 10 17 24 26 29 30 
 -16100734.09705  23564103.93805    -77091.23546  23564109.83246 
  -8659933.64905  23493515.49205  -6541186.15046  23493521.36346 
  -8248488.39005  24076552.62505  -6272318.25045  24076558.09845 
 -25991799.97606  23344277.63306 -19972705.20046  23344284.37146 
  -3811741.84305  24091057.84405  -2804413.10845  24091063.23445 
 -33081051.17606  22979059.10906  -8901087.37946  22979066.68446 
 -35833609.61507  19921847.14107 -27665998.66847  19921852.91847 
 -32200684.32707  20901494.18007 -24879524.08947  20901499.99247 
  -8950755.17505  23936699.18005  -6745434.99145  23936704.77045 
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APPENDIX B 

 

TOPCON HIPER 

DUAL FREQUENCY RECEIVER GPS 

SPECIFICATION 

Source: http://www.topcon.com.sg/survey/hiperggd.html 
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Topcon TPS Hiper GPS receiver 

for Observation of Simulation Network 
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APPENDIX C 

 

MAIN WINDOW 

COMMERCIAL GPS PROCESSING 

SOFTWARE 

 

C.1 Pinnacle 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Pinnacle 
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C.2 Geogenius 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geogenius 
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C.3 GPSurvey 
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C.4 TGO 
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C.4 Topcon Tools 
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APPENDIX D 

 

TABLE T-DISTRIBUTION CRITICAL 

VALUE 

Source: http://www.im.pwr.wroc.pl/~wilczyn/tablice/ips6e_table-d.pdf 
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APPENDIX E 

 

TRIMBLE 4000 SSI 

GEODETIC GPS RECEIVER 

SPECIFICATION 

Source: www.ashtead-technology.com 

 

 
 

The 4000 SSi offers the highest productivity and accuracy available in a dual frequency GPS 
receiver for post-processed land surveying and mapping applications. The 4000 SSi acquires 
low power satellite signals, maintains a firm locks on signals once acquired and provides 
further improved tracking under conditions of high radio interference. 
 

Key Features 

Millimeters accuracy, geodetic quality measurements. 
Super-track signal processing technology. 
1.0 Mbyte protected internal memory. 
Rugged, lightweight, power thrifty. 
Office Support Module (OSM II) charges up to 5 batteries simultaneously. 
Uses lightweight camcorder batteries (4 standards). 
Fully functional, integrated control panel. 
Fully upgradeable to real-time GPS surveying with Everest multipath removal technology. 
Fully upgradeable to RTCM and event marker inputs, 1 PPS output and NMEA navigation. 
CE Mark compliance. 
 

Technical Specifications 

Memory   1.0 MB 

Power    Nominal 10.5–35 VDC, 9 watts; Triple DC power inputs. 
Office Support Module for AC operations. 

Signal Processing  Multibyte; Maxwell architecture; very low-noise C/A code 
processing; multipath suppression. 

Battery    8 hours operation provided by four camcorder batteries 
Auto-timer (sleep mode) for extended battery life; 
90 days battery warranty. 
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Display Backlit LCD, four lines of 40 large, easy-to-read 
alphanumeric characters. 

Keyboard   Alphanumeric, function and softkey entry. 

Antenna   External input (Lemo). 

Communication Dual RS-232 ports for radio input and data collector control. 
Up to 38400 bauds rate on port 1 and 57600 baud son port 2. 

Certification   FCC and CE Mark approved. 

Temperature   Operating: –20°C to +55°C 
Storage: –30°C to +75°C 

Humidity   100%, fully sealed, buoyant. 

Static Survey Performance Modes: Quick-start, Planned survey, 
Auto-timed survey, Static survey, Fast Static survey. 
Accuracy: 
Horizontal: 

5 mm + 1 ppm (times baseline length). 
Vertical: 

10 mm + 1 ppm (times baseline length). 
Azimuth: 

1 arc second + 5/baseline length in kilometers. 

Assumes 5 satellites (min) tracked continuously with the 
geodetic antenna using the recommended static surveying 
procedures utilizing the L1 and L2 signals at all sites; precise 
ephemeris and meteorological data may be required. 
Fast Static accuracy is a function of occupation time and 
observation conditions. 

Kinematic Survey Performance Modes: Continuous, Stop and Go 
Occupation: Continuous: 1 second measurement times 
Stop and Go: 2 seconds (min) with 5 satellites 
Accuracy: 
Horizontal: 

1 cm + 2 ppm (times baseline length>10 km) 
2 cm + 1 ppm (times baseline length>10 km) 

Vertical: 
2 cm + 1 ppm (times baseline length) 

Accuracies typical with L1/L2 kinematic antenna. 

Start-Up <2 minutes from power-on to start survey. 
<30 seconds with recent ephemeris. 

Tracking 9 channels L1 C/A code, L1/L2 P code, L1/L2 full-cycle 
carrier. 
Fully operational during P-code encryption. 

Data logging   Kinematic or static at 0.5 seconds to 15 minutes intervals. 
26 hours of 5 satellites L1/L2 data at a 15 seconds 
measurement time (type) or 1.8 hours at 1.0 seconds (min). 
Optional memory expansion is available. 

Downloading   Less than one minute to download one hour of 5 satellites. 
L1/L2 data, logged at 15 seconds measurement time: 
38400 baud. 
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Dimensions 

Title (mm)          (inchi)       (kg)  (lbs) 

24.8 cm W x 28 cm D x 10.2 cm H  9.8" W x 11" D x 4" H  3.1 kg 6.8 lbs 
            3.7 kg with 8.2 lbs 

     1 camcorder 
     battery. 
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APPENDIX F 

 

ASPECTS OF DATA PROCESSING 

USING GAMIT/GLOBK 

 

 

This appendix concentrates on aspects of the GAMIT/GLOBK package. The 

GAMIT/GLOBK is comprehensive GPS analysis software developed by 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Scripps, The United States. The following 

explanation contains brief reviews of the GAMIT/ GLOBK and the strategies used in 

processing using GAMIT/GLOBK. 

F.1 The GAMIT Overview 

The GAMIT series of programs analyze GPS phase data to estimate the following 

parameters: station positions i.e. coordinates assumed constant at epoch of data; 

satellite orbital parameters i.e. initial conditions, radiation parameters, phase center 

offsets; Earth Orientation Parameter (EOP), atmospheric delay parameters or time-

dependent zenith delays and gradients; carrier-phase ambiguities [121]. GAMIT is 

categorized as scientific software used for research and precise positioning purposes. 

GAMIT estimates the relative positions of a set of stations and other parameters 

by solving double-differenced phase observations using a weighted least-square 

algorithm. The set of stations are generally well spaced with respect to the unknown 

station within a global network such as IGS. The user is able to insist on different 

constraints on each station coordinate in the solution. Usually, the known stations are 

tightly constrained and the unknown are loosely constrained [52]. After new 

coordinates of the unknown stations are found in the processing, a priori coordinates 

can be renewed by tightened the constraints. 

GAMIT module involves eight basic types input, that are [128]: 

i. Raw data of field GPS measurement. 
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ii. Station coordinates in standard format of L-file. 

iii. Receiver information and antenna type of each station (station.info-file). 

iv. List of satellite and processing scenario (session.info-file). 

v. Initial conditions of orbit satellite in G-file (or tabulated ephemeris in T-file). 

vi. Information of satellite and receiver clocks (I-file, J-file and K-file). 

vii. Control file for analysis (sestbl.-file and sittbl.-file). 

viii. Standard table of lunar/solar ephemeris, earth rotation, geodetic datum and 

information of spacecraft instrument. 

Five main files should be prepared for GAMIT execution, station.info-file, 

session.info-file, sestbl.-file, sittbl.-file, autcln.cmd-file and L-file. Generally, these 

files include information required for processing. 

GAMIT generates the primary solution with only loose constraints on the 

parameter estimates and variance-covariance information. In order to avoid any bias 

of the combination, the last GLOBK stage defines the reference frame by imposing 

constraints on the station coordinates [133]. 

F.2 The GLOBK Overview 

The GLOBK is a Kalman filter with the principal purpose to combine solutions of 

processed primary data from space-geodetic or terrestrial observations. It accepts the 

estimated data and associated covariance matrices for station coordinates and other 

parameters generated from analysis of the primary observation. These main solutions 

should be performed with loose a priori uncertainties assigned to the global 

parameters, enabling the constraints to be applied uniformly in the combined solution 

[134]. 

The common modes or an application in GLOBK is implemented in three parts: 

i. A combination of individual sessions i.e. days of observation to obtain an 

estimate of station coordinates averaged over a multi-day experiment. For 

GPS analysis, orbital parameters can be treated as stochastic, allowing either 

short-arc or long-arc solutions. 
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ii. A combination of experiment-averaged i.e. from (i) estimate of station 

coordinates obtained from several years of observation to estimate station 

velocities. 

iii. A combination of individual session or experiment with station coordinates 

treated as stochastic, thus generating coordinate repeatability for assessment of 

measurement precision over days i.e. session combinations or years i.e. 

experiment combinations. 

A menu with four main steps is applied. In order to get a time series from quasi 

observation i.e. the estimated and associated variance-covariance matrices for station 

coordinates; earth rotation parameters; orbital parameters and source positions 

generated during the analysis of the primary observations. The steps are: 

i. HTOGLB converts the ASCII quasi observation files into binary H-files which 

can be read by GLOBK. The disc space saving is considerable and the reading 

process is accelerated. 

ii. GLRED obtains a time series of station coordinates which can be plotted and 

examined for outliers and appropriate scaling to obtain reasonable 

uncertainties. This second step runs all of the binary H-files from a survey or 

period of continuous observations. When outliers are found, repetition of the 

processing of primary observation for specific days or removal of the H-files 

from these days is required to produce a set of clean data. 

iii. GLOBK is run after a set of clean data has been obtained, to combine the daily 

H-file into a single H-file that represents the estimates of station positions for 

the survey. GLOBK is similar to GLRED, using H-file as input to Kalman 

filter to produce a combined solution, the difference being that GLRED treats 

the H-file independently to generate coordinate repeatability. 

iv. GLORG can be run as part of GLOBK or run separately to define a reference 

frame by applying constraints on the coordinates of a selected group of 

stations. The GLOBK solution is normally in a loose system which is then set 

into the adopted reference system by GLORG. 
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F.3 The GAMIT/GLOBK Installation 

GAMIT is designed to run under any UNIX or LINUX operating system. In this 

research, Fedora Core version 2 was applied for the operating system. The Fedora 

core has a GNU C Compiler (GCC) which played an important role in 

GAMIT/GLOBK software installation. Other software prepared for GPS data 

processing is TEQC, netCDF and GMT. 

TEQC is a free software designed, developed and maintained by the University 

Navstar Consortium (UNAVCO) facility in Boulder, Colorado. A full description of 

this program can be obtained from UNAVCO homepage at 

http://facility.unavco.org/software/teqc/teqc.htmlhttp://www.unavco.ucar.edu/. The 

program takes its name from its three main functions of Translating, Editing and 

Quality Checking RINEX file. TEQC is used for converting to RINEX format and for 

quality checking of observation files in this research. 

netCDF (Network Common Data Form) is a free software developed by 

UNIDATA. The software is set up for interface in sharing and transferring access of 

scientific data especially in the preparation of interface C, Fortran-77 and Fortran-90 

for GAMIT installation. The software can be downloaded from website 

http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu. 

GMT (Generic Mapping Tools) is a free software developed by the University of 

Hawaii used for data plotting of GAMIT output. The software can be obtained from 

http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/packages/netcdf. In the end, GAMIT/GLOBK software 

installed for data processing. GAMIT software can be downloaded from 

ftp://chandler.mit.edu. 

A detailed explanation of installation is presented as follows: 

i. Operating System (OS) installation. Fedora Core provides simple facility to 

use graphical mode during installation and provides Disk Druid tools which 

can be used for hard disk partition easily. Disk Druid is made of three partition 

with a top level directory or ”/” partition to save all file systems, ”/home” 

partition to save all file users, and ”/swap” partition for virtual memory. A 
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view of Disk Druid can be seen in Figure F.1. After partitioning, the 

installation process continues by system configuration. 

 

Figure F.1 View of Disk Druid in installation 

The process of configuration system makes one user account for a project 

and changes the shell default in bash to tcsh. A view of the beginning of the 

installation is shown in Figure F.2. 
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Figure F.2 View of installation 

A desktop view of Fedora Core 2 after the installation is illustrated in 

Figure F.3. 

 

Figure F.3 Desktop view of Fedora Core 2 
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ii. In order to reinstall the GCC package, GAMIT need a large unit dimension in 

processing, and the rule of unit on GCC should be changed by reinstalling the 

GCC package. The GCC can be downloaded from http://www-

gpsg.mit.edu/~simon/GCC_g77_install/ download.html. After downloading 

the GCC package, the process is continued by extracting the file and changing 

MXUNIT to 10000 at fio.h-file. Then, the process of configuring, building and 

GCC installation is ready. 

iii. netCDF and GMT installation is similar to the previous process of software 

extraction, and continues with configuring, building and installation. The 

netCDF package should be installed before GMT installation. An environment 

setting is carried out by path addition at csh.login-file with the rationale that 

shell can read the program from netCDF and GMT. The echo $PATH 

command ensures shell can read the path from netCDF and GMT. 

iv. The GAMIT installation can be simplified by the availability of script 

installation in the GAMIT package. After installation, the process is continued 

with GAMIT path addition at csh.login-file. 

v. TEQC installation is achieved by copying TEQC program to /usr/bin 

directory. 

All netCDF, GMT and GAMIT installations are addressed at /usr/local directory 

by the prefix addition (--prefix=/usr/local) when configuring in each software. 

F.4 The Structure Hierarchies of GAMIT/GLOBK 

GAMIT procedure has a special structure of working directory. Input data is 

conducted by entering all data to appropriate working directories. These working 

directories are: 

i. /project is a main directory. The name of the directory is the same as the name 

of the project, using a four digit initial. 

ii. /doy is the directory used for data. The name of the directory is the same as the 

doy of RINEX observation data. 

iii. /rinex is the directory utilized for keeping RINEX observation file. 

iv. /brdc is the directory created for storing RINEX navigation file. 
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v. /tables is the directory developed for saving of links referring to several files 

at /usr/local/gamit/tables directory. 

vi. /igs is the directory applied for precise ephemeris file downloaded from IGS 

web. 

The scheme of hierarchy files of LINUX system is illustrated in Figure F.4. The 

figure shows that the structure of GAMIT system directory placed under /usr 

directory and also explains that the structure of GAMIT working directory located 

under /home/usr directory. 

 

 

Figure F.4 Hierarchy file scheme of LINUX system 

GLOBK does not require any particular directory structure, but one found to work 

well is the creation of a /globk directory at the same level as the day directories for 

the GPS data, with six further sub-directories composed under /globk directory i.e. 

/doy, /templates, /tables, /gsoln, /glbf and /gplot. 

A description of each directory is briefly explained as follows: 

i. /doy, for saving a binary H-file or global-file created from the output of the 

GAMIT primary processing. 

ii. /tables, for storing files of a priori station coordinate and satellite parameters. 
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iii. /gsoln, for running solutions, containing the command files and listing binary 

H-file, experiment files and GLOBK output files. 

iv. /glbf, for the binary H-file. 

v. /gplot is the directory for saving the output file. 

F.5 GAMIT Processing 

GAMIT processing is accomplished by data input, running of module and data output. 

The process can be described as follows: 

F.5.1 Data Input 

Firstly, data input consists of file editing and directory linking which should be 

established before computation. 

F.5.1.1 Editing of L-file, station.info-file, sestbl.-file and sittbl.-file 

After preparing all working directories, all input files are located at the appropriate 

directories. Initial files in /tables directory which should be prepared are L-file, 

station.info-file, sestbl.-file, sittbl.-file and autcln.cmd-file. 

The procedures are presented in the following steps: 

i. Editing of L-file uses Vi editor and simple text editor. The difference between 

the two editors is the appearance. The simple text editor uses a graphic view for 

easily operation. This Vi editor applies a console for fast and efficient operation. 

L-file contains a list of the available coordinates of the sites occupied during a 

particular observation. The structure of L-file is: 

Epoch 2003.7479: From file itrf00.apr 
# IGS occupations 
PIMO PIMO GPS    N14 32 30.88179 E121  4 39.83307 6376877.9450 --------------- 
COCO COCO GPS    S12  6 33.01211 E 96 50  2.28580 6377156.1579 --------------- 
BAN2 BAN2 GPS    N12 57  4.40885 E 77 30 43.86976 6377790.5743 --------------- 
# Regional occupations 
BESE BESE GPS    N03 50 00.88338 E103 21 54.88883 6378048.4141 --------------- 
PANJ PANJ GPS    N05 58 05.10254 E101 59 02.03342 6377906.7564 --------------- 
TERE TERE GPS    N05 20 38.77421 E103 06 15.10939 6377954.1861 --------------- 
# Site occupations  
GPA1 GPA1 GPS    N05 17 36.28434 E105 29 27.82341 6377992.3254 --------------- 
GPA2 GPA2 GPS    N05 17 35.42049 E105 29 27.67010 6377992.2134 --------------- 
GPA3 GPA3 GPS    N05 17 36.81901 E105 29 26.06382 6378001.1833 --------------- 
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GPB1 GPB1 GPS    N05 17 45.48668 E105 28 43.01318 6377985.3738 --------------- 
GPB2 GPB2 GPS    N05 17 45.07486 E105 28 42.62392 6377985.4275 --------------- 
GPB3 GPB3 GPS    N05 17 46.00248 E105 28 41.50273 6377981.7163 --------------- 

Information of each station includes a four digit station name and station 

position in spherical format. Spherical coordinate station can be obtained from 

transformation of the Cartesian coordinate from RINEX observation file using 

one GAMIT tool namely TFORM program. A view of the TFORM is shown in 

Figure F.5. 

 

Figure F.5 View of TFORM program 

ii. Editing of station.info-file. The file includes receiver, antenna and occupation-

time information of each station for each session. Structure of station.info-file is: 

 
*          Gamit station.info 
* 
*          Generated by SOPAC on 02-Mar-2006 @ 18:21:22 UTC 
*          Send questions, comments or concerns to archive@sopac.ucsd.edu 
* 
*SITE  Station Name      Session Start      Session Stop       Ant Ht   HtCod  Ant N    Ant E    Receiver 
Type         Vers                  SwVer  Receiver SN           Antenna Type     Dome   Antenna SN           
 BAN2  Bangalore         2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   0.0460  DHPAB   0.0000   0.0000  AOA 
BENCHMARK ACT   3.3.32.3             3.30   1108                     AOAD/M_T       NONE   374 
 PIMO  Manila Observato  2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   0.0792  DHPAB   0.0000   0.0000  ASHTECH Z-
XII3      CD00-1D02 1s soc2rnx 9.20   LP420005103              ASH701945C_M   NONE   CR620010502 
 COCO  Cocos             2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   0.0040  DHPAB   0.0000   0.0000  AOA SNR-12 
ACT      3.3.32.3             3.30   C130U                    AOAD/M_T       DOME   261 
 
 BESE  Beserah           2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   0.9219  DHBGP   0.0000   0.0000  TRIMBLE 
4000SSI     Nav 7.29 Sig 3.07    -----  17069                    TRM22020.00+GP NONE   00102796 
 PANJ Panjang            2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   0.8271  DHBGP   0.0000   0.0000  TRIMBLE 
4000SSI     Nav 7.26 Sig 3.07    -----  04232                    TRM22020.00+GP NONE   00031991 
 TERE Terengganu         2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   0.8725  DHBGP   0.0000   0.0000  TRIMBLE 
4000SSI     Nav 7.29 Sig 3.07    -----  18352                    TRM22020.00+GP NONE   00031973 
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 GPA1 PulaiA1            2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   1.4686  DHBGP   0.0000   0.0000  TRIMBLE 
4000SSI     Nav 7.19 Sig 3.04    -----  15379                    TRM22020.00+GP NONE   00050494 
 GPA2 PulaiA2            2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   1.4393  DHBGP   0.0000   0.000   TRIMBLE 
4000SSI     Nav 7.19 Sig 3.04    -----  15379                    TRM22020.00+GP NONE   00050494 
 GPA3 PulaiA3            2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   1.6233  DHBGP   0.0000   0.0000  TRIMBLE 
4000SSI     Nav 7.19 Sig 3.04    -----  15379                    TRM22020.00+GP NONE   00081613 
 GPB1 PulaiB1            2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   1.5141  DHBGP   0.0000   0.0000  TRIMBLE 
4000SSI     Nav 7.32 Sig 3.08    -----  12235                    TRM22020.00+GP NONE   00082829 
 GPB2 PulaiB2            2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   1.5222  DHBGP   0.0000   0.0000  TRIMBLE 
4000SSI     Nav 7.29 Sig 3.07    -----  18345                    TRM22020.00+GP NONE   00081613 
 GPB3 PulaiB3            2003 188 00 00 00  2003 188 24 00 00   1.4959  DHBGP   0.0000   0.0000  TRIMBLE 
4000SSI     Nav 7.29 Sig 3.07    -----  10200                    TRM22020.00+GP NONE   00067126  

Each column consists of: 

a. Session Start, starting time of each observation. 

b. Ant Ht, antenna height. 

c. HtCod, phase center position is shown by a specific code dependent on 

instrument type and brand for example: DHARP (direct height to antenna 

reference point), DHHHK (direct height with height hook tape), SLBCR 

(slant height to bottom of choke rings) and DHBCR (direct height to bottom 

of choke rings). The HtCod refer to hisub.f-file. 

d. Receiver Type, a specific code of receiver type refers to rcvant.dat-file. 

e. Antenna Type, a specific code of antenna type refers to rcvant.dat and 

ant_alias.f-files. 

iii. Editing of sittbl.-file. 

Each column of sittbl.-file contains: 

a. COORD.CONSTR or station weight determination. Small differences in the 

constraint value of station weight lead to significant differences with input 

precision. The weighting of the global station is 0.02, and the regional 

station is 99.9 with reference to default value in sittbl.-file. 

b. CUTOFF or elevation cut-off angle determination. 

The structure of sittbl.-file is: 

SITE              FIX   WFILE  --COORD.CONSTR.-- --EPOCH--  CUTOFF  APHS CLK  KLOCK  CLKFT  DZEN  WZEN  
DMAP  WMAP  ---MET. VALUE----   
    << ITRF SITES used for fiducial control  >> 
BAN2 Bangalore    NNN   NONE   0.20  0.20  0.20   001-  *   15.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0 
COCO              NNN   NONE   1.00  1.00  1.00   001-  *   10.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0.20.0 
PIMO              NNN   NONE   0.20  0.20  0.20   001-  *   15.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0 
  
BESE Beserah      NNN   NONE   99.9  99.9  99.9   001-  *   10.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0   
PANJ Panjang      NNN   NONE   99.9  99.9  99.9   001-  *   10.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0  
TERE Terengganu   NNN   NONE   99.9  99.9  99.9   001-  *   10.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0  
 
GPA1 PulaiA1      NNN   NONE   100.  100.  100.   001-  *   10.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0 
GPA2 PulaiA2      NNN   NONE   100.  100.  100.   001-  *   10.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0  
GPA3 PulaiA3      NNN   NONE   100.  100.  100.   001-  *   10.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0 
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GPB1 PulaiB1      NNN   NONE   100.  100.  100.   001-  *   105.0   ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0 
GPB2 PulaiB2      NNN   NONE   100.  100.  100.   001-  *   10.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0 
GPB3 PulaiB3      NNN   NONE   100.  100.  100.   001-  *   10.0    ELEV NNN    3           SAAS  SAAS  
NMFH  NMFW  1013.25 20.0 50.0 
 

iv. Editing of sestbl.-file. The sestbl.-file encloses the option of processing data 

strategy. For example, the choice of long-baseline experiment should be 

changed to RELAX option. The structure and format of sestbl.-file are illustrated 

as follows: 

 
Session Table   
 
Processing Agency = UTP 
                       
Satellite Constraint = Y         ; Y/N  (next two lines are free-format but 'all' must be present)      
                 all       a      e      i     n       w       M     rad1   rad2  rad3  rad4  rad5  rad6  rad7  rad8  
rad9;  
                          0.01  0.01   0.01   0.01    0.01    0.01   0.01   0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01  
0.01 
            
Choice of Experiment = RELAX.     ; BASELINE/RELAX./ORBIT  
Type of Analysis = 1-ITER         ; 1-ITER/0-ITER (no postfit autcln)/PREFIT     
   This now redundant AUTCLN Postfit = R                ; Run autcln for postfit run; R causes repeat run. 
Choice of Observable = LC_AUTCLN  ; L1_SINGLE/L1&L2/L1_ONLY/L2_ONLY/LC_ONLY/ 
                                  ; L1,L2_INDEPEND./LC_HELP/LC_AUTCLN 
Station Error = ELEVATION 10 5    ; 1-way L1, a**2 + (b**2)(L**2) in mm, ppm, default = 10. 0. 
Use N-file = Y                    ; Y/N (default no): automatic procedure to reweight by station  
AUTCLN reweight = Y'              ; Release 10.31 equivalent of Use N-file 
AUTCLN Command File = autcln.cmd  ; Filename; default none (use default options)      
Decimation Factor = 4             ; FOR SOLVE, default = 1   
Quick-pre decimation factor = 10  ; 1st iter or autcln pre, default same as Decimation Factor     
Quick-pre observable = LC_ONLY    ; for 1st soln, default same as Choice of observable 
 
Ionospheric Constraints =  0.0 mm + 8.00 ppm             
Ambiguity resolution WL = 0.15 0.15 1000. 99. 500.   ; used for LC_HELP only 
Ambiguity resolution NL = 0.15 0.15 1000. 99. 15000. ; Allow long baselines with LC_AUTCLN 
 
Zenith Delay Estimation = Y     ; Yes/No  (default No) 
Interval zen = 2                ; 2 hrs = 13 knots/day  (default is 1 ZD  per day) 
Zenith Constraints = 0.50       ; zenith-delay a priori constraint in meters (default 0.5)  
Zenith Variation = 0.02 100.    ; zenith-delay variation, tau in meters/sqrt(hr), hrs (default .02 100.)  
Elevation Cutoff = 10             ; default 0 to use value in autcln.cmd  
Atmospheric gradients = Y       ; Yes/Np  (default No)             
Number gradients = 1            ; number of gradient parameters per day (NS or ES); default 1 
Gradient Constraints = 0.01     ; gradient at 10 deg elevation in meters; default 0.03 m 
 
Update T/L files = L_ONLY       ; T_AND_L (default), T_ONLY, L_ONLY, NONE  
Update tolerance = .3           ; minimum adjustment for updating L-file coordinates, default .3 m    
 
Met obs source = GPT 50         ; hierarchical list:  RNX ufile GPT/STP [humid value]; default GTP 50  
                                     if [humid value] < 0, use RNX or UFL if available  
Output met = N                  ; write the a priori met values to a z-file (Y/N) 
Use met.list = N 
Use met.grid = N   
DMap = GMF                      ; GMF(default)/NMFH/VMF1 
WMap = GMF                      ; GMF(default)/NMFW/VMF1 
Use map.list = N 
Use map.grid = N 
Yaw Model = Y                   ; Y/N  default = Y   
Radiation Model for ARC = BERNE  
Inertial frame = J2000 
Tides applied = 31               ;  Binary coded: 1 earth  2 freq-dep  4 pole  8 ocean  16 remove mean for pole tide   
                                 ;  32 atmosphere ;  default = 31 
Use otl.list = N 
Use otl.grid = Y       
Use atl.list = N 
Use atl.grid = N  
Etide model = IERS03              ; IERS96/IERS03     
Apply atm loading = N             ; Y/N for atmospheric loading   
Use atml.list = N 
Use atml.grid = N     
Antenna Model = ELEV              ; NONE/ELEV/AZEL  default = ELEV 
SV antenna model = ELEV           ; NONE/ELEV       default = NONE  
SV antenna off = N                ; Y/N to estimate satellite antenna offsets (default N) 
  
Delete AUTCLN input C-files = Y   ; Y/N ; default Y to force rerun of MODEL 
Scratch directory = /tmp     
 
 
Optional controls: 
 
  Inertial frame = J2000          ; B1950/J2000 (default = J2000)  
                       
  Initial ARC                     ; Y/N  default = Yes  
  Final ARC                       ; Y/N  default = No 
  Radiation Model for ARC         ; SPHRC/BERNE/SRDYB/SVBDY  default = SPHRC 
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  Reference System for ARC        ; WGS72/WGS84/MERIT/IGS92 (default = IGS92) 
  Tabular interval for ARC        ; 900. seconds (new default), 1350. seconds (old default) 
  Stepsize for ARC                ; 75. seconds (new default), 168.75 seconds (old default) 
  
  Earth Rotation                  ; Diurnal/Semidirunal terms: Binary coded: 1=pole 2=UT1 4=Ray model; default=7 
  Estimate EOP                    ; Binary coded: 1 wob   2 ut1   4 wob rate   8 ut1 rate    
  Wobble Constraint = 3. 0.3      ; Default 3. (arcsec) 0.3 (arcsec/day) 
  UT1 Constraint = 0.00002 0.02   ; Default .00002 (sec) 0.02 (sec/day)  
    
  Number Zen = 4                  ; number of zenith-delay parameters (default 1) 
  Zenith Constraints = 0.50       ; zenith-delay a priori constraint in meters (default 0.5) 
  Zenith Model = PWL              ; PWL (piecewise linear)/CON (step) 
  Zenith Variation = 0.02 100.    ; zenith-delay variation, tau in meters/sqrt(hr), hrs (default .02 100.)  
  Gradient Constraints = 0.03     ; gradient at 10 deg elevation in meters   
  Gradient Variation = .01 100    ; gradient variation  
  Tropospheric Constraints = NO   ; YES/NO   (spatial constraint) 
 
  Antenna Model                   ; NONE/ELEV/AZEL  default = NONE 
  Tide Model                      ; Binary coded: 1 earth  2 freq-dep  4 pole  8 ocean   default = 15 
  Yaw Model                       ; YES/NO  default = YES 
  I-file = N                      ; Use I-file (Y/N)  (default Y)  
  
  AUTCLN Postfit = Y              ; Assume 'Y' if 'Type of analysis = 1-ITER' (autcln.cmd.postfit file also) 
  Delete AUTCLN input C-files = Y ; YES/NO/Intermediate (default no)   
  Quick-pre observable = LC       ; For 1st iter or autcln pre, default same as Choice of observable 
  AUTCLN Command File             ; Filename; default none (use default options) 
  Delete eclipse data = POST      ; ALL/NO/POST (Default = NO) 
  SCANDD control                  ; BOTH (default) /NONE/FIRST/FULL/IFBAD see manual sec. 5.2 
  Iteration                       ; CFILES / XFILES (default)   
  Edit AUTCLN Command File        ; YES/NO; default = NO  (For clocks, no longer needed) 
 
  Ambiguity resolution WL         ; default = 0.15 0.15 1000.  10. 500. 
  Ambiguity resolution NL         ; default = 0.15 0.15 1000.  10. 500. 
  Type of Biases                  : IMPLICIT (default for quick), EXPLICIT (default for full)    
  H-file solutions                ; ALL ; LOOSE-ONLY  
  Station Error = BASELINE 10. 0.   ; 1-way L1, a**2 + (b**2)(L**2) in mm, ppm, default = 10. 0. 
  Station Error = UNIFORM 10.       ; 1-way L1 in mm, default = 10.  
  Station Error = ELEVATION 4.3 7.0 ; 1-way L1 , a**2 + b**2/sin(elev)**2 in mm, default = 4.3 7.0   
  Satellite Error = UNIFORM 0.      ; 1-way L1 in mm (added quadratically to station error) default = 0. 
  Select Epochs                   ; Enter start and stop epoch number (applies only to SOLVE)    
  Decimation Factor               ; FOR SOLVE, default = 1   
  Quick-pre decimation factor = 10 ; 1st iter or autcln pre, default same as Decimation Factor 
  Elevation Cutoff = 15.          ; For SOLVE, overrides the MODEL or AUTCLN values if they are lower 
  Correlation print               ; Threshhold for printing correlations (default 0.9999) 
 
  Export Orbits                   ; YES/NO  default = NO 
  Orbit id                        ; 4-char code read only if Export Orbits = YES 
  Orbit Format                    ; SP1/SP3 (NGS Standard Products) 
  Orbit organization              ; 3-char code read only if Export Orbits = YES  
  Reference System for Orbit = ITR93 ; ITR92/ITR91/ITR90/WGS84/MERIT (for SP3 header)   
  Lunar eclipses = Y               ; Set = N to turn off lunar eclipses in ARC to match model of GAMIT < 10.2 
(default Y) 
  
  Delete all input C-files        ; YES/NO  default = NO 
  Delete MODEL input C-files      ; YES/NO  default = NO 
  Delete AUTCLN input C-files     ; YES/NO  default = NO  
  Update T/L files                ; T_AND_L (default), T_ONLY, L_ONLY, NONE  
                                    (Applies only to update for final solution after initial ) 
  Update tolerance                ; minimum adjustment for updating L-file coordinates, default .3 m 
  SOLVE-only = YES                ; YES/NO  default = NO  
  X-compress = YES                ; Uncompress/compress X-files  default = NO   
  SCANDD control                  ; FULL (default), FIRST, BOTH, IFBAD, NONE 
  Run CTOX = YES                  ; Make clean X-files from C-files  default = NO 
  Bias apriori = 100.             ; Optional constraint on biases for LC_AUTCLN (default 0 -> no constrint) 
  SOLVE print  = Y                ; Turn on SOLVE output to screen (default N)   

F.5.1.2 Establishing a Link Directory 

The establishment of a link directory is another main part in GAMIT processing. 

Under the home user (/home/user) directory is a link to GAMIT directory, namely /gg 

directory. Function of the link makes GAMIT access easier from the working 

directory to the GAMIT system directory. The directory /tables are linked using 

links.tables command to create a link from the working directory to the GAMIT 

system directory. 
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The optionally linked tables are: 

i. gdetic.dat-file, a table of geodetic datum parameters, specified by the standard 

ellipsoid parameters: semi-major earth axis (m) and inverse flattening, and the 

Cartesian offsets (m) from geocenter. 

ii. svnav.dat-file, a table of NAVSTAR numbers, block numbers I or II, spacecraft 

mass and yaw parameters for each GPS satellite. The mass, along with the block 

number is utilized to estimate non-gravitational accelerations. The block number 

is able to determine the offset of the transmitter antenna phase center from the 

spacecraft’s center of mass. 

iii. nutabl.-file, a nutation table contains parameters in tabular form for 

interpolation. 

iv. soltab.-file, a table with solar tabular ephemeris, a tabulation of the position of 

the earth in relation to the sun. 

v. luntab.-file, a table with lunar tabular ephemeris which contains positions X, Y 

and Z of the moon for the exact Julian Date. 

vi. leap.sec-file a table of jumps i.e. leap seconds, containing the Julian Date for 

each leap second. 

vii. antmod.dat-file, a table of antenna phase center offsets and variations as a 

function of elevation and azimuth. 

viii. pole.-file, a pole table containing polar motion values for interpolation in 

different GAMIT modules. 

The link is also available from the /doy directory using links.day command with 

the intention of having a link into all files at the /tables directory. From the /doy 

directory is a link relayed to /rinex, /brdc and /igs directories. The command to create 

a link from /doy to /rinex directory is sh_link_rinex1 –year <yyyy> -day <doy> -dir 

<directory rinex> command. The link RINEX command builds a link to the /rinex 

directory and scans to RINEX data. The –year and -day option is examined for 

filtering, to ensure only the computed data linked. The -dir option is brought into play 

to deliver into source or RINEX data directories and the links.day command confirms 

a link from the /doy directory to session.info-file in the /tables directory. Furthermore, 

the session.info-file in the /tables directory is removed and the process continues 
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utilizing session.info-file from makexp solution. Each component is processed 

sequentially. 

F.5.1.3 The Operation of GAMIT Module 

The procedures for data processing in GAMIT package are: 

i. Running makexp. A new session.info-file and D-file are input files to execute 

the module. The new session.info-file encloses the observation start time, epoch 

number, sampling interval and satellite PRN used in processing. The editing of 

session.info-file is carried out by changing the number of used satellite using 

IGS data. D-file is an input to execute fixdrv command. After executing 

makexp, it will appear as a further command, e.g. sh_sp3fit command to make 

G-file and T-file; makej to make J-file and sh_check_sess to compare used 

satellite numbers among G-file, T-file, J-file and session.info-file. The structure 

of session.info-file is: 

# Session.info : free format, non-blank first column is comment 
#Year Day  Sess#  Interval  #Epochs  Start hr/min  Satellites 
 2003 188    1        30     2800      0  0      1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 21 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

ii. Running makex. Several input files of makex command are K-file and X-file. 

Before executing makex, the name of G-file, T-file and Y-file should be renamed 

using a GAMIT format name. The format of each file is xxxxy.doy, xxxx: four 

digits of project initial, y: last digit of observation year, doy: day of observation 

year. The view of makex running is presented in Figure F.6. 
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Figure F.6 makex running view 

iii. Running fixdrv. The input of executing fixdrv command is B-file in batch form 

and B-file in text form. Prior to executing the batch file, editing of B-file (text) is 

performed by creating the same number PRN satellite as the number in 

session.info-file. The format of B-file (text) is bxxxxy.001 (xxxx: four digits of 

initial project; y: last digit of year observation). 

iv. Running batch-processing. The command of batch-processing is csh. The 

format of batch file is bxxxx.bat, xxxx: four digits of initial project. The view of 

batch-processing is illustrated in Figure F.7. 
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Figure F.7 Batch-processing view 

F.5.1.4 The Data Output 

Output summary files are Q-file, H-file and L-file. The L-file input is different to the 

L-file output, located in the /doy directory with lxxxxa.doy format, xxxx: project initial. 

Q-file contains information about the name of the station, the weight station constraint 

and other solutions of the processing result. The precision of the GAMIT processing 

result can be seen in the Q-file. 

          Program SOLVE Version 10.24 2006/02/06 14:30:00 (Linux) 
 
 
 SOLVE Run on 2008/ 1/31  12: 6:13 
 OWNER: UTP  OPERATOR: gamit            
 
 
 
 Epoch interval:     1  -  2800 
 
 Decimation interval:   1 
 
  LC solution with ionosphere constraint bias-fixing 

The paragraph above is the header of Q-file, which is commonly an output of 

batch-processing. When batch-processing, GAMIT can run several programs which 
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are part of the module. Then, GAMIT should perform several modules serially which 

are: 

i. ARC, the program which creates T-file. This process can be omitted, if the 

file has been yielded by executing sh_sp3fit command. 

ii.  YAWTAB, the program which composes the YAW table value for each 

satellite in each epoch as an input in T-file. 

iii. MODEL, the program which calculates residual prefit and partial derivatives 

of observation in X-file, then builds C-file from that X-file. The X-file is 

formed by makex command. 

iv. AUTCLN, the program which reads C-file output from the MODEL to look 

for cycle slips, double difference residuals, then composes ”a” serial of C-

file i.e. modifying the year digit with ”a” and offers some corrections in data 

phase and residual prefit. 

v. CFMRG, the program which can examine C-file then chooses and defines 

parameters for adjustment computation. The output of the program is M-file. 

vi. SOLVE, the program which conducts least-square adjustment of the 

observation station and orbit parameter, then updates M-file by the output 

parameter of adjustment computation. The output of M-file and Q-file from 

the program is ”p” serial i.e. modify year digit with ”p”. 

vii. MODEL, the program which recalculates residual prefit in X-file by 

applying an updated coordinate, then builds ”b” serial of C-file. 

viii. AUTCLN, the program which cleans data by updating residual coordinates, 

then rewrites ”b” serial of C-file. 

ix. CFMRG, the program which creates a new serial of ”a” M-file from ”b” C-

file. 

x. sh_sigelv, the program which makes noise data from autcln.post.sum-file i.e. 

the file is a summary file after executing AUTCLN program and puts wide 

line ambiguities solution in N-file. 

xi. SOLVE, the program which recalculates coordinate and orbit parameters by 

least-square adjustment and refigures phase ambiguity. The output of 

SOLVE executing is rewrites M-file with addition input parameter from 

adjustment. This also renames ”a” L-file and ”b” G-file. The last output Q-
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file of SOLVE program is ”a” Q-file. This file contains all results GAMIT 

processing. 

F.6 GLOBK Processing 

F.6.1 Input Data 

There are three classes of input to the program: 

i. Solution file contains a binary H-file or global-file created by primary 

processing of GAMIT. The format of H-file is h<project name>0.<ddd> and 

the binary file is formed by htoglb module. 

ii. A priori coordinate file (apr_file), earthquake file (eq_file), command block 

file (com_file), sort file (srt_file), solution file (sol_file), a priori earth rotation 

file (in_pmu) and pole movement file (pole_tide). 

iii. Each of the major programs uses a command file which specifies the type of 

solution, estimated parameter and applied constraint. 

F.6.2 The Conversion of H-file to Binary Data 

The ASCII format of H-file should be converted to binary data to enable GLOBK 

recognition of the file. This conversion applies htoglb module and the output is put 

aside in directory /glbf. The command is: 

$ htoglb ../glbf/ ../tables/svs_pula.svs h*.* 

The processing of binary H-file creates several files with extensions of *.gcr, 

*.gcx, *.glr and *.glx. The *.gcr and *.gcx are for the biases-free and biases-fixed 

solutions with the GAMIT constraint input. The *.glr and *.glx extensions are for 

biases-free and biases-fixed results with loosely constrained solutions. Reliable 

ambiguity is available at *.glx in binary H-file. If the ambiguities are resolved then the 

last binary H-file should be used in GLOBK. 
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F.6.3 The Editing of Command File 

The GLOBK command files are separated into three parts: glred.cmd, globk.cmd 

and glorg.cmd. The file editing is performed by providing input and output files. In 

addition to editing, applying a constraint is performed by the constraint value. These 

values are max_chii, apr_neu, station constraint, satellite orbital parameter 

constraint, and earth rotating constraint, translation and scale changes. 

Editing of globk.cmd and glred.cmd is executed using several commands as 

follows: 

i. make_svs is used to generate the a priori of satellite parameter. 

ii. eq_file is a command to create an earthquake file, including earthquake 

parameters and station renames. 

iii. com_file contains the GLOBK common block. 

iv. srt_file is a sort file, containing a direct access time-ordered list of global files. 

v. sol_file is a scratch file which contains the variance-covariance matrix 

solutions. 

vi. apr_file, contains a list of a priori station coordinates and velocities to be used 

in the solution file as input. Reissuing the apr_file will entail an additional file 

to be read, with the coordinates for a station taken from the last file in which 

that station appeared. 

vii. in_pmu is a command to allow the polar motion/UT1 series used in the 

analysis to be updated. 

There are several main commands in the file editing of glorg.cmd: 

i. cnd_hgtv is used to determine from the height sigma of the stations in the 

stab_site list which are retained to define the reference frame. 

ii. stab_min is utilized to establish the minimum value of cnd_hgtv use in the 

stabilization process. The command allows the user to set the minimum values 

for the cnd_hgtv limits on height sigma of sites to be used in the stabilization, 

and on the minimum rms to be used in postfit rms editing. 

iii. stab_ite is applied to characterize the number of iterations in the system 

coordinate stabilization. This command provides characteristics of coordinate 

system stabilization. 
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iv. stab_site, is a reliable station list for executing origin definition. 

v. pos_org is the parameter sets to be used in setting the coordinate system’s 

translation, rotation and scale. Parameters to be utilized are xtran, ytran and 

ztran for translation; xrot, yrot and zrot for rotation and scale for the scale 

factor. 

vi. rate_org command is similar to pos_org but used for rates. 

F.6.4 H-file Binary Saving 

The binary H-file of *.glx is generated as *.gdl extension. The command is: 

$ ls -1 ../glbf/*.glx > pula_glx.gdl 

$ vi pula_glx.gdl 

The *.glx file may optionally contain additional parameters following each H-file 

to indicate re-weighting and coupling. The outlook *.gdl file can be seen as follows: 
../glbf/h0307021200_i183.glx 1.0 + 
../glbf/h0307021200_igs1.glx 1.0 + 
../glbf/h0307021200_igs2.glx 1.0 + 
../glbf/h0307021200_igs3.glx 1.0 + 
../glbf/h0307021200_igs4.glx 1.0 + 
../glbf/h0307021200_igs5.glx 1.0 + 
../glbf/h0307021200_igs6.glx 1.0 + 
../glbf/h0307031200_i184.glx 1.0 + 
../glbf/h0307031200_igs1.glx 1.0 + 
../glbf/h0307031200_igs2.glx 1.0 + 

F.6.5 Data Processing 

The procedures of the GLOBK processing are: 

i. Running GLOBK for global processing using a priori coordinates of itrf00.apr-

file and site.apr-file. 

$ glred 6 glred1_rep.prt glred1_rep.log pula_glx.gdl glred.cmd 

$ globk 6 globk1_rep.prt globk1_rep.log pula_glx.gdl globk.cmd 

The computation results are *.prt, *.log and *.org extensions. The coordinate 

output is available on *.org-file. 
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ii. The output *.org-file resulting from GLOBK processing is then changed as a file 

of a priori coordinate with *.apr extension. 

$ grep Unc. globk1_rep.org > pula1.apr 

$ vi pula1.apr 

: 1,$ s/Unc.// 

iii. A priori coordinate pula1.apr-file and itrf00.apr-file are used as a priori 

coordinates for glred2 and globk2 processing. 

$ glred 6 glred2_rep.prt glred2_rep.log pula_glx.gdl glred.cmd 

$ globk 6 globk2_rep.prt globk2_rep.log pula_glx.gdl globk.cmd 

$ grep Unc. globk2_rep.prt > pula2.apr 

$ vi pula2.apr 

: 1,$ s/Unc.// 

iv. A priori coordinates pula1.apr-file, pula2.apr-file and itrf00.apr-file are used as 

a priori coordinates for glred3 and globk3 processing. 

$ glred 6 glred3_rep.prt glred3_rep.log pula_glx.gdl glred.cmd 

$ globk 6 globk3_rep.prt globk3_rep.log pula_glx.gdl globk.cmd 

$ grep Unc. globk3_rep.prt > pula3.apr 

$ vi pula3.apr 

: 1,$ s/Unc.// 

F.7 Evaluating the Results of Daily Processing  

In the GAMIT analysis, there are two first-order criteria to determine if a solution is 

acceptable: adequate data to perform a reasonable estimate and data fit the model to 

the noise level. The primary indicator that the first criteria have been fulfilled is the 

magnitude of the uncertainty of the baseline components. If these are larger than 

expectation with the a priori constraints which have been applied to station 

coordinates and orbital parameters, then a quick look in the Q-file or autcln.sum-file 

will usually reveal that large quantities of data have been discarded by AUTCLN. 
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For the second criterion, the primary indicator is the ”normalized rms” (nrms) of 

the result; i.e. the square root of chi-square per degree of freedom. If the data is 

randomly distributed and the a priori weights correct, the nrms are close to unity. In 

practice with the default weighting scheme, a good solution usually produces an nrms 

of about 0.25. This value larger than 0.5 means that there is cycle slips has not been 

removed or is associated with extra bias parameters. Additionally, there may be a 

serious modelling problem e.g. bad coordinates of the fixed stations or an unmodelled 

satellite ”burn”. If the final solution of a batch sequence fulfils these two criteria, 

there is usually no need to look carefully at any other output, although the rms of one-

way residuals in autcln.sum.post-file will reveal the relative quality of stations in the 

network [121]. The value of fract (fractional part of the solution) must be smaller than 

10 [131]. 

In the GLOBK analysis, the primary quality assurance statistic that is routinely 

generated is χ2
/f, the chi-squared increment per degree of freedom. This χ2

/f statistics 

is used to measure the consistency of the new, loosely-constrained GAMIT solution to 

GLOBK’s knowledge of introduced parameters. If no tight constraints have been 

placed on the a priori values of the parameters, the first file should have a small chi-

squared value. An exceptionally large chi-squared increment indicates an addition of 

erratic or poorly modelled data included in the solution. Ideally, the statistic should be 

unity. In performing the GLOBK process, an arbitrary limit of 30 is placed on the χ2 

variations. Actually, the individual values never exceed 3.0, indicating that each 

campaign is internally and externally consistents [52]. 
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APPENDIX G 

 

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL FRAMINGS 

 

G.1 Upper deck 
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G.2 Mezzanine deck 
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G.3 Lower deck 
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G.4 Sump deck 
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G.5 Elevation (+)4.5 m 
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G.6 Elevation (-)10.5 m 
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G.7 Elevation (-)28.5 m 
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G.8 Elevation (-)46.8 m 
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G.9 Vertical framing - view 0
o
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G.10 Vertical framing - view 90
o
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G.11 Vertical framing - view 180
o
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G.12 Vertical framing - view 270
o
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APPENDIX H 

 

GRAPHICS 

TRANSLATION AND ROTATION  
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H.2 The translation to Y axis on the mezzanine deck 
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H.3 The translation to Z axis on the mezzanine deck 
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H.4 The rotation to X axis on the mezzanine deck 
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H.5 The rotation to Y axis on the mezzanine deck 
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H.6 The rotation to Z axis on the mezzanine deck 

Rotation Z
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H.7 The translation to X axis on the lower deck 
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H.8 The translation to Y axis on the lower deck 
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H.9 The translation to Z axis on the lower deck 
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H.10 The rotation to X axis on the lower deck 
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H.11 The rotation to Y axis on the lower deck 
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H.12 The rotation to Z axis on the lower deck 
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H.13 The translation to X axis on the sump deck 
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H.14 The translation to Y axis on the sump deck 
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H.15 The translation to Z axis on the sump deck 
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H.16 The rotation to X axis on the sump deck 
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H.17 The rotation to Y axis on the sump deck 
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H.18 The rotation to Z axis on the sump deck 
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H.19 The translation to X, Y, Z axes at elevation (+)4.5 m 
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H.20 The rotation to X, Y, Z axes at elevation (+)4.5 m 
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H.21 The translation to X, Y, Z axes at elevation (-)10.5 m 
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H.22 The rotation to X, Y, Z axes at elevation (-)10.5 m 
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H.23 The translation to X, Y, Z axes at elevation (-)28.5 m 
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H.24 The rotation to X, Y, Z axes at elevation (-)28.5 m 

Rotation
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